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A working population of black South African gold 
miners on the Orange Free State goldfields was studied. 
The overall prevalence of silicosis was found to be 
1.4', rising to 15. in the 51 to 55 year old age group. 
Silicosis in this population is the chronic or 
simple variety which nevertheless accounts for significant 
reductions of the forced expiratory. volumes and flow rates 
and lung diffusion. Dyspnoea is more prevalent in tbe men 
with 8ilicosis. 
Silicosis apart, exposure to mine dust and the other 
components of the underground environment is also 
associated with lung dysfunction. The changes attributable 
to occupational exposure are of the obstructive variety 
with reductions of the I'BV1, DBJ' and the I'BV1/FVC' similar 
in pattern and extent to those caused by smoking. 
Cough and sputum production are common and, apart 
from that attributable to smoking, are associated with 
working environments which e~sed the men to the highest 
\ 
and the intermediate levels of dust intensity. 
A limited follow-up study of the 1 197 lIlen who 
participated in the main, cross-sectional study, shows that 
men wi th silicosis have a higher incidence of pulmonary 
tuberculosis than men without silicosis and that the· 
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The purpose of this study is to examine the influence of 
silicosis and the occupation of gold mining on respiratory 
symptoms, lung function and tuberculosis in a working 
population of black, migrant, South African gold miners. 




At the tiae of the Roman Empire the miner was viewed as a 
"creature half-way between man and beast, who suffered 
greatly while he lived and anyway lived llut a short time" 
[1]. Gordon, in his excellent review of the history of 
mining, continues with a description of the furnace-like 
atmosphere where in the already hot ambient temperatures, 
fires were used to split the rock. Men, infested with 
hookworaa, were lashed and suffered from repeated trauma. 
Gordon [1] writes "I would think it miraculous if any 
(miners) lived long enough to develop silicosis", but with 
most of the • .,ne •. ,collstantly flooded and without 
mechanisation it; ,i.,~unlikely that dust was a problem. 











and called "ber9sucht· which Gordon believes to have 
encaapas.ed an array of disorders includin9 silicosis, 
aercurial or arsenical poisoning, hookworm infestation and 
pulmonary neoplasms. Bergsucht was then considered to be 
caused by ',<I_ons and it was not until the 16th century that 
Agricola in hi. "De Re .etallica" attributed the high 
mortality of miners to the dust to which they were 
exposed., Agricola reported that in the mining areas ,there 
were woman who had been widowed as often as seven tim.s 
when their ainer husbands died prematurely from 
, consumption' • 
The risks to the miner increased when gunpowder was 
introduced to the mines in 1627 and a rudimentary drilling 
machina wa. put into use in 1636. 
In the 19th century mining conditions remained 
primitive and ainers were subjected to appalling work 
conditiona, exploitation, poverty and misery [2J. It .eems, 
however that the contemporary concern about mining focused 
upon the fact that children working in the aines, who were 
often less than 10 years old, were not receiving any 
religious education and upon the moral issue that aen and 
woaen we~e working together in near nakedness [lJ. 
10 ,he latter half of the 19th century the concern was 
with the early d •• ths of miners. Gordon refers to the 
period of 1850 to 1920, .. the "siliceous holocaust". 












the minLag iDdaatry in SOuth Africa and farther afield. 
Silicosis with or without tuberculosis became a compensable 
dis .. ,. 'and this applied to career miners and to the 
aigrant black labourers who worked on the aines for short 
contract . periods [" J • 
The Act raquired that aen recruited to work on the 
mines, ,JlUst· be of sound physique as established by 
examination· by a ~Imedical practitioner [7J. 
In 1916, new regulations were promulgated as a result 
of the report of the Commission of Inquiry which had been 
established in 1912. The Miners' Phthisis Medical Bureau 
was established and has to this day, as the Medical Bureau 
for Occupational Dis.ases, continued to examine every white 
miner before employment and periodically thereafter [",7]. 
Black men working on the aines were also to be examined but 
their exaainations would be conducted by the mine medical 
officezs .. ployed by each of the aining groups (8). At 
that time there were approximately 15 000 white and 175 000 
black men'eaployed by the industry. 
The white ainers"employed for tha first time aftar the 
introduction of the new conditions in 1916 were required to 
. be of better than average physique. These _n were to be 
known a. the De. Rand miners and their course was to be 
followad with Interest ['J. 
Conditions Jon the, mines began to improve. all new 










vas progr ••• ive replacement of dry- vith vet-drilling. By 
1926, drilliDg with the few remaining drills which did not 
incorporate axial water feed vas banned [4]. In 1927, 
Watkins.Pitchford [7],. the Director of the xiners' Phthi8i8 
xedical Bureau, reported a progressive fall in the 
incidence of silic08i. and a lengthening of time from fir8t 
expo.ure to the development of the di8ea8e. He estimated 
the overall prevalence of 8ilic08i8 to be 3t, with 7t of 
th08e who had worked 10 or more year8 having the disea8e. 
The duration of .ervice to on8et of 8ilicosis had increased 
from an average 9 years in 1917 to 10.25 years in 1923. 
It wa. noted from the excellent records which had been 
collected of the whole white vorking population, that 
vithin 7 years of being diagn08ed a8 having silico.i8, 54t 
had develope~ tuberculosi8 and half of th08e had died [7]. 
At the time of these developments in South Africa, 
.cFarland (I] reported in 1927 that the annual mortality 
rate fro. tubercul08is in vermont granite cutters va8 
1095.5 per 100 000 vorker8 compared vith a rate of 96 par 
100 000 of the general, adult population. He noted that 
the State va8 con8idering making silic08i8 a compensable 
disea8e in the granite indu8try (fifteen year8 after 
silicosis became a compen8able di8ea8e in South Africa). 
Since 1912, condition8 on the South African gold mine8 
had been under the scrutiny of the Kiners' Phthi8i8 











State, the miners and the industry. This body and its 
succes.ors played a role in the progressive improvement of 
the conditions in the gold mines. Dust levels had, by the 
mid-1930s, reached levels which are considered to be 
acceptable today [10]. By contrast, the situation for 
minars in Bu.ope remained poor until extensive reforms in 
conditions of service and of dust control were introduced 
in the lata 1950s [11] • 
Although it ia no longer generally associated with 
si1ico.is, tuberculosis is still highly prevalent amongst 
the majority of mineworkers 100 years after the start of 
the indu.try in South Africa. The surveillance of the 
white ainers continues on the basis of excellent and 
far-aighted lavs first introduced 75 years ago. No 
consistent evaluation of the 500 000 black mine workers 
exist.. The.e sen continue to receive compensation for 
silicosis and for thoracic tuberculosis but no central 
record exi.t. of the exposure and health status of the men 
who constitute 90' of the work force on the South African 












RBVIBW OF PRBVIOQS S'l'UDIBS 
It is nece.aary to review some of the earlier work on 
silicosis in order to fully appreciate the modern 
perspective of disease associated with environmental 
exposures in gold mines. This review should serve to 
emphasise the ,many and substantial differences between the 
risks to gold miners in the early part of this century and 
those risks which prevail in the modern gold mine. 
Silicosis itself is not the same disease which afflicted 
our miners 60 years ago. 
2.1 THB SOUTH AFRICAN ROLE IN CONTROL OF SILICOSIS 
The South African role in the early control and 
research in the field of occupational lung disease in 
miners was emphasised in 1963 by Lanza who wrote "Modern 
research into silicosis stemming fram the brilliant program 
maintained by the Government of the Union of South Africa 
emphaaizad the aportance of silicosis and led to continued 
research in ••• other countries". [12] In this paper 
Lanza makes .the point that much of our knowledge on the 











AfricaaOOvernaent which was remarkable for its time. This 
view is also presented by Watkins-Pitchford, one of the 
pioneers of silicosis research in South Africa [7]. The 
role of the State in silicosis and other mining-associated 
disorders has been widely and generally acknowledged 
[9,13,14,15,16]. 
The South African legislation not only established 
sets of standards for mining but resulted in the 
establishaent and maintenance of a body of data based on a 
working population. The relevance of a population rather 
than a clinical study base is often .not appreciated even 
today. Wright [17] in his 1949 paper writes -The phYSician 
or laboratory who receive only ill patients will think of 
silicosis as a universally crippling disease. A study of 
all silicotics in a given plant will show in contrast that 
most have been free of any serious complaints for many 
years-. Thus, the South African Kiners' Phthisis Bureau 
experience with its mandate to examine all white miners 
before, throughout and even after their mining careers 
might represent one of the first population-based studies. 
Watkins-Pitchford's landmark 1927 paper [7] is a striking 
contrast to the contemporary medical writings and even to 
the majority in the field of occupational health for the 
next 30 years. In his paper, cases of di.ease are 
presented against a deno.inator of 'non-ca.es' and he 











possible in the clinical case series which generally 
prevailed. 
2.2 DBTZRXlNARTS OF SILICOSIS 
The role of free, crystalline silica in the development of . 
silicosis bas long been recognised and accepted. Some 
enthusiasm for sericite [16,18] enjoyed a limited vogue and 
CUllllDins, while favouring sericite, wondered about a role 
for silicates. He warned that because the work on the 
Witwatersrand was so well organised there was -perhaps a 
danger of applying too confidently the Johannesburg 
findings to, allied problems elsewhere". As noted earlier, 
Watkins·Pitchford and Irvine [3,7] had recognised the 
importance of the small silica particles from their studies 
of lungs obtained from the autopsies which were routinely 
performed on men who died during or after service on the 
gold mines. 
The importance of the intensity and the duration of 
exposure to silica-containing dust was also recognised by 
the early South African investigators.. In their 1912 
paper, Irvine and Watt write that black mine workers 
working directly at the rock face may develop silicosis 
within 2 years of service [6]. It was also appreciated 
that a .e.sura of imp~vad dust control was the progressive 













~ha fourth factor, after particle aize, duration and 
intenaity of. ,duat exPoaure, which determine a the prevalence 
and a.verity of ailicoaia concerna the proportion of free 
ailica aa quartz in the reapirable fraction of the duat 
[19,20]. The quartz in the Witwaterarand minea containa 
90-96\ free ailica and the conglomerate 86\ free ailica 
according to data from Watkina-Pitchforti [7]. Current data 
appeara to indicate uncertainty aa to the amount of free 
ailica in reapirable duatJ Sluia-Cramer atatea that it ia 
30\ [21] andWilea 75\ [22]. The threahold limit value 
(TLV) of reapirable duat ia adjuated according to the 
amount of free ailica aa quartz in the duat [23] and, in 
general, high quartz levela have to be compenaated for by 
decreaaing the general duat levela by increaaed 
ventilation. 
There ia little modern evidence to aupport the belief 
of the Xinera' Phthiaia Xedical Commiaaion (6] that "the 
riak of contracting ailicoaia ia in inverae ratio to a 
man'a reapiratory capacity". On the contrary, the fitteat 
men do the duatieat work [24] and are therefore more liable 
to develop ailic08ia. It ia alao reaaonable to believe 
that the 88n who do the moat phyaical work breathe the moat 
and will thua have a higher than average lung duat load. 
Individual auaceptibility to the development of 










load. in the l._g. correlate with the degree of fibrosis 
[2,,2IJ~<but;st.dies from Pinland have d..onstrated an 
association of silicosis with HLA &w19 and with haplotype 
AW19,818 (28). 
2.3 TYPIS or SILICOSIS 
Unlike many others at the time, clear and separate 
identities for silicosis and tuberculosis were not 
questioned by Irvine, Watt or Watkins-,itchford although 
Watkins.Pitchford believed that, in the majority of cases, 
tuberculosis ~layed a role in the development of silicosis 
by interfering with the capacity of the lungs to 
incarcerate the dust [7]. 
11 
The concept that silicosis without tuberculosis could 
represefttdifferent syndromes was, however, not generally 
recognised. Gardner [29] described some features of the 
different syndromes without identifying them. He referred 
to early silicosis as having a diffuse radiological 
opacification and that with continuedexpo.ure the disease 
became associated with a nodular opacification. These 
patterns are now well described [19] with acute silicosis 
from inten •• eaposure presenting with severe di8ea8. within 
2 to 5 year. with a diffuse, ground-glass radiographic 
opacification which is .. gafterally less striking than that of 










after 5 to is yeara of moderately heavy ailica-duat 
exposureaad preaentsa nodular opacification on the cheat 
radiQgraph. The nodulea tend ,to be more evenly 
di.t~1bQ.d',than in chronic ailicoaia which developa after 
20 and often 30 or 40 yeara of modest expoaure and haa 
predominaotlyupper zone nodulation [19]. 
The.cqnsequencea of theae diaeaaea are very 
12 
different. That chronic or simple ailicosis ia a benign 
condition vaa recognised by Watkina-Pitchford who 
conaidered it to hardly be a diaeaae unleas there waa a 
great profu8ion of nodules [7]. Riddell writing in 1934 
conaidered that ailicoaia without tuberculosis vas "rarely 
aasociated with any ••• demonstrable disability" and even 
adviseda,ainst withdrawing men, other than the young, from 
further ezpoaure [31], a view that Reid [32] repeated in - . 
1945. Wright (17] obaerved "that most (silicotics) have 
been free of any serious complaints for many years". Lanza 
[12] refers to the tragedy of silicoaia being tuberculosis 
. withoutvhieh it will rarely lead to death, an opinion 
expressed aeveral years earlier by Hamlin [33]. In 1969, 
Webster stated that silicosis had not been a direct cauae 
of death for .any years [34]. In 1975, Wiles, alao 
referrinlto Soath African gold miners, wrote, "it is now 
seldom a serious condition" [35] and in 1981, Becklake, 
referring to the diaeaae in Canada, writea that it has 











By contrast, acute silicosis, which was prevalent in 
the South African gold mines prior to 1912 [37] and which 
has subsequently been described in non-mining industries 
[30,38,31,40), is a universally lethal disease. Those vho 
survivetbe .. sociated respiratory dysfunction invariably 
develop ~obacterial infection or connective tissue 
disorders [11). 
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Accelerated silicosis is an intermediate form of 
silicosis vhich shares the properties of acute silicosis at 
its one extreme and of chronic silicosis at the otber. The 
longer the exposure before the disease develops tbe less 
serious are the consequences. This disorder va. predicted 
for sandblasters by Pancoast and Pendergrass in 1926 [13] 
but nevertheless, that occupation resulted in an outbreak 
of accelerated silicosis in the 1970's [41]. Accelerated 
silicosis vas still prevalent in Europe in the 1940s and 
1950s in .ine~. and tunneller8 [11,42] and va8 reported in 
1971 in Yugoslavia (43) and a8 recently as 1985 in slate 
pencilvorkers in India [44,45]. Kycobacterial infections 
and connective tissue disorder8 commonly intervene in 
accelerated silicosis following short periods of exposure 













2.4 SILlOOIIS.DD 'IOBDCULOSIS 
Silico.i. and pulmonary tuberculosis have been .0 
clo •• ly •• 8OCiated that it i. difficult to establi.h their 
s.parate identiti.. in the aajority of publi.hed r.ports on 
di •• a •• in gold min.r. prior to 1940. 
Th.\fir.t allu.ion·to the as.ociation i •• aid to have 
been Hippocrat •• ' but is aor. usually cr.dit.d to Georgius 
Agricol. in' the 16th c.ntury. It is c.rtain that .v.n 
until the. 1930's, many work.rs in the fi.ld of silico.i. 
re •• arch believed that tuberculosis wa. a nece.sary 
coapon.nt of .ilicosis. Watkins-Pitchford beli.v.d that 
"in the v.ry great majority" of instanc •• , the appearance 
of the di..... silico.i. was d.t.rmined by tuberculosis and 
not by theov.r-abundanc. of dust [7]. South Africans, 
Sim.on and Strachan w.r. the first to cl.arly •• parat. the 
two di •••••• [.7]. 
Th. aajority of men with silicosis .v.ntually di.d of 
or with tuberculo.1a [7,13,1.,29,39]. 
2.4.1 Si1igo-tubergu10sis, tubargu10si1igosis, .i1igoail 
And tuberculgli• 
Th. .lready compl.x relationship between tuberculosis 
and .ilico.i. ha. been further complicated by the 












drawn between .ilico-tuberculosis, tuberculosilicosis and 
sillcoa.t.s'"ith tuberculosis have been clearly but 
differently defined in different publications. To each has 
been attributed the characteristic of having consistently 
negative bacteriology for tuberculosis [14,48,49]. 
Watkins-Pitchford defined 2 types of disease [7]. The 
first w.. staple silicosis which was distinguished by a 
nodular ,fibrosis and which had little adverse effect on the 
health of the miner. The second variety as silicosis with 
tuberculosis or infective silicosis. Infective silicosis 
had two subdivisions, tuberculo-silicosis which was 
tuberculosis developing in a silicotic lung and 
silico-tubexculosia which was pulmonary tuberculosis with 
som. develop1ng silicosis. Tuberculo-silicosis was 
commonly seen in the white miners while silico-tuberculosis 
more cOIIIIIOD.ly occurred in the black miner and was 
characterised by large, asymmetrical nodul.s with young 
connective tisaue in which lIycobacterjWl tuberculosjBcould 
often be sean. Other authors have used silico-tuberculosis 
and tuberculo-silicosis quite differently. Por example, 
Schepers (14J considers tuberculo-silicosis to be a florid 
form of t~ulosis which develops when men with a primary 
tuberculous complex are exposed to silica dust and 
silico-tubeJ:C\llo.J.a to be caused when tuberculosia is 
acquired after daat exposure. Silico-tuberculosia as 










with t~.loelabeiag frequently associated with a 
negattva uabercul1n teat and usually with sputum negative 
for .ycobacterium tuberculosia. 
Although it w .. widely used, the term "ainers' 
phthiaia"w .. considered by Watkins-Pitchford to be 
ill-defined and confusing. Phthisis, meaning wasting, 
might, he believed, be best used to describe silicosis and 
tuberculosia aDd would thus be synonymous with infective 
silicosis and the other combination terms [7] •. 
2.4.2 The bAeteriologr of tuberguloaia and ,ilico.!. 
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It was generally accepted that the diagnosis of 
tuberculosia with silicosis could be extreaely difficult to 
establish. Sputum was often not shown to contain 
Hycobacteriu. tuberculosis [17,48,49]. The conventional 
wisdom, which has obscure origins, held that the 
mycobacteria infecting men with silicosis were lacking in 
virulence and were not readily transmitted to the families 
of the men with both tuberculosis and silicosis. Lanza and 
Vane (50) attribute this view to McParland but McParland 
warns against the fallacy that tuberculosis in silicotic. 
is not contagious [9]. Watkins-Pitchford noted the lack of 
transmis.ioD of .tuberculosis to the families of miners but 
presented expart.an~al data with guinea-pigs to show that 
the Hycobaoteriu. tube~uloaia from miners certainly did 











challea,ed ahe conventional wisdom [50), it was shown that 
the familie. of men with positive bacteriology had 
certainly beeR infected and that lack of transmission was 
only a feature in association with negative sputum'on 
guinea-pig culture. 
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The association of mycobacteria other than 
tuberculosis,HOTT) with silicosis was not considered to be 
important as recently as 1969 [51] but in 1974, MOTT were 
reported to have caused 50' of the mycobacteria~ illnesses 
in sandblasters with silicosis [45]. Snider [52] believes 
that all those with ailicosis are susceptible to HOTT 
infection. This view was challenged by Horgan [53] who 
holds the opinion that the increased prevalence ofHOTT 
infections in miners is caused by the presence of MOTT in 
the dust to which they are exposed. ,Whatever the 
explanation, , .• relationship between mining and MOTT aa wall 
as with ailicosis and .aTT is now established [41,54,55] 
and it is posaible that MOTT infections which are not 
transmitted fro. human to human [56,57] accounted for some 
of the earlier inconsistencies concerning the infectivity 
of tuberculosis suffered by miners. 
2.4.3 . Biltologr gf tuberculgsil with silicglil 
While bacteriological proof of tuberculosis in men 
with silicosis .as often lacking, most of tha diagnoses 












the.criuria for the hi.tological diagnosis of tuberculosis 
were not definitive [7J. The diagnosis of active 
tuberculosis'vas often based on the presence of 8ingle 
silLcotia"nodules with central necrosis with, or even 
vithout,.some surrounding cellular reaction [34,47,58J. In 
other instances a tuberculous focus, somatime. calcified, 
in a hiler node was judged to be .ufficient proof [37J. 
Sometime. the diagnosis of tuberculosis was based on the 
finding of an "exces.ive fibroid reaction" [47,48J_ 
2.4.4 Su.geptibilitr of gold miners to tuberculosis 
The su.ceptibility of gold miner. and others exposed 
to silica-du.t is not a .ingle function. Under modern 
mining conditions in We.tern countries there is now little 
exce.s ri.k of tuberculo.i. [19J. This is not true for 
industrie., even in the Western world, where dust control 
is less than adequate [46J. Thus the susceptibility to 
tuberculo.i. variaswith the type of silicosis. 
Mycobacterial infections occur in the vast majority of 
those with accelerated and acute silico.is even when that 
disease is acquired in countries where tuberculosis i. 
uncommon (19J. The very high risks of tuberculosis in the 
first half of. the 20th century were alllost certainly a 
reflectioR of the .are acute silicoaia which vas 'prevalent 
at thattt.e. Aoute and accelerated .ilicosi. are not 












even within the category of chronic silicosl., there are 
gradations of tuberculosis susceptibility in direct 
relation to the extent of the silicosis [12,59,10]. An~ther 
deterainant lof the prevalence of tuberculosis in men with 
silicosis ls clearly the background prevalence of 
tuberculosl. in the comaunity [59,61]. With the general 
decline in tuberculosis ln developed countries there has 
been a co ... nsurate drop ln the prevalence ln mlners in 
these countrles. Nevertheless, the risk of pulmonary 
tuberculo.is in those with sllico.i. remains hlgher than 
that in the general population[49,62,63,64]. 
There is no controversy concerning the lncreased risks 
of mycobacterial infection in those with silicosis but a 
controver.y .till exists about the risks ln those exposed 
to silica-dust who do not have silicosis. 
Watkins~Pltchford believed that the inhalation of even a 
few particles of s11ica-dust could predispose the 
indivldual to pulmonary tuberculosis [7]. Thi. view has 
been'supported by those who have experimentally 
demonstrated the impotence of the silica-dusted lung 
macrophage to mycobacteria [65,66,67,68], however there is 
doubt &bout the relevance of these laboratory findings to 
the human situation [19,69] with the possible exception of 
rare instances of acute silicosis [30,38,39,70]. 
Nevertheles., there ls a common belief that persons eaposed 










8u.captlbH topulaonary tuberculosis and this view is 
.uppo~ed by at l.a.t one study [63]. However, it i8 
po8.ibla.t1batthis increased 8u8ceptibility is due to the 
fact that·>tbe.e exposed subject8 without silicosis do, in 
reality, have .ilico.is but that it is not yet apparent on 
the ch •• t r.dlograph [71J. 
20 
It was tbe belief that different syndrome8 developed 
with different s.quences of tuberculous infection, 8ilica 
dust expOsure and silicosis [7,14,29J. A 1970 report [60J 
in which the author was of the opinion that "exogenou8 
superinfection" produced a more malignant form of disease 
in 8ilicotic subjects than that which re.ultedfrom 
"endogenou8 re-infection", introduces yet another dimension 
to the a.80ciation and to the sequence concept. 
2.4.5 I'D'gaaeot of tuberculosis io silicosis 
Prior to 1951, it was accepted that man with both 
silicosis and tuberculosis would die of their disease 
[12,'4,42,72). Kost·of the early management of the problem 
corractly.ampha.i.ed dU8t control and surveillance [7,73J. 
Later, attention focused on the use of BCG which was 
strongly favoured by some [49J but was considered by other8 
to be ineffective [63J or even to cause a dangerous 
exacerbation of the silic08is [74J. 
With the introduction of effective anti-tubercul08i8 













Howew», \:M1lf" of '1lhereCJ1aens used appeared to have been 
informally conceived and the early patients included many 
of the; .olde2:miners with advanced disease including those 
with no ob,ective evidence of tuberculosis. More, carefully 
presented eorlytreat .. nt regimens were generally 
succe •• ful [71] and once rifampicin became available, the 
results of treataent of pulmonary tuberculosi. were 
comparable with those in patients without silicosis 
[54,77,78]. 
2.4.6 Silicglil ADd tuberculOI!1 - In'PP'oa 
The difficulties in interpreting earlier data 
concerning tuberculosis and silicosis have not been 
presented to dispute the very strong associations between 
the two diseases, but only to emphasise the difficulty in 
separating, in a way which is possible today, the role 
played by each of the diseases in the past. It is, 
therefore, often not possible to make valid comparisons 
between either of these diseases in gold miners today with 
those which have been so prolifically detailed for gold 












2 • 5 DlDUSRIAL BROIICIIZTIS 
~hat tbedust in gold aines can cause pulmonary 
disease other-than silicosis is considered to be a recent 
concept (71,8.,81,82,83,84]. But chronic bronchitis due to 
the effects', of duat on the bronchi is mentioned by Gardner 
who quotes an unspecified and undated South African 'source 
in his 1934 paper [29], "this reaction, which has been 
termed a ~onahioliti8 in South Africa, is a non specific 
response which develops as a feature of the reaction to 
most types, of·inhaled dust". A morphological counterpart 
of the cough and sputum, which miners have long claimed as 
a work related problem [22], has been described as being a 
distinctive deposit of fibrous tissue, often with pigment 
in the walls of .ambranous and respiratory bronchioles and 
in alveolar ducts [85]. The abnormality has been termed 
'mineralduat airway disease' and is ascribed to silica, 
iron ozide and aluminium ozide [86] and is distinct from 
the distortion of airways and scarring which has been 
described adjacent to silicotic nodules and nodes [87]. 
Several investigators have expressed the opinion that 
chronic bronchitis, whether caused by dust or by smoking, 
protected miners frail pneumoconiosis by cauaing.the 
inhaled d •• t to be depoaited in the central airways or by 
improving ita clearance fro. the lung [88,89,90]. This 











no reduction in pneumoconiosis in miners with the symptoms 
of chronic bronchitis [84,91,92]. The symptoms of chronic 
bronchitis have generally been attributed to tobacco 
smoking rather than to dust exposure [19,93,94]. However, 
the current view supports the concept of occupational 
bronchitis [79] and several studies have demonstrated the 
presence of this syndrome in miners who do not smoke and, 
in smoking miners, in excess of smokers in other comparable 
working populations [81,82,95]. 
2.6 PULMONARY FUNCTION AND OCCUPATIONAL DUST EXPOSURE 
Kiners have frequently been noted to have dyspnoea 
[12] but many studies have failed to show a clear 
correlation between that symptom and measurable pulmonary 
dysfunction [96,97,98,99]. Kany of the earlier studies may 
have been biased by the 'healthy worker effect' [100,101]. 
This effect would result from a self-selection by which 
stronger men would be found in the most physically 
demanding and often the most dusty work situations [24]. 
Zwi [99] showed that the miners doing the heaviest work 
with the greatest dust exposure had the best lung function. 
In another study wit~ Becklake [97], they noted that there 
was no difference in the lung function of dust-exposed 
mineworkers with normal chest radiographs and railway 











healthy worker effect with the younger miners having better 
lung function and the older miners worse lung function than 
the railway workers of comparable age. Thus the 
mineworkers showed a much greater fall of vital capacity 
and total lung capacity in relation to age than that seen 
in the railway workers, but an overall assessment failed to 
show any difference between these two occupational groups 
[97]. Even when the more severely affected men were 
examined [102], investigators were often unable to show an 
effect of dust or even of silicosis on lung function. 
with~ore carefully designed studies, pulmonary 
dysfunction was increasingly noted in silica-dust exposed 
individuals with and without silicosis [98]. The majority 
" 
of the abnormalities noted were of the obstructive variety 
[22,84,99]. The role of dust induced airway disease has 
increasingly been considered more important than 
pneumoconiosis as a cause of lung dysfunction in hard rock 
miners [90,104] and coal miners [92,105]. There are others 
who believe that dust-induced airway disease is less 
relevant. Elmes [24] has written that only in archaic 
conditions does dust exposure exceed cigarette smoking as a 
cause of significant pulmonary dysfunction. Morgan [106] 
who is responsible for t~e term 'industrial bronchitis' 
considered it to be a disease of the large airways and 
therefore less relevant than that caused by smoking as it 












Soutax (12) vho statea that the airway di.ea.e induced by 
dust ia characteri.ed by a drop in the forced vital 
capacity (PVC) and not only in the forced expiratory volume 
in 1 aecond (PBV1). Kauffmann at al [107] vere able to 
show a clear-cut drop in FBVl in every category of .molting 
in .ubject. vith occupational exposure to dust and fumes. 
In a,Lanceteditorial [93] it was stated that airway 
obstruction vae uncommon in coal miners whilst bronchitic 
symptoma wera common and largely attributable to smoking. 
Jacobsen (95], in response to the editorial, pointed out 
that both ayaptom. of chronic bronchitis and reduction of 
the FEYl vere common in non-smoking coal minars. Hurley and 
Soutar (108] have aubsequentl~ shown that coal mine dust 
expo.ure caa lead to marked loss of FBV1. 
The confusion which exists in the role of tobacco 
smoke, duat inhalation and pneumoconiosis in producing 
di.turbances.of lung function is further complicated by the 
deterainant which is common to all of the.e factor. and to 
lung function - age. The age of a gold miner is a package 
which include. his du.t experience, the cigarettes he has 
smoked aad hi. declining lung function (24]. In a recent 
paper (109) these three factors, age, tobacco smoke and 
du.t, but Dote'ilico.i., were found to be a •• ociated with 
the extent. of .-phy .... noted at necropsy in gold miners. 
The lack' of associatiaa,.,between the type. of re.piratory 












ob8t~iv. lung di •• a.. and pn.umoconiosis - has been 
empha.i.ad by Morgan [10']. s. .xplain.d that particl.s 
with diff.r.nt physical characteristics are deposit.d in 
diff.r.nt .it.s and thus produce diff.r.nt di.ord.r •• 
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In·.r_UnriD9 the subject of du.ty workiDCJ eDViroruaent. 
and chroniC· airf·low l1lli t~tion, Becklak. [110] lla. 
addre •• ed·~ subject of anoth.r cau •• for the .xisting 
confuicm -iDdividual susceptibility. This need not be in 
the foxa of .. ,.cut., a.thmatic respons. to .ilica duStl no 
acute: re.poaa.- has been demonstrated to a bronchial 
cballengawitb,ailica-containing dust [lllJI but in .ome 
otba~ poteD*ially asasurabl. incr.a.e in airway r.activity. 
Thi. additiODal .component does not nec •• sarily clarify the 
i •• ue ra1Id adda another dJ..ension to the aubject of 
cau.alltywlI!IIra reactivity of airway. may be the caus. or 
the effect of airway di ..... from du.t expoaure [13J. 
Theae ·~al aspecta of lung dis.as.l in a.sociation with 
occupational exposure will help to explain the often 
conflic~9 finding. when lung function haa been .... ured 
in vorking;pofal,.tions expoa.d to silica-contaiDing duat 
[11,H~92~ ,105,10',112,U3,114] • 
. :ZJa 'au'IVry, occupatioDAl dust .xpoaure can caus. 
aJIIPta88ef :.cDronic· bronchiti., chronic airflow liJIitation, 
~>.Or> .. .achpl&l disease with fibrosia, or any 
co.b:1aatJioa of ;'theaa cl1~ aDd the disturbancea of 











TBB MIGRANT LABOURER 
The South A.frican gold mines have baen served by a 
migrant labour force of black men from rural areas of 
southern and central Africa. The present study was 
conducted on the Orange Free State gold fields where the 
work force consists mainly of men from Lesotho, Transkei 
and the Orange Free State. Other areas including 
Hocambique, Ratal,Ciskei and Bophuthatswana contribute a 
small proportion of the work force. 
27 
Hare than 96' of the approximately 100 000 black men 
employed on the Orange Pree State gold mines aaaociated, 
with the Anglo American Corporation of South Africa (AAC) 
are migrant workers. These men are usually poorly educated 
and generally illiterate. They do not have the Weatern 
obseasion with time and often have no accurate knowledge of 
their age nor of the duration of their employment as 
miners. In the past, men had no identity beyond their 
current contract of work. They would be given new 
documents, a new compaay identity number and new. medical 
history record for each contract. There waa no official 
distinction· between. a man who had spent a life-time serving 
the industry and:a .. lD~ •• bo;lI.asabout to atart hia first 











least 95. of the current black miners had worked on the 
mines before, it wa. still common in 1979 for men to be 
viewed as only a period of work. Minor aberration8 of 
health 8uch as a single blood pressure recording of 150/95 
mmHgwould be grounds for rejection and men who were judged 
to have any degree of silic08is were compensated with 
nominal, difficult-to-claim 8umS of money, sent home and 
di8qualified from further employment. pulmonary 
tuberculosis also constituted grounds for 'repatriation' 
and this w.s usually arranged before adequate treatment had 
been given [115]. 
After 1979, the miners employed by AAC-associated gold 
mines were re-employed with the same company identity 
number. This development allowed for some continuity of 
employment records and even, when relevant, of medical 
records. In the Orange Pree State AAC gold mines which are 
served by the Ernest Oppenheimer Hospital, health criteria 
for rejection were re8tricted to those which were necessary 
for the protection of the pr08pective employee. Xen with 
medical condition8 such a8 a8thma, hypertension and 
diabetes were enrolled in a clinic programme and encouraged 
to continue their treataent while at home between work 
contracts and to return to the clinic on their return for 
their next work contract. This development coincided with 
an increa.ed tendency for_men to return to the mine. which 










the iadustry apd by financial incentives offered by the 
industry for thoae who returned within a stipulated tiae 
period of 2 to 4 months. 
29 
At the tt.a of these developments, the medical service 
wasincreasingly approached by men who had been declared to 
have ai11coais aad were thua disqualified from continuing 
their work as ainers. Their clamour for 'leniency' with 
the strong implication that their repatriation was a 
punitive act, resulted in an unstructured investigation of 
silicosis in this working population. This informal study 
failed to show any significant pulmonary dysfunction in 
/ 
association with their sllicosis which, in the absence of 
tuberculosis, appeared to be almost exclusively an 
uncomplicated, simple or chronic variety of that disorder. 
It was resolved that until a formal study could be made, 
men, who had been told of their disorder but wished to 
continue working as miners, would not be reported as 
silicotic unless they were planning to leave the industry, 
had lung dysfunction or were, on the basis of their young 
age, judged to be at risk of developing severe disease in 
the course of their potential period of future employment. 
It proved to be quite exceptional for a man with silicosis 
to elect to have compensation and repatriation or a change 
to a non-mining occupation. In general, the men were 
obsessed with continuing their work, were unaware of and 











decision to report their disease for compensation was 
punitive, no matter how diligently the matter was discussed 
with them. 
At the start of the present study, the routine 
reporting of men with silicosis had been discontinued for 
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CHAPTER 4 
OBJECTIVES AND DEFINITIONS 
4 • 1 OBJECTIVES 
I. '" • 
The study had several objectives. The first objective 
was to determine the prevalence of silicosis in a working 
. ,-
-'.... l, 
population of black miners employed in modern gold mines. 
The second objective was to determine the nature and extent 
. ,". .,,, 
~.'" .: '~t:. ~ 
of respiratory impairment associated with silicosis in this 
, ':"-
population. The remaining objectives relate to the 
.It .. '. 
longitudinal study and for the purpose of this thesis will 
-.,. .. ",.\,' -, 
be confined to the incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis in 
,"~ ~ ... " .'" , " '"" ~- ; . 
relation to the presence and extent of silicosis. 
4.2 DEFINITIONS 
, '. ,j 
For the purpose of this study, silicosis is defined as 
, ,.:.; , .. 
the presence of predominantly small rounded opacities on 
j ' .. , ~t ;: ... 
the chest radiograph in an individual who has been exposed 
to silica~containing dust [19,23 pp151] 
Lt I:' i 
Respiratory impairment is defined in terms of 
r t,·,. .l " ~ , • '-. , ' I 
respiratory s~ptoms and pulmonary function [116,117]. 
, .':. ~ I :'1 1,. , i \ t 
Pulmonary tuberculosis is defined in accordance with 
", ,it .:": J. \" 
the diagnostic criteria in use at the Ernest Oppenheimer 
') (l,', • '., . 














STQDY POPIJLATIOH AND DESIGN 
5.1 STUDY PQPULATIOR 
The atudy deaign ... auch that two study populationa .ere 
defined. 
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The first atu4J population waa the black working 
population of the ·gold minea served by the Brnest 
Oppenheimer Soapital. This population numbered 93 844 men 
at the midpoint of the aampling period. Rinety-aix percent 
of thia .orking population are migrant workera (chap 3, 
p27). During the period 1 January to 31 December 1984 the 
routine initial and 6-monthly periodical cheat radiographs 
of thia population were examined in the usual manner and a 
record waa made of all of the men whose radiographa ahowed 
features compatible with silicosis. Thia was done on a 
daily basia and at the end of each day the men whoae 
radiographa had been judged not to have features of 
silicoaia were aampled to provide a non-ailicotic control 
of aiailar age for each man who had been judged to have 
silicosis. The first sample of men consisted of a census 
(complete aample) of men from the workforce with silicosis 
diagnosed on the basis of their 100 mm routine chest 










radiograph date-matched controls then constituted the 
sampling frame for the second sample of this working 
population. 
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Commencing on 13 February 1984 the second sample 
of men was drawn for further study from the sampling frame. 
Xen were taken from the list of the first sample and their 
controls in the same order in which they had been· entered. 
Five men from the list of men thought to have silicosis 
were selected for every two from the list of controls. Xen 
were taken for this second sample until 29 November 1985. 
The men who had been drawn from the sampling 
frame and who participated in the cross-sectional study, 
constituted the lecond I'mple. To be eligible for 
participation in the cross-sectional study, a man had to 
have been occupationally exposed, underground in a gold 
mine, to have been willing to participate and able to 
perform forced expiratory manoeuvres and to be free of 
diffuse lung disease other than silicosis. 
The lecond ItUQr population are the cohort 
defined by their entry into the cross-sectional study. 












5.2 STUDY DBSIGN 
The first study examined the prevalence of silicosis 
in black gold miners employed on the gold mines served by 
the Ernest Oppenheimer Hospital. 
The second study was a cross-sectional study of the 
same study population in which the determinant, silicosis 
and the outcome, respiratory impairment/disability were 
34 
determined simultaneously. This association was evaluated 
, . 
while controlling for potential modifiers and confounders 
t· . 
including age, smoking and exposure to mine dust. 
. ", ,~ -' 
A third study the study of the cohort which was 
defined by entry into the second, cross-sectional, study 
.. .t.. ;. , 
has a longitudinal, prospective design. Silicosis remains 
, 
the determinant and the outcomes to be examined are the 
J. ",:.: 
development of pulmonar  tuberculosis and the development 
. r·', () , : ' 
or progression of respiratory impairment/disability. It is 
<' .•• ," .:1 > 
also hoped that the cohort study will provide information 
',. 
concerning the incidence of silicosis in the non-silicotic 














6.1 PREVALEBCE OF SILICOSIS STUDY 
The prevalence study was conducted using the 
rout iDe chest radiographs which are mandated by law for all 
gold ainer. (119]. A chest radiograph is taken by The 
Employment Bureau o.f Africa ('lEBA) at the start of each 
man's work ,contract. These 'initial films' of men who are 
to work on the mines served by the Ernest Oppenheimer 
Hospital are read by the medical practitioner in charge of 
the Anglo American Corporation (AAC) Reception Centre in 
Welkom. Subaequent chest radiograpbs are taken at the mine 
hostel mediaal stations on the sixth month after the start 
of the man'. current work contract and six-monthly 
thereafter. These 'periodical films' are sent to the AAC 
Reception Centre to be read by the medical staff of that 
centre. The medical station staff do not use the routine 
rad~ograph facility other than for the routine periodical 
films. Radiographs required to exclude chest disease in 
men who pre.ent with respiratory symptoms are done by the 
clinical .ervice at the Ernest Oppenheimer Hospital. 
~he routine chest radiographs are 100 mm films 










Reception Ceatre. The films are read independently but 
previous films are available for comparison should any 
abnoraality be noted. 
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During the 12 month period from 1 January 1984 to 
31 Dacaabar 1984, the company identity number of all men 
whose initial or periodical films showed features 
compatible with silicosis was recorded and the film packet 
labelled to prevent re-sampling of that man later in the 
sample period. 
Two estimates of the number of- individuals who 
contributed to this working population during the period of 
the .tudynre made. In the first, the number of chest 
radiographs .. elUUllined during the first 6 months ~f the 
sample period vas judged to reflect the number of men as 
there vould be no reason for any man to have had more than 
one radiograph during that period. As a denominator for 
the full ... ple period an estimate of the number of 
individual. vho had been in the workforce vas made by 
adding the number of new and returning employee. during the 
12 month period to the number in the vorkforce at the start 
of the ~riod. 
The u.e of the 100 mm chest radiograph for the 
diagnosis of .ilicosis v.s evaluated by comparing a set of 
these fil.. read routioely by a single reader vith the 125 
kV full-si.. po.terio.aaterior ch.st radiographs from the 










by two reader., •• lng the International Labour Organi.ation 
(ILO).taftdard radiograph. (120] and without knowledge of 
the reading.of the miniature. films. The readers were 
required to determine only whether the films showed 
feature8 of .ilicosi8 or not. 
6.2 CROSS-SECTIOHlL STUDY 
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The company identity number8 of the men who had 
been identified as having silicotic change8 on their 
routine 100 .. che8t radiograph8 w ra noted together with 
their recorded age. Bach day, from the men judged on their 
miniature ch.st radiograph. to be free of 8ilico.is, a man. 
was cho.an to match for age each man who had been 
identified •• having silic08i8. 
At the end of each month the li8t8 of company 
identity number8 of men with silicotic changa. and their 
control., in order of their dates of detection or 
selectlon,cvera .ent to the inve8tigator for thi8 8tudy. 
Ken were taken consecutively from the li8t8 in a 
ratio of.'approxJ.mately five '8ilicotics' to two 'controls'. 
Their company 1dentity number. were entered on envelope8 
with a date·fo.theman to attend for further study and 
the •• · .... lope.," •••• nt to the mine employing th ... n. 
At the .i .. ~,;aJl<.lM.t .JII.llitary .ystem operata8 which 











hospital (or for any other purpose). Kine workers are 
familiar with this systea and are content to respond to a 
'parade' which permits them to be absent from work without 
_ny 10s8 of earnings. 
The men who had been paraded then attended the 
. Brnest Oppenheimer Hospital with their mine medical history 
cards sealed in the study envelope. 
• ; f 
.! 
6.2.1 accypotignol Hi.tg~ 
One of the clerks in the Ernest Oppenheimer 
Hospital outpatient department interviewed each man on his 
arrival at the hospital,. Using a simple checklist 
(Appendix), the man was asked what year he had first worked 
on a gold mine, the occupation in which he had been most 
common1yaap1oyed and details of any time spent working on 
an asbestos aine. The completed questionnaire was then 
sent to the AAC Reception Centre for the addition of any 
information concerning the man's occupation on the 
computerised mine records. 
6.2.2 Ra.girotg~ QP8stignnoire 
The .an was then taken to the hospital lung 
function laboratory. The lung function technician, a 
registered nurse who is fluent in Zulu, Xhosa, Southern 
Sotho, Tswana and Shangaan (the languages used by the black 












(Appendix). Thi. que.tionnaire was administered, verbally, 
to all of the .tudy .ubject. by the sUle interviewer. 
6.2.3 Lung function tests 
6.2.3.1 Equipment 
All of the lung function tests· were performed 
• with the .... apparatus operated by the 8ame technician. 
The apparatus wa. a Korgan'Transfertest lIodel A. The 
equip.ent included an 8 litre rolling 8eal .pirometer, a 
flow-vola.. differentiator, an automatic valve box an~ 
helium 4nd carbon monoxide gas analysers. The equipment 
was linked through a Xedical Graphic8 analogue-digital 
converter to an Apple lIe computer with xedical Graphic8 
operating 80ftware. 
~he equipment was calibrated weekly with a 4 
litre 8yringe u.ing air at room temperature. Electronic 
calibration of the sY8tam was performed daily for volume 
and flow .ignal •• 
BTPS factor calculation8 were ba8ed on an 
atm08pheric pre.sure of 654 mmHg and the temperature in the 












" . ' . 
All tha te.t. were dona in the IlOrning betveen 
09hOO and 12hOO on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thuradays and 
Priday.. The subjects had been aaked not to sllOka that 
mornin9'UDtil after the teata. 
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~be .ubject had his height measured vithout ahoes 
and' ,he vaa weighed in indoor clothing. Be vas then 
c'arefully interrogated concerning his age. 
The forced expiratory tests and tbe automated 
single breath diffusion study were done in accordance with 
the staDdardsof the American Thoracic Society (ATS)[121 
pp55 ... 88] 
rorced expiratory manoeuvres vere performed with 
the patient aeated. Attempts were continued until at least 
3 of these manoeuvres were judged to be satisfactory with 
forced vital capacity (PVC) and forced expiratory volumes 
in 1 second (PEVl) within 5. of the values in at least the 
two beet forced expiratory efforts [122]. Attempts to 
obtain sati.factory forced expiratory flovvolume curves 
were not'continued if a progressive reduction in the 
measurements vas noted vith successive forced expiratory 
manoeuvre •• 
Polleving the initial forced expiratory flov-
volUlle curve Maauzeaents, a dose of salbutamol 200 meg vas 
administered by Muarecl"do •• aerosol. 











performeda".! •• of .ingle breath carbon monoxide lung 
diffu.ion (0100) .... ur ... nt.. At least 2 measurements 
were aada vith a .1nimam period of 4 minutes between 
mea.ure.ant.. ~he .ubject was required to produce a rapid 
inspiration of at lea.t 90' of the PVC of the preceding 
test., to breath hold for at least 9 .econds and to produce 
a .ati.factory exhalation with the automatic valve. .et to 
discard the fir.t litre and collect the second litre for 
analysis. The gas inhaled by the subject was analysed 
following each, test. The results from two acceptable 
measurements vere required not to differ by more than S' 
[121]. ~he re.ults of each OlCO mea.urement were printed 
out and vhen two satisfactory measurements had been 
obtained, the technician chose one test for the final 
report. 
Pol loving the01CO measurements the forced 
expiratory flow-volume curve. vere measured again and 
recorded as the po,t-bronchodilator studie •• 
Once the lung function studies had been 
completad, a printed report vas made which included 
tracings of the pre- and post-bronchodilator flow-volume. 
and time-volume curves, the best pre- and the best post-
bronchodilator PVC and PEV1 together with the other 
conventional flow measurements and the chosen OlCO result 
with its as.ociated estta&ted total lung capacity. All of 










values [123,.12.) without adjustment for the race of the 
subjects in accordance with the policy of the ATS at that 
time [125], the percentage of the predicted value and the 
change in the forced expiratory measur8ll8nts as a 
percentage of the pre-bronchodilator result (Appendix). 
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The lung function study tracings, computer print-
out and completed respiratory questionnaire were filed and 
stored in the lung function laboratory. 
6.2.4 CUlt radiogrAPh 
The subject was then taken to the hospital X-Ray 
Departaent where a full-size, postero-anterior, 125 kV 
chest radiograph was taken. 
6.2.5 RAlt hiltobr of tubercu10lil ADd/or li1ieOlil • 
Finally, the man was taken to the medical 
outpatient departaent where a medical officer unsealed his 
study envelope and examined the enclosed medical history 
card. Any record of silicosis having been suspected or 
diagnosed or of his having had thoracic tuberculosis was 
noted on the study envelope. The man's visit to the 
hospital was ,recorded on his medical history card and he 











6.2.6 lyalgatioo And-ac;grdiDg 
6.2.6.1 Reading of the chest radiograph 
The chest radiographs were read, in batches of 50 
to 100 filma, by the study investigator using the technique 
and standard 1980 films of the ILO [120]. The films were 
then left, unmarked, for the second reader to read in the 
same room and using the aame standard technique and films. 
When the aecond reader's results were available, the two 
readings were recorded on the computer record of the study 
and on each study envelope. A summary interpretation of 
the nodule profusion vas then made using the two 
independent readings. The summary reading was that of the 
two readers if they had agreed concerning the profusion. 
If the two r.aders differed but their readings vere in 
adjacent categories, the first reader's reading waa 
accepted if tba aan's company identification number vaa an 
oddnuaber and the second reader's if the number vas even. 
If one category separated the two readers' readings then 
that inte~iate category vaa recorded as the aummary 
interpretation. When the two readinga vere separated by 
more than ona category, a third reader vas asked to read 
the fila and the fila vas re-circulated to the original 
readers, -without identifying it as a film for re-reading, 
by includ1n9 it iathe neat batch of nev radiographs. If 











this was used for the summary reading. If the original 
readers' interpretations were still dissimilar, the third 
reader's profusion category was used for the SllDUllB.ry 
interpret~tion unless it differed from both of the original 
readings. In the event that the there was still" no " 
acceptable" consensus the films were re-read by the original 
readers and their joint reading was taken as the summary 
reading. If there was still no consensus, the third 
reader's interpretation was taken as the summary reading. 
The allocation of a subject to the silicotic or 
to the non-silicotic group was determined solely by the 
summary interpretation of the full-size chest radiograph. 
6.2.6.2 Recording of lung function tests 
Batches of approximatelr 100 lung function tests 
were examined by th  investigator. The single-breath OICO 
, 
trace of the measurement selected by the technician was 
examined for amoothness and speed of the initial 
in~piration, comparison of the inspired volume with the FVC 
of the aubject, good, flat breath-hold trace of adequate 
length and smooth, rapid expiration through the valves. 
Where the technician's choice was judged to be deficient an 
alternative trace was chosen. The forced expiratory flow-
volume and time-volume curves were examined for 











'The chosen DlCO, the better (pre- or post-
bronchocUlatoJ:) rYC, FBV1, FBV1/PVC' and maximal mid-
expiratory flow rate (KMBF) and their percentage of the 
predicted were recorded on the computer record of the study 
and on the subject's study envelope. A record was also 
made on the computer record if there was a greater than 10' 
difference between the pre- and post-bronchodilator PVC, 
FEVl and ¥JIBF. 
6 .2.6.3 ,~ording of the occupational history 
l'~,nally, the occupational history questionnaire 
with the .~ne'8 computer record of the subject's recent 
minln9 contracts was received. The subject's occupational 
history was recorded on computer as 'the number of years 
from first' employment on a gold mine to the date of his 
study or, in the few subjects who no longer worked 
underground, the date he last worked underground. The 
intensity of his silica-containing dust exposure was 
recorded by allocating a pre-determined grade to hi. stated 
predominant occupation. Thus machine men (drillers) and 
driller. assistants were rated as grade 3 intensity, winch 
operators, loader drivers, timber men, and members of the 
stope teams were recorded as grade 2 while les. strenuous 
occupations such as locomotive drivers, and less dusty 
occupations such as main haulage workers, underground 











intensity. Any exposure to asbestos was recorded with the 
duration and the time since last exposure. 
6.2.6.4 Pulmonary tuberculosis 
Any record of tuberculosis which had been noted 
on the subject's medical history card or which had been 
indicated by the subject on the respiratQry questionnaire 
was DOted on the computer record. All such notes were 
checked thxough the hospital records, the computer record 
of the Brn.stOppenheimer Hospital tuberculosis treatment 
programme and the reports to the X dical Bureau for 
Occupational Diseases (KBOD) and if confirmed, were 
detailed on the computer record. 
6.2.6.5 Respiratory questionnaire 
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Tbe information from the respiratory 
questionnaire was fully recorded on the computer record. 
Details included the subject's smoking status, details of 
dyspnoea including intensity and variability, cough, sputum 
production, a history of wheezing and a history of 
childhood chest illness. In addition the record noted 










6 • 3 LONGI'l'OD11IAL STUDY 
The computeri8ed recorda of the Brne8t 
Oppenbet.er Hospital tubercul08is treatment programme were 
regularly cross-checked with the coaputer record of the 
pre8ent study to determine the number of subjects in the 
pre8ent8tudy who had developed tubercul08is. The 
incidence of tubercul08is was analysed by category of 
silic08is (0, 1, 2, and 3). The duration of follow-up was 
the total duration of time in person years since the date 
of each 8ubject's entry to the cohort to the date of 
diagn08is of tuberculosis or for those who did not develop 
tuberculosi8, to the date of analY8is for thi8 the8i8, 31 
July 1981. 
6.4 ANALYSIS 
Univariate a~aly8is of dichotomous variables was 
by Chi square te8ting of contingency table8. Continuou8 
variable8 were analY8ed by Student's T te8t when two 
category· compari80n8 were made and by analysi8 of variance 
[126 pp57-82) for multiple categorie8. 
Kultivariable analY8is of continuou8 dependent 
variables was done by multiple regre88ion [126 ppI83-260). 
The·analY8i8 U8ed permitted the inclu8ion of categorical 











selected for each dependent variable was confirmed by 
analysis of residuals. Residual analysis was done by 
confirming that their distribution had a 'normal' 
configuration and that, when plotted against the 
independent variable of interest, they were distributed 
uniformly along the zero axis [127 pp235-241). 
Modification of the effect of the variable of interest by 
the other variables included in the model was tested using 
interactive variables in the model. Exclusion of vari~les 
from the model was done using a two-sided T test of. the 
null hypqthesia for single variables and the partial P test 
to test the null hypothesis Simultaneously for aeveral 
variables which· did not individually reach significance 
[127· ppI39-144). Kultivariable analysis of dichotomoua 
dependent variables was done by logistic regression (128) 
with the coefficients calculated by the method of maximum 













The study commenced on 1 January 1984 and 
continued until 30 November 1985. The prevalence study was 
completed on 31 December 1984. 
7 • 1 PREVALENCE STUDY 
7.1.1 Siliqo,i, (numerator) 
Cbanges compatible with silicosis were detected 
on 941 of the 100 880 routine 100 mm chest radiographs 
examined in the firat, 6-month, sampling period. It was 
thought that the majority of men with silicosis would have 
been detected during this period but an additional 869 men 
with silicosis were detected during the next 6-month 
period. Thus a total of 1 810 men with silicosis were 
detected in the 12-month period. 
7.1.2 PopulAtion (denominator) 
~ltbou9h the number of men in tbe workforce at 
any given point in time is known, the number of individuals 
who contribute to the workforce during any given period is 
not known. 












determine the prevalence of silicosis on the 100 mm routine 
chest radiographa. This method assumed that the majority 
of men would have had one chest radiograph and that no-one 
would have had more than one chest radiograph in this 
period. It thus seemed reasonable to assume that the 
number of men with silicosis (941) would represent the 
majority with that disorder and that the total number of 
chest radiographs (100 880) would be an accurate estimate 
of the number of individuals who had been included in the 
sample. However , it soon became apparent that the number 
of new cases of silicosis did not decrease after the 
initial sampling period and that it was thus erroneous to 
assume that most men were being examined by chest 
radiograph 6-monthly. This conclusion has been 
subsequently confirmed but it is also apparent that all men 
returning for new contracts are examined and that man who 
remain in the workforce are only rarely not being examined 
at least once in 12 months. 
A 12-month sample was thus used to determine the 
prevalence of silicosis on the 100 mm chest radiographs. 
Xany of the men would have been examined more than once 
during that period and the number of radiographs could no 
longer be uaad as the denominator. The size of the 
workforce at tbe mid-point of the 12-month sampling period 
was 93 844 .8IJl but ~be' ft1IIDbar of individuals in the study 
I 











was thu8 necessary to estimate the total number of men who 
had contributed to the workforce during that period. An 
approximation was useda the number of men in the workforce 
at the start of the sample period (87 470) was added to the 
number of men who joined the workforce during the sample 
period (45 295). The total of 132 765 is known to be an 
overestimate as some of the men who joined the workforce 
during the year had been part of the initial workforce but . 
had left and returned within the sampling period. This 
overestimation of the number of individuals included in the 
sample affected only the denominator as the radiograph 
packets of the men with films showing silicosis were 
labelled to prevent re-samp1ing. 
7.1.3 Prayalence of silicosis 
Although the prevalence of silicosis of 136 per 
10 000 gold miners (95' confidence interval (Cl) 134, 138) 
estimated from the 12-month sample was known to have been 
reduced by the inflated denominator, it was greater than 
the 93 per 10 000 (95' Cl 87,99) estimated from the 6-month 
sampling method. 
The mean age of men with silicosis was 45.4 years 
with a stand4rd deviation (SO) of 6.69 years and a median 
age of 45 years. An independent study oonducted a year 
earlier found that in the general workforce the mean age 











was less than 26 years old. The prevalence of silicosis by 
age group is presented in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIStITION OF SILICOSIS BY AGE GROUP 
AGE GROUP NO. OF CASES PERCENTAGE PREVALENCE 
OF. SILICOSIS OF POPULATION SILICOSIS/ 
IN AGE GROUP 10 000 
<26 0 48.88 0.0 
26 - 30 10 17.36 4.3 
31- 35 105 13.34 59.3 
36 40 312 9.08 258.8 
41 - 45 582 5.52 ·794.1 
46 - 50 402 3.36 901.1 
51 - 55 274 1.36 1517 ~2 
>55* 125 1.10 856.2 
TOTAL 1810 100.00 136.3 
-=-=----------------=-=-----=-=---==--=---------------=----====~ 
The total population for this table is estimated to have been 
contributed to by 132 765 men which was calculated by adding to 
the 87 470 men in the workforce at the start of the sample 
period, the 45 295 new contracts issued during the sample period. 
*The population age distribution data [130] does not categorise 










7.1.4 Eyaluation oflDD mm radiograph 
Two hundred of the 100 mm chest radiographs used for 
the diagnosis of silicosis in·the prevalence study were 
evaluated uaing the full-size 125 kV chest radiographs 
taken during the cross-sectional study as a standard. The 
two readers were not able to agree as to whether 15 of the 
full-size chest radiographs showed silicosis or not and the 
100 mm films of those 15 subjects were excluded from the 
evaluation. Table 2 (p54) shows the results of the 
evaluation of the 100 mm chest radiographs. The 100 am 
films were shown to be 93t sensitive and 97t specific for 
the diagnosis of silicosis. There was an overall agreement 
between the 100 am and full-size radiographs of 95t and 
Cohen's kappa to determine the extent to which this 
agreement exceeded chance was 0.89 (where 0.0 is equivalent 
to no agreement beyond chance and 1.0 to perfect 
agreement). 
(The prevalence study has been the subject of a publication 













DETECTION OF SILICOSIS BY lOOmm CHEST RADIOGRAPH [131] 
LARGE .FILM 
silicosis no silicosis 
silicosis 106 2 108 
100mm FILM 
no silicosis 8 69 77 
Specificity 97% 
Sensitivity 93% 
% Agreement 95% 
Kappa 0~89 
114 
(69/71) x 100 
(106/114) x 100 
71 
(106 + 69)/185) x 100 
185 
(The extent to which the agreement exceeds 
chance wit~ 0 bfi.i;.ngno agreement beyond c:hance 











7.2 CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY 
A total of 1 197 men who had been exposed to silica-
containing dust in a gold mine participated in the study. 
7.2.1 The sample 
7~2.1.1 Ron-attenders 
The mines were asked to parade 1 724 men to attend the 
study which was conducted at the Ernest Oppenheimer 
Hospital. Pour hundred and sixty-seven men did not attend. 
In accordance with the request on the envelope sent to the 
mine (Appendix), the majority of the envelopes of the non-
attenders were returned with an explanation for the non-
attendance. Ron-attendance was attributed to the man being 
on leave or having left the mine (the mine record system 
does not accurately distinguish these categories) in 412 
cases, the request having arrived too late to arrange for 
the manls parade in 24 cases, the man having arrived too 
late to be transported to the hospital in time for the 
study in 15 and sundry (often irrelevant) reasons such as 
his having smoked or his medical history card being missing 
in 12. In 4 cases the envelope was not returned. 
A comparison has been made between the non-at tenders and 
the total number of men who were eligible for sampling~ 











the non-attenders (46.1 years, SD 7.01 years) and the total 
number eligible'for sampling (45.4 years, SD 6.69 years) (T 
= 1.91, P >.05). The proportion of men who had been chosen 
) . ~. '-:. ... '"~, : 
as non-silicotic controls on the basis of their 100 mm 
radiographs was similar in the non-attenders to that of the 
t " } 
total grou~ invited to attend (chi sq dfl = 0.15, P =.30). 
7.2.1.2 Exclusions 
, f,' ....... ~ .. 
Fifty men were unable to perform the forced expiratory 
lung function studies and were, thus, excluded from the 
',' 
study. The mean age of these men (46.0 years SD 6.95) did 
not differ from that of the men included in the study (46.1 
years, SD 6.88) (T = 0.59, P >.10). The proportion of 
these men who were selected as controls did not differ from 
the study group (chi sq dfl = 1.35,·P >.20). These men 
,"j ... ? l . t 
were excluded after completing their occupational 
questionnaires, a comparison of the number of years since 
! l 
first exposure to silica-containing dust showed no 
~. 1 7'~ ,. 
difference between the excluded group (24.5 years, SD 9.52) 
L .", 'oJ"':'" r ", 
and the study group (25.1 years SD 7.69) (T - 0.50, P 
>.10). 
Ten men were excluded from the study group after 
completing the study when it was found that they had never 
. l~! .". "1,: ./ t.·"H r , 
worked underground in a gold mine. None of these men had 











7.2.1.3 'Repeat studies 
CUeto adainistrative errors, 15 men had been studied 
tvice'eacb. Their first visit studies were retained for 
the general analysis. 
7.2.2 li.siaG data 
. Hissing. data froll the questionnaires vas supplied by 
sending tbe relevant part of the questionnaire or the 
specific question to the nursing personnel at the medical 
stations attached to each of the mine hostel complexes. 
The men vere then called to the medical station and asked 
the specific question or questions. The majority of such 
questions related to the occupational questionnaire. Por 
example, in 10 instances the question concerning previous 
exposure to asbestos had been answered in the affirmative 
but, details of the exposure had not been sought. In 46 
cases tbere was an apparent discrepancy betveen the age of 
the subject ascertained at the time of the lung function 
testing and the duration of time since the subject had 
first worked in a gold mine. The given answers suggested 
an improbably young age of first employment. In 20 cases 
the age or occupational history were revised by the subject 
but in 26 the man insistad that the data was correct 
although tbisimplled that work had bean started at 14 











work at 11 years of age or younger. Although.the 
information for these 6 men seemed improbable the data was 
retained. In the instances where the subject provided a 
revised age the predicted lung function measurements were 
re-calculated. 
Thirty-two of the study subjects had been unable to 
perforll the single breath diffusion study. The missing. 
data wa. replaced using the 'hot deck' method in which a 
value from a .,subject of similar age and radiological 
pattern replaced the miSSing value [132 p270). 
7.3 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
The.descriptive statistics for the 1197 study subjects 
are presented in Tables 3 and 4 (pp61-2). The mean age of 
the subject. wa. 46.1 years (SO 6.88 years) with a range of 
28 to 76 years, median and mode age 45 years. The mean 
height of the subjects was 166.4 cms with a range of 145 to 
186 CD. 'lhe .ubjects had a mean duration of mine du.t 
exposure of 25.1 years (SO 7.69 years). 
7.4 DBTlRXIRABTS OF LUNG DISORDERS 
7.4.1 Aga 
When the 300'_8.0£ )148 years of age were compared with 











found in the. proportion of nOll-sackers, the frequency of 
cough' Dar of sputUII production. There was a greater 
frequency of dyspnoea on more than strenuous effort in the 
older'aenbut this finding was lIlOdified by silicosis and 
was not uniform across the categories of nodule profusion. 
A greater pr~portion of the older age group had silicosis. 
The predicted FEV1 increased by approximately 1.3' per 10 
years of age and the predicted XMBF decreased by 0.43' per 
10 years of 'age, both of these changes are not relevant 
although they reached statistical significance. 
7.4.2 OcggpotigDAl exposure 
None of .the8tudy subjects had not been employed 
underground in a gold mine. 
7.4.2.1 Duration of exposure 
The duration of time from first exposure to dust in a 
gold mine to the last year of exposure ranged from 1 year 
to 55 years.. The mean duration of exposure was 25. 1 years 
(SO 7.69 years) with both the median and the mode duration 
equal to ,25 years. 
There .. re significant reductions of the FEV1, FEV1/FVC' 
and JOIBp .. in those exposed for 25 years or longer oompared 
with those .xposed~ for less than 25 years. However the 
group with longer silica-contaiDing dust exposure had 











significantly larger number of those with 25 or more years 
underground dUst exposure had suffered from pulmonary 
tuberculosis. There was no significant difference in the 
prevalence of respiratory symptoms nor of airway reactivity 
on the baaia of duration of underground dust exposure 
(Table 6, p64). 
7.4.2.1 Intensity of dust exposure 
The intenaity of the dust exposure, determined by the 
nature of the man's predominant occupation was rated as 
high (Grade 3) for 356 of the men, intermediate (Grade 2) 
for 690 and low (Grade 1) for 151. The men with the 
highest grade of dust exposure had higher PVC and slightly 
higher single breath,diffusion for carbon monoxide (OlCO) 
(Table 7, p65). The higher grades of exposure were 
associated with an increased prevalence of dyspnoea and of 
sputum production (Table 8, p66). 
7.4.2.3 Aabeatoa 
Only 35 .en C)_ve a history of exposure to asbestos. The 
mean duration of exposure was 2.44 years with a range of 1 
to 12 years and a mode of 1 year. There were no significant 
differences in the lung function indices nor in the 
frequency of respiratory symptoms in those who had been 












CONTllDOQS VARIABLIS lOB THI 1197 SUBJECTS 
VARIABL&· MINIJWJI 
AGE (yeor8) 28.00 
HEIGHT (em8) 145.00 
YEARS' U IGROUND 1. 00 
XRAY 1 
PACK YEARS 0.00 
PVC (litre8) 1.71 
PVC, PREDICTED 45.00 
FEV1 (litre_/8ec) 0.64 
PEY1' PREDICTED 19.00 
PEV1/pvC' 28.00 
MMU (litre_I •• c) 0.17 
HMEP' PREDICTED 7.00 
DLCO_b (ml/mmHg/min) 8.96 















































• ___ ~ _____ • _______ •• _. _______ • __ .===.= ____ • ____ • _________ a= __ • __ 
The nec"'" ¥lut ..... t1), Fm (for_ ..,t ... tory .... 1" 1 ucond), JIIIJI ( .... t 1Itct-ap1 ... .."." 
flow ... ,.) ... a..c:Dtb (l'ItIgl ...... th tung diffusion for C8I'bM -.1de)- ........... _ .. IUd'I and I. the 
Pl!'c.ntIIe of ChI_ .... predict. on 1M ... 11 of • IIId he1lht [125,124]. .... MV1jFVC11 • ..,.. __ 
I. ..... PG¥IMI 11 I _I')' of the lIIIIk1ng h1.tory ........... the IIUIbIr of-,..... of __ 1,. 
1PPI'OIC1_tel, aD c:tprett .. PI!' dIy. Y. Uta. 1. the .....,.. of YUri .1nc •• t ... t1ng work undergrCUld in 
I gold II1ne. XRAY 1 to 10 reflects the eetent of .n teo.t. wtth 1 Ind 2 ~tvIl"'t to the ILO [120] 












PICHOTOMOUS YARIABLES FOR ALL SUBJECTS 
VARIABLE NO. POSITIVE PERCENTAGE 
. SMOKERS (CURpNT) 622 52' 
EX-SMOKERS 225 19' 
NON-SMOKERS 350 29' 
CIGARETTE SMOKERS* 694 82' 
HOME MADE CIGARETTES* 463 55' 
PIPE*. 461 54' 
DAGGA* 58 7' 
DYSPNOEA 305 25' 
VARIAB~ DYSPNOEA 245 20' 
COUGH 916 77. 
SPUTUM 747 62'. 
WHEEZE 272 23' 
HAEMOPTYSIS 103 9' 
PHTHISIS 2 0' 
PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS 61 5' 
CHILD CHEST ILLNESS 381 32' 
VARIABLE PVC 103 9' 
VARIABLE PEV1 139 12' 
VARIABLE DEP 702 59' 
ASBESTOS EXPOSURE 35 3' 
Dys~a w, judItd to be present if pr • .nt with !WJWIII upstair, or up hill' or with lI'Iy l .. , Itr.nuou, 
activity. Child"t tLLMt, refer, to eny recall. chest iLL.,.., during dtilct.od which the subject 
reclll_or had __ told of by I !*"Int. Variable FVe, FEV1 or IIIEF referl to I ct.nge of lIOI'e th.n 10% 
in the .llur_t before and Ifter I dole of IIlbutl.,l by prelluriled lerosol. llul-..ry tuberculolis 
referl to I canfirMd occurrence of thlt dise .. e in the palt. 
* Only the 622 current smokers and 
included in these categories 
A history of haemoptysis was given by 7' 
of smokers (current and ex-smokers) and 
a history of tuberculosis. 
the 225 ex-smokers 
of non smokers, 9' 












,CONTIWWUS VARIABLES 'BY PJJRATION OF PUST EXPOSURE 
LOW DUST <25 YEARS U/GROUHD (544 men) 
HIGH DUST >-25 YEARS U!GROUHD (653 men) 
LOW DUST HIGH DUST 
VARIABLE (544) (653) T P 
DAN S.D. DAN S.D. 2 tail 
FVC " PRED. 94.5 13.26 92.9 13.66 2.02 .• 0436 
FEV1 " PRED. 90.5 15.17 87.0 15.86 2.81 .0051 
FEV1/FVC " ' 80.7 8.10 78.5 8.35 4.50 ·,.0001 
MMEF " PRED. 84.6 33.63 77.8 33.53 3.51 
DLCOsb " PREO 101.3 17.99 100.3 19.32 0.99 
XRAY 3.9 2.54 4.8 2.41 ·-6.38 
AGE (years) 41.8 5.57 49.8 5.64 -24.56 
PACK YEARS 8.2 8.06 10.3 10.12 -4.00 
FVC (forc. vital ctMCi~).FM (forced upiratory volu. in 1 .econd) • .., (_i_l .id-upiratory. 
flow rate) ,,",, ~ ,.irv"- ,breath Lung diffusion for carbon -.,xide, are .ll ....... ed •• the 
percentage of the ....... predicted on the ba.iI of age and he1~t [123.124]. 1he FIY1/FVCX 11 apr ... ed 
•• such. ,N:Jl. YIAIIS i ••• -.-yof the lIIDking history ....... ed •• the IIUIIber of year. of ... ing 
.pproxi_tely 20 cigarett .. per cIIIy. XRAY 11 the c.tegory of round nodule profusion on the cheat 















.. ~ . 
'!'ABLE ·6 
DICHOTOMOQS VARIABLES BY DURATION OF DUST EXPOSURE 
LOW DUS'!' <25 JBARS EXPOSURE 












VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 111 
'. 
CHILD CHES'!' ILLNESS 177 
VARIABLE FEVl 63 






























Dy.pnoee WI. Judpd to be presene if presene with IfI..L.IdDIl upstair. or up hill. or with MY l .... er.nuaus 
aCCivicy. Child a.e ill ..... ref ... Co MY recalled chese ill .... during childhood which the IUbJece 
, recaLLed or had been cold of by a panne. Var1abl. FEV1 r.f ... Co a c:Mnge of .... Chan 101 in ehe FEY1 
.. lUred bmww ..... 'tao a ... of HlbutMol by ."... .... lIed aero.oC.. PUlIIaMry tuberculOli. r.t... to a 












CONTINUOUS YARIABLES BY PUST INTENSITY 
VARIABLE GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3 F P 
151 690 356 
FVC.'.PRED 93.1 93.0 95.0 2.61 .074 
FEVl , PRED 89.0 88.8 89.7 0.35 .706 
FEV1/FVC , 79.8 79.8 78.7 1.61 .200 
MMEF , PRED 8Ll 81.1 80.4 0.06 .• 945 
DLCOsb , PRE!) 100.9 100.0 102.3 1.95 .142 
YRS U/GRD .. 25.1 25.0 25.3 0.14 .866 
AGE (years) 47.3 46.2 45.6 2.85 .059 
XRAY (1-10) 3.6 4.5 4.4 . 8.32 .0003 
PACK YE.US 9.8 9.3 9.3 0.41 .662 
PVC (forcld vitll capacity), FM (forcld expiratory wlu. in 1 lecond), JIIIF (ax1_l .. 1d-exp1rltory 
flow rate) and DLCDIb (lingle brelth lung d1fful1en for carbon ~1de) Ire IU- expr .. sad II the 
percentage of the _sure prld1ctld en the t.s1l of age Ind he1~t [123,124]. 1'he FM/FVCX il exprelsed 
II IUch. PACK YIMS .11 I I~ry of the lIIOk1ng h1ltory expr .. led II the .....,. of yalrs of llIOk1ng 
Ipprox1_tely ZO c1garett .. per dly. YRS U/GRD 11 the IUIber of yelrl 11nce Itarting work under;rcxni in 
I gold .1na. XRAY 1 to 10 reflects the extent of In tco.h with 1 Ind 2 equ1vIl ... t to the no [120] 











DICHQTQMOpS VARIABLES BY PUST INTENSITY 
VARIABLE GRADB 1 GRADB 2 
151 690 
DYSPNOEA 25 173 
COUGH 109 522 
SPU'l'tJX 88 408 
WHEBZB 34 143 
. VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 23 129 
CHILD CHBS~ ILLNESS 46 223 
VARIABLE PBV1 10 82 































D)<s..-e WI. , ...... te be present 11 pr .. ent with !aIJWIIl uplbin 01' up hill. 01' with en)' l .... tr.wous 
activity. C211lcl"t illnell ret.,.. to en1 /'eCIIllld chest iU,... during ch1lchlocl which the subject 
recalled or ....... told of by • parent. Variable FEV1 ret.,.. to a change of aore than 101 tn the FM 
.......... ,.,. ... aft .. a ... of •• lbuta .. l by ......... 1I1d .-ol. Pul.".." ~loIi. ret ... to. 











7.4. 3 BedioFAPhiG 9 ••• 313 
A8 no fiba ... re~d as baing in category 0/- nor in 
category 3/+, thecbest radiographs were read in 10 
categorie.of the lLO staadard [120]. For the purpose of 
analysis the readings .ere recorded in categories 1 to 10 
with 1 equal to the lLO category 0/0, 2 to 0/1, 3 to 1/0 up 
to 10 for lLO category 3/3. 
basis of 
the original two readings for 70 of the subjects. These 
films were read by the third reader and were reviewed 
independently by the two original readers. The repeat 
read1ng(unrecognised) of the original readers resolved the 
initial-differeaces in 34 of the cases, the third reader's 
interpretatioa was similar to that of one of the other 
readenand 1rA8used as the aummary reading in 23 cases and 
in the qtber13 cases a joint reading by the original 
readers produced a consensus. 
Ass.ssmant of the radiographic readings .as performed 
using multiple linear regression models with the two 
originalr.adings and the sWlllllary reading as the dependent 
factors each in two modela, firstly .ith duration and 
intenSity of dust exposure, and secondly with the indices 
of pulllO~ flU'lction a. the independent factors. The 
results diffe~ slightly, the first reading .as best 
predicted by.the laag fuDction atudies and the sU1lllary 











dustexpoaure. In view of the closeness of the models, the 
summary reading of the radiographs has been used in this 
thesis for all the analyses involving silicosis. 
The con.istency of the two readers was measured using 
Kendall's Tau-b statistic 0.725, asymptotic standard 
error (1.88) 0.014 and with Spearman correlation - 0.779, 
loSE 0.014. Using the two 10-category readings in a linear 
regression aod.l, the adjusted R squared was 0.67 and the 
first reader's,assessment could be predicted by adding 0.9 
to that of the second reader. 
The first reader categorised 50' of the films as 
having mid-category nodule profusion (0/0, 1/1, 2/2 and 
3/3) while,the .econd reader placed 70' of the films in the 
mid-categories (chi sq df1 • 93, P < .0005) (Figure 1,p71). 
Using the sumaary reading there were 340 subjects in 
Category 0, no silicosis, which included films read as 0/0 
and 0/1. Category 1 (1/0, 1/1 and 1/2) included 432 
subjects, Category 2 (2/1, 2/2 and 2/3) 376 and Category 3 
(3/2 and 3/3) 49 subjects. Three man had large opacities, 
all three were read as Category C [120]. 
For the purpose of analysis by multiple regression 
model. the. 10 radiographic categories (0/0, 0/1, 1/0, 
•••••• , 3/3) .ere eatered as a continuous variable. This 
manipulation permitted the use of regression models .ith 
the radi09raphic:,feat,llh.,·aa the dependent variable and 










'dummy v~iabl •• ·wben the radiographic features were 
entered; •• aa independent variable. 
69 
Figure. 2,3 and 4 show that there was a good linear fit 
when the continuous radiographic variable was plotted 
against the maxiaal mid-expiratory flow rate C-DBF), single 
breath lung diffusion for carbon monoxide (DlCO) and the 
number of years' since starting to work underground. 
Table 9 (p75) shows the continuous variables compared 
forsllicosis and no silicosis without control for other 
potential determinants of lung disease. All of the indices 
of lung function, expressed as the percentage of the 
predicted value corrected for age and height, were reduced 
in the silicotic subjects who were older and had been 
exposed to silica-containing dust for longer periods. The 
smoking history was similar in the two groups. Table 10 
(p76) shows the dichotomous variables in the two groups. 
The frequencies of dyspnoea and of pulmonary tuberculosis 
were significantly greater in the silicotic group. 
Tables 11 and 12 (pp77-78) show the continuous and 
Table 13 (p79) shows the dichotomous variables within the 
three categories of silicosis. 
Analysis by multiple linear regression showed that the 
determinants of silicosis are duration of dust exposure and 
the intensity of the exposure (Table 14, p80). Exposure to 
Grade 1 being least likely to be associated with silicosis 











highest intensity) being close to but slightly less 
predictive of silicosis than Grade 2. There was no 
influence direct or indirect on the prediction of silicosis 
by tobacco smoking nor by symptoms of cough and of sputum 
production. No interaction term between duration of dust 
exposure and other potential determinants reached 
significance. The relationships between silicosis, lung 
dysfunction, respiratory symptoms and tuberculo.i. will be 










ILO NO·D-ULE. PROF-USION 
1 ST AND 2ND READ:ERS· 
NUKBER OF XRA-YS 
350--------------------------------------------~ 
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XRAY NODULE PROFUSI.ON 
vs YEARS UNDERGROUND· 
YEARS UNDERGROUND 
30~--~------------------------~ 
28 """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",,""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """"""""""""""""""""" .. """""""" 
28 """"""",,""""",,"""""""""""" """""""""""""" """""""""" """""""""""""""""""""""" .. """""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
24 " """ " " " " " "" " "" "" """""" " " "" " "" """""" " """ """ " """""""" " "" """" "" " """""",," """ "" """ " " " " "" " "" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "" ":"" " 
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XRAY NODULE PROFUSION 
vs MMEF 
UMEF " PREDICTED 
100" ,---------------------,. 
90~ 
80" ...................................... ~~.............................................................. . 
60" .. .. ... .. .... . . .. . . .. . . .... . .. .. . .. ... .. . .. . ....... . ........ ... . .... . ............ . .. .. . .. ..... .. ....... . . ...... . 
1 2 3 " 5 6 7· 8 9 10 











XRAY NODULE' PROFUSION . . 
vs DICO %·-P~EDIC·TED. 
DICO " PREDICTED 
110" .----------------------." 
1 05" .. ... . . . . .................................................................................................... . 
95" 
90" .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . ............... .. .... ........... ... .......... ....... ...... .... . . ... . ..... . . . .. ... .. .......... . 
85" ..... . .... . . .. . .. ...... ..... . .... ........ ..... ........... ..... . .. ..... ......... ............ . . .. . ... .. . . . ... . ... . 
1 2 3 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 













CC~;UDlCIIS IUI6BLBS BX SILICCSIS/HC . ... SILICOSIS 
NO SILICOSIS SILICOSIS 
VARIABLE (340) (857) T P 
HEAN S.D. DAN S.D. 2 taB. 
FVC , POD. 96.1 12.77 92.7 13.67 3.948 
FEV1 , POD. 93.7 14.56 87.3 15.62 6.593 
FEV1/FVC , 81.6 7.83 78.6 8.34 5.626 
MMEF , PRED. 91.2 33.81f 76.9 32.52 6.789 
DLCOsb , POD 106.2 18.04 98.6 18.56 6.437 
YRS U/GRD 22.6 8.30 26.2 7.18 -7.456' 
AGE (years) 44.7 6.75 46.7 6.85 -4.573 
AGE AT START 22.1 6.18 20.5 5.09 4.589 
HEIGHT (CDlS) 166.4 5.95 166.5 6.01 0.038 
PACK YEARS 8.6 9.00 9.6 9.40 -1.570 
PVC (~orc_YitM ClPlC1t)r). FM (fCll'Ced epiratory wl ... in 1 HCOnII). IN, ( ... 1_ 
aid-altiratory ~l_ r.te) and, DI.COIb (.ingle br_th lung dtffUl10n for CIIrbon ___ ide) .re .ll 
... " .. d •• tile I*'Clfttage of the .. lure predicted 01'1 the bal1l of age Iftd height [123.124]. 
The ,EY1/FYC I 1 .... ".ed •• such. PACK YEARS 11 • I~ry of the lIICIking h1ltory apr"led •• 
the ....... of year. of .... ing apprGIC1_tely 20 c1g ... eu" per day. YIS U/UD 11 the ...... of 
yearl Ii"" Ic.rting wortc underground in • gold .1na. STAAT Nil 11 the age thet the .. c:o.IftCed 























DICHOTOMOUS VARIABLES BY SILICOSIS 
VARIABLE NO SILICOSIS SILICOSIS CHI SO P 
340 857 
SMOKERS * 188 434 0.01 .910 
DYSPNOEA 59 246 16.52 .000 
COUGH 248 668 3.40 .065 
SPU'l'UM 286 541 0.67 .413 
WHEEZE .66 206 2.97 .085 
VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 53 192 6.95 .008 
CHILD CHEST ILLNESS 102 279 0.73 .392 
VARIABLE FEY1 44 95 0.82 .366 
. PULJIONARY 'l'B 7 54 9.06 .003 
• this category incl __ currsnt 1IIOk .... Md ac:lud .. the ex-IIIOk ... (225). 
Dy.pnoee WI. J~ __ present if pr .. ent with lifI.LJdIJl upstairs or up hill. or with.". l .... trenuous 
Htivhy. CkiW -..&- tl ....... ,..f .... _ en), r.calle c:hut illnes. daring chilcl'lOOd ""tch the IUbJec:t 
r.cIUe or he ... told of by I parent. Vlriabl. FEY1 r.f .... to • change of .".. than 101 in the FEY1 
... ure _tore and Itt .. I dose of .Ilbutl.ol by pr ... ur1.e I .. OIol. Pul.onary t~culo.is ref .... to I 












CON'l'ImJQUS DBIAaLES ax CA:.'CEGOBX 1 ABC CA~EGOBX 2 SILICOSIS 
SILICOSIS CAT.1 SILICOSIS CAT.2 
VARIABLE (432) (376) T P 
MEAN S.D. DAN S.D. 2 tail 
FVC , PREO. 93.8 13.62 92.5 13.05 1.435 .1517 
FEV1 , PREO. 89.4 15.45 86.1 15.04 3.105 .0021 
FEV1/FVC , 79.6 7.85 77.8 8.86 3.156 .0017 
DEF , PREO. 81.5 32.72 73.4 31.83 3.558 .0004 
OLCOsb , POD 100.4 17.28 97.8 18.85 2.064 .0393 
YRS O/GRD 25.6 7.45 26.6 6.92 -1.893 .0587 
AGE (years) 46.6 6.97 46.8 6.83 -0.391 .6963. 
AGE AT START 20.9 5.62 20.2 4.54 2.126 .0338 
HEIGHT (ems) 166.1 5.85 167.0 6.17 -2.066 .0339 
PACK YEARS 9.9 9.14 9.0 9.42 1.434 ."1518 
FVC (forc" vit.a~ CllMCity)., FM (forc" apiretory wlu. in 1 .econd), IIIIIF (axial aid-ccpiratory 
flow rat.) and OLeolb (.ingl. breath lung diffu.ion for cerbon _ide) .... all apr ... ed a. the 
percent-a' of the _ .... predict .. on the ba.is of age .nd height [123,124]. The FM/FVC X is apr.lled 
•• such. PACK 'lIARS i. a .-rr of the lIIDking history apr ....... the ftUIIber of r-r. of __ ing 
.pprox1at.ly 2G c.~ ... day. V. U/UD is the IUIIber of year •• 1ne •• tart1ng _k &IIdIrgrowIcI in 













CCH~ImlCIlS 3lABIABLBS BX CA~BGCBX :2 AHD CA~BGCBX 3 SILICOSIS 
SILICOSIS CAT. 2 SILICOSIS CAT. 3 
VARIABLE (376) (49) . T P 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 2 tail 
FVC , PRED. 92.5 13.04 84.4 15.95 3.960 .. 0001 
FEVl , PRED. 86.1 15.04 84.4 16.98 3.729 .0002 
FEV1/FVC , 77.8 8.86 77.0 7.44 0.585 .5592 
MMEF , PREP. 73.4 31.83 61.8 28.52 2.437. .0152 
DLCOsb , PRED 97.8 18.85 88.4 23.40 3.197 .0015 
YRS O/GRD 26.6 6.92 27.2 6.63 .-0.540 .5893' 
AGE (years) 46.8 6.83 47.0 5.93 -0.263 .7924 
AGE AT START 20.2 4.54 19.9 3.68 0.437 .6623 
HEIGHT (ems) 167.0 6.17 164.7 5.84 2.518 ~0124 
PACK YBAltS 9.0 9.42 11.5 11.24 -1.698 .0903 
FVC (forcid vttll ClPICtty), FM (forcld expirltory wlUM tn 1 lecond), l1li, (MXtMl .td-exptrltory 
flow rite) Md DLCDIb (lingle brllth lung diffulion for clrbon 8CIROXtde) Ir. III ecpr •• 1d I. the 
percentage of the ... sure prldictld on the belh of • Ind height [123,124]. The FEV1/FVC I t. apr •• ed 
I •• uch. PACK 'flAIlS tl I .~ry of the lIIOking history expr •• 1d II the nu.ber of yurl of IIIIIktng 
Ipproxi_tely 20 cigarett. per dlY. VRS UISRD 11 the nuIIber of yelrs lince Itarting work underground in 











TABLE . 13 . 
nIClfcnQJlQU& .XAB.I.AB.tlRS . BI SILICQSIS CA!J:BGCBI 
VARIABLE CATBG.1 CATEG.2 CATBG.3 CHI SQ P 
432 376 49 2 df 
SMOKER 247 168 19 8.03 .018 
DYSPNOEA 114 107 25 13.07 .• 001 
COUGH 343 283 42 3.82 .148 
SPtrl'UM 284 224 33 3.68 .159 
WHEEZE 101 93 12 0.21 .901 
VARIABLB DYSPNOEA 85 88 19 9.62 .008 
CHILD CHEST ILLNESS 144 121 14 0.50 .780 
VARIABLE F!V1 ·41 48 6 2.26 .323 
PULMONARY TB 20 29 5 14.66 .002 
Dys ........ Judged 10 lIe,......t if pr ... nt with IiIILId.DIl "",teir. or .. hUh or with ...., L .... tr .... 
activity •. Child c:e.t "' .... r t ... to...., recaLLed c:hnt iLLneu dlri .. childhood "'tch the lUII,eet 
rKaLled ...... "'" told of by • ..,. .. t. VarilbL. FM r.f .... to • change of .... ttaM 101 in the'lV1 
_",red llefore and af ..... of .aLbuc-l by .,.. ...... 1Ied a~L. PuL..,.,.,. bllMrculol1l rof .... to •. 












MULTIP.LE LIHBAR REGRESSION 
;;" r~ ~ '.. '. ., .... ' 
DETERMINANTS QP SILICOSIS IN SILICA-POST EXPOSED MEN 




DUST GRADE 2 

















YIII U,GIID 11 the IIIIiIb.r of yarl line. the MIt first tIOI'ked underground in I gold iii.,.. lull gr .. Z fa I 
dI-.y var1abl. which 11 IIIUIl to 1 if thl lev.l of dult IJqIOIUI" Wli It the 1nt .. _1lt. l-.l - grlde Z. 
Ind 11 Othlnril' ... l to 1.-0. Dult grlldl 3 11 I ~ var1abl. for dult IIIPOIUN It the b1,--t l-.l -
grlldl3. ' , 
Silicosis in this regression model is represented by the 
continuous variable XRAY 1 to 10 where XRAY 1 is equivalent to 
ILO cat_90XY Q/Q,nd XRAY 10 to ILO 3/3 [120]. 
T is the teat for the significance of ,the'contribution of that 
particular •• timate to the regression model. 
In this1lOCW1,' 10 years of underground exposure would add 
(0.07l5x10)- 0.7i5 and work in an environment with the highest 
dust level,' •• 7666 which would thus increa •• the Xray cateqory 
from 1.83 to 1.83 + (0.715 + 0.766) - 3.3 or approximately ILO 
1/0. 
It should be noted that exposure to the intermediate level of 
dust is .saociated with more radiological changes than' is 
exposure to the highest level (see discussion). 
None of the other potential determinants included in the study 













There *i~622cur~.nt sackers, 225 ex-smokers and 350 
non .... lIOk.~.: aaoilg8t the study Subject8. The 8moking 
hi8tory'.a. divided into 3 grades with those who smoked 
le88 than 5 cigarette8 per day, those who smoked 5 to 15 
per day and those who smoked more than 15 per day. The 
interviewer converted tobacco smoked as homemade cigarette8 
or in a pipe into cigarette equivalent8 [94]. The smoking 
history was then summarised to provide an ~st1mate of the 
number of year8 of smoking one pack (20 cigarette8) per 
day. Thu8 one year of smoking more than 15 cigarettes per 
day was e8timated to equal 1 pack year; 5 to 15 per day, 
half a pack,year and le8s than 5, one fifth of a pack year. 
The continuous variable8 are pre8ented for 8moker8 and 
non-amokers tn Table 15 (p82) and for 8mokers and ex-
smokers in Table 16 (p83). Significant differences of all 
'of the predicted values of'lung function except the forced 
expiratory volwne in 1 .econd (PBV1) were found betw.en the 
smokeraand the non-smokers. There were no differences in 
the extent of silicosis in these two groups but a 
8ignificantly greater degree of 8ilic08is was found in ex-
smokers as compared-with current smokers. The dichotomou8 
, 
variables for smokers and non-smokers and for smoker8 and 
eX-8DlO~~~ '~." p~;.entec1 in Table8 17 and 18 (pp84-85). 
Smokers h,ad a,'~~.r J~.ncy of cough, sputum 











smokers. Ex-smokers differed from current smokers in. 
h~J.ng art increased frequency of variable dyspnoea and of 
, . 
airway,. rQct.1vlty. asindic;ated by a cnangein tJJ.eir ,pre- . 
and post~brODChodilator FEVl of .greater than 10'. 
TABLE 15 
.' , 
CC:tI~INUOIIS Jl:ABIASLES DI SHCIEBl:tlC:tI-SHCIEB , 'exclu.d1n; 225 EX-SliCKERS) 
BQN-SMOKERS SMOKERS 
VARIABLE (350) (622) T P 
DAN S.D. lmAN 8,.0. 2 tail 
" FVC • PREO. 92.4 13 .. 17 94.5 13.25 -2.422 .0156 
FEV1 " PRED. 90.2 15.19 89.3 15.57 0.911 .3624 
FEV1/FVe , 81.4 7 .• 33 79.0 8.21 4.611 .0001 
" MMEF , PREO. , 81.7, 35.22 79.0 32.15 3.923 .0001 
OLeOsb,' PUO 106.5 . 19.21 98.5 18.10' 6.546 .0001 
YRS U/GRO 25.8 7.50 24.3 7.54 2.950 .0033 
AGE (years) 46.5 6.85. 45.5 6.50 2.250 .0244 
HEIGHT (ems) 166.4 6.04 166.3 6.06 0.253 .8007 
XRAY (1-10) 4.4 2.58 4.1 2.41 1.804 .0716 
FVC (forced vital ~ity), FM (forced expiratory vol~ in·1 second), IIIIF ( ... i_l .id-expi .. atory 
flow rat.) and DLCOIb (singl. br .. th lung diffusion for carbon __ ide) ar. all apr .. s. •• the 
percentage of the ....... pred1cted on the ... iI of age and height [123,124]. 1M FIV1I'VC " i. apr .. s. 
a. such. 'IllS U/UD is the ...... of ~ .ince starting work underground in a gold lline. XRAY 1 to 10 













CONTIWogs ,YART.ABLES BX S~ClIB/IX-S~C!IBS , L (excluding 350 Nl)N-SMO!IBS) 
,,, ....... ,' 
EX-SMOURS SMOKERS 
VARIABLE (225) (622) 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 
FVC ',PREO. 93.1 14.51 94.5 ,13.25 1.410 
FEV1 , PREO. 87.0 16.15 89.3 15.57 1.860 
FEV1/FVC , 78.0 9.40, 79.0 8.21 1.516 
DEP' , PREO. 75.8 32.97 79 0 32.15 1.270 
OLCOsb , PREO '98.0 17.72 98.5 18.10 0.298 
YRS U/GRD 26.5 8.12 24.3 7.54 3.688 
AGE (years) 47.4 7.70 45.5 6.50 -3.662 
HEIGH'!' (ems) 166.7 5'.72 166.3 6.06 -0.751 
" 
XRAY (1-10) 5.1 2.53 4.1 2.41 -5.050 
PACK YEARS 16.0 11.10 23.9 9.29 10.240 
r' 
I 
FVC (forcld vit.l QP8C1ty), FEV1 (forcld expir.tory wl .. in 1 .econd), IlMEF (_i_l aid...,tr.tory 













percentege of the _ .... prldtctld on the blltt of ege end height [123,124]. The IM/PVC 111 ..... Id 
•• such. ,IG. YIAIII t •• _ry of the .-ing h1ltory apr •• ed •• the nuaber of yelr. of ... tng 
.pproxi_tely 20 ctoarett. per dey. YRS U,lSAD 11 the ....,.. of ye.r. linee .twttng work ~ in 
• gold atne. lCIAY 1 to 10 reflectl, the extent of .tl teolt. wtth 1 .nd 2 equtvelent to the ILD [120] 












nXCBOTOMOJIS yaRxaBI.Es BY SMOIERS AND NON-SMOIERS 
VARIABLE NON-SMOKER SMOKER CHI SQ P 
350 622 
DYSPNOEA 71 165 '4.74 .029 
COUGH, 210 527 74.70 .000 
SPU'l'UM 156 446 69.94 .000 
WHEEZE 50 155 15.22 .000 
VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 56 126 2.67 .102 
CHILD CHEST ILLNESS 107 198 0.16 .684 
VARIABLE PEVl 39 64 0.17 .678 
PULMONARY TB 11 32 2.12 .145 
Dyspnoeaw.. J~ to be ........ t it pr .... t vith .wm upab1r. 01' up hill. 01' vith ." l ... atr __ 
ect1v1ty. Child cheat iLlMa. refer. to ." recell.t cheat ill .... daring ch1ldhaod ... 1ch the subject 
recall ... flit ........ ~toW of.., e ,.,. .. t. V8r1lbl. FlV1 refer. to • chenge of ........ 1CJI tft tM PM 
_ ....... before anl"att ....... of .. lllUtHol'.., ......... 1 .... HrOIOl. Pul..., tlit'lfcuLoeh Nt .. to. 













DICHOTOMOUS VARIABLBS aT SMOKBRS AND BX-SMOIERS 
VARIABLE EX-SMOKER . SMOKER CHI SQ P 
225 622 
DYSPNOEA 69 165 1.42 .234 
COUGH 179 527 3.18 .074 
SPU'l'UM 145 446 4.13 .042 
WHEEZE 67 155 2.02 .156 
VARIABLB DYSPNOEA 63 126 5.71 .017 
CHILD CBEST'ILLRISS 76 198 0.29 .593 
VARIABLE l'BV1 36 64 5.18 .023 
PULMONARY 'l'B 18 32 2.43 .119 
Dylpnoee WI. judfedto be JINMfIt if pr ... t with HI.I..UIII upea1,.. 01' lIP htlll 01' with eny l .... tI'lftUOU8 
Icttvity. Child c:Met 1ll •• _ ref ... to eny /'eC8lled chest tll .... dlr1ng chtlcllood which the IUbject 
I'ec8LLed ............... f Iw ....... t. Ve/'tabl.'M ref ... to I ..... at ......... 101 in eM FIV1 
.. 1UI"ed' 1IefoIIie· ... Irt .. I ... of .Ilbut_l by pr ...... iled 181'0l0I.. llul_"Y t&GwculOlii Nf ... to I 











7.4.5 Childbppd che.t illne •• 
Thirty-tvo percent (381) of the men stated that they 
. had suffered from a childhoOd chest illness which they 
recalled or had been told of by a parent. Table 19 (p87) 
shows the continuous variables of those with a history of 
childhood chest i~lness compared with those without such a 
history. ~he group with a positive history of childhood 
illness were slightly, although statistically 
significantly, shorter than those without such a history. 
The comparison of dichotomous variables between the two 
groups shows that those with the history of childhood' 
disease had an increased frequency of dyspnoea, variable 
dyspnoea, cough and wheeze (Table 19, p87). 
7.4.6 Ayoreness of disease 
No subject indicated that he was aware of having 
silicosis and the interviewer found that the subjects had 
no knowledge ~f the disorder. The word, "phthisis" vas 
known to some of the men it was either taken tomaan 
tuberculosis or aome other unspecified disease of unknown 
origin. There is no word in the languages used by this 
working population nor in the lingua franca of ,the mining 












CQK~ImIQIIS ~BIABLES BI BIS~OBI OE CHILDHOOD CHES~ II.I.:tmSS 
NO CHILDHOOD ILLNESS CHILDHOOD ILLNESS 
VARIABLE (816) (381) '1' P 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 2 tail 
FVC , PRED. 93.2 13.31 94.7 13.85 -1.790 .0734 
I'EVl , PRED. 88.8 15.66 89.7 . 15.47 -0.908 .3640 
I'EV1/FVC , 79.6 8.38 79~2 8.13 0.720 .4700 
DEI' , PRED. 81.5 34.29 79.6 31.78 0.910 .3600 
BLCOsb , PRED 100.9 19.01 100.3 18.11 0.513.· .6083 
YRS U/GRD 25.2 7.96 24.9 7.08 0.627 .5306 
AGE (years) 46.1 6.90 46.2 6.85 0.110 .9124 
HEIGHT' (em.) 166.8 5.99 165.6 5.91 3.377 .0008 
XRAY (1-10) 4.4 2.53 4.4 2.47 0.009 .9927 
PACK YEARS, 9.2 9.18 9.8 9.54 -1.092 .2752 
FVC (forced vitll capKity), ,m (forced expirltory wluee in 1 lecond), lIE, (axi_l .id-apir.tory 
flow r.te) and DLCOdI (lingle bruth lungdiffulion for carbon _ide) are .ll expr .. 1ed .. the 
percentlMle of the .. ~ predicted on the bal1l of age and height [123,124]. 'lite '1V1/ftC :I: i. expr .. led 
II 1UdI. PACK YIMI 11 • I'-ry of the lIIOking hiltory expr .. led II the IIUIIber of year. of lIIOking 
.pproxi_tely 20 cigarett .. per day. YRS U/GIID 11 the IUIIber of yearl linee .tlrting work uncMrground in 
I gold .ine. XltAY 1 to 10 reflects the at .... t of lilicol1l wi th 1 and 2 equiv.l .... t to the ILO [120] 












DICHOTOMOUS VARIABLES BY HISTORY OF CHILDHOOP CHEST ILLNESS 
NO CHILDHOOD CHILDHOOD 
VARIABLE CHEST ILLNESS CHEST ILLNESS CHI SQ P 
816 381 
DYSPNOEA 182 123 13.62 .000 
COUGH 600 316 12.80 .000 
SPOTOH 496 251 2.87 .090 
WHEEZE 172 100 3.95 .047 
VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 140 105 17.27 .000 
VARIABLE FEY1 94 45 0.02 .883 
PtJLl(ONARY 'l'B 39 22 0.53 .466 
Dylpnoel wal Judged to be pr .... t if pr .... t with HIIJWIl upstl1rl 01' up hilll 01' with .. y l .. 1 Itr.nuous 
Ict1v1ty. 
Vlr1lbl. AV1 r"",,;.'. cheng. of .... thin 101 in the FEV1 _sured before end .ft ...... of 
I.lbutuol by ......... 1 .... llI'OIOl. 











7 .5 .."lQ'l'01lY S11IPl'OII$. .. 
~'. l' ,_~, " '.'. '" '. . .-
7.5.1 . RrlgDQlA 
A subject vas judged to have dyspnoea if he 
acknovledged any difficulty or di8comfort with breathing 
other than with heavy work or with running. A total of 305 
men 8tated that they had dy8pnoea on walking up 8tairs or 
up hills or with le88er exertion. Table 21 (p90) 8how8 the 
analysi8 by 10gi8tic regre88ion of independent variable8 
which were as80ciated with a hi8tOry of dy8pnoea. The 
degree of silic08i8 waa the 8trongeat determinant of 
dy8pnoea and this symptom was a180 contributed to by the 
intensity of duat expo8ure. The .number of year8 of 
underground work did not contribute to thi8 8ymptom. 
7.5.2 Cough 
A man waa judged to have a cough on the baais of his 
an8wer to the a!llple question "do you cough". The majority 
of the men (916) stated that they coughed and 629 men 
reported that they coughed on most days. AnalY8i8 by 
logistic regres8ion 8howed that 8moking waa the only 
8ignificant determinant of thi8 symptom (Table 22, p91) 
however 60' of the 350 men who had never amoked also gave a 
history of coughing and it i8 po88ible that the 
occupational duat exposure contra8t was insufficient to 












ASSOCIATIONS WITH pYSPNOEA ANALYSEP BY LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
305 SUBJECTS WITH DYSPNOEA 892 SUBJECTS WITHOUT DYSPNOEA' 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD ERROR O.R. P 
(CONTRAST) 
YEARS U/GRD -0.2642 .• 0128 0.00 .0391 
. (25:10) 
DUST GRADE 2 0.4754 .2419 1.61 
.0054 
DUST GRADE 3 0.7835 .2543 2.19 
(110) 
XRAY (1 - 10) 0.1340 .0282 3.34 .0000 
(1011) 
. PAC!( YEARS 0.02178 .00718 1.69 .0025 
(2410) , 
AGE (YEARS) 0.04182 .01419 2.31 .0033 
(55135) 
CONSTANT -3.6975 .5571 
The coeff1c1lftts ...... t1.tld by the _thad of .01_ l1kel1hood. 
Yr. U18'" ref .. s to the ...... of y_r •• ,nce the .. f1r.t warlead undergl'Ol.lld in I gold aiM. 
Dust ..... ref ... Co the 1ntene1ty of clult to which the Mn hli been apoud in hil pndoIIinint 
undergrourId .... t1... The coefficient of Dust ... Ide 2 1nd1C1t .. theldd1t1onel 0dd8 (apr .. sld .1 the 
nltl.l"ll Log) for btillt .... lIII1e ISIIQC11ted with GPOsur. to DUST IRADE 2 I' -.rid with tMt of being 
expoeld to DUIT """,' •. 'oun UADI 3 11 the ldd1t1onel 0dd8 for dytpnoes for ...... to gr_ 3 ~It 
1ntlftlity ...... "Uh 'thee Of DUIT __ 1. . 
XRAY (1 - 10) I'ef .......... atent of s1L1cos1. with 1 equeL to ILO 010 end 10 to ltD 3/3 [120]. 
O.R.(OddI Ret1o) 11 the .•. thet I Mjeet will hive dylpnoa. If the 0.1. 11 1 thet ver1lbl. hi. no 
1nflulftCl: O.R.~ 1ndtcttll In IKcns chine. end O.R.<1 I deer.lled chine. of dyspnoea induced by 
1neree.'. vel .. of the VIIr1Ibl.. . 
The CONTRAST ref ... to the VIIlun of thet VIIrilbl. being COIIPIred: thus I llIOlcer of 24 Pick Yllrl 11 being 
COIIPIrld with I non-goiter. 'Th. O.R. of 1.69 indicltn thlt the lIIOker hli 16ft greet .. chine. of being 
dy.pnoeic thin the nan-lIIOker, given thet the other vlrilbln Ir. the .... 
The analysis shows that men who have worked longer underground 
are less likely to be dyspnoeic. This could represent a 
'survivor' effect or an error induced by multicolinearity due to 














ASSOClATIQNS,WiTH COUGH ANALISEP BY LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
916 SUBJECTS WITH COUGH 281 SUBJECTS WITHOUT COUGH 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR O.R. P 
(CONTRAST) 
PACK YEARS 0.07008 .00928 5.38 .0000 
(2410) 
CONSTANT 0.6334 .0919 
1M c:aeftic1en&a ..... al .. we .. by the .. __ L ilceL ihaod _thad _ r ........ t the lIIIt1II'al LogarltM ot 
the odd .... tiofor thet vwflbl. •• 
Pack y ..... ... t ... to the equiwLent Qt lIIIIking one PKk - 20 c1g11ntt. - per lily tor one ~r. 1huI • 
... .. ...... J ~w: .... _ far 10 ,.... i. recorded I. hiving 2.' '** ,... •. 
0 ••• (0ddI IIti.) • the oddI thet • Mjlet wiLL hew I eo&9I. If the 0 ••• 1. 1 thet vwilbl.. he. no 
influence: 0 •••• 1 tnd1C11t. en aCIII. dwIce and 0 ••• <1 I decrea ... c:hance of I eo&9I induced by 
. 1ncNM1ftI ,.., at. .. _1Ib1... . 
1M cartrIAIT rot .... to the wLu. ot thet vwilbl.. being CCIIIPII''': thuI ....... ot 24 PKk ~" 11 being 
COIIPIred with • nan-....... 1M 0 •••. ot '.31 indicat. thet the ..... hi. I 5311 gr.t .. chenco ot 
hwing .... _ the ........ . 
Other variables entered did not reach significance including 
YEARS vork8ci UNDERGROUND, XRAY features of silicosis, GRADE 
of dust. exposure, AGE and evidence of airway reactivity (FEV1 













SputUII production was judged to be present if the man 
responded positively to the question "do you produce 
sputUS". Altogether 747 men stated that they produced 
sputum, 501 of th8lll produced sputum on most days and 240 
only occasionally. Analysis by logistic regression showed 
sputum production to be related to smoking and to the 
intensity of occupational dust exposure (Table 23, p93). 
7.5.4 Whee.ing And variAble dyspnoeA 
A total of 272 of the men said that they had noted 
wheezing. Tho.. who had noted wheezing were likely to have 
other respiratory symptoms including dyspnoea, variable 
dyspnoea, cough and sputum production (Table 24, p94). 
There was, however, no association between the history of 
wheezing and • ...sure of airway reactivity - a change of 
PBV1 of .or. than 10' after a bronchodilator (chi sq 0.184, 
P - 0.668). Of the potential determinants, analysiS by 
logistiC regression showed that tobacco smoking and to a 
lesser extent, the radiological features of silicosis were 
associated with a history of wheezing (Table 25, p95). On 
the other hand, the associated symptom, variability of 
dyspnoea was found to be related to the extent of the 
radiological features of silicosis and the intensity of 











ASSOCIATIONS WITH SPUTUM PROPUCTION ANALXSEP ax LOGISTIC REGRESSIO~ 
747 HEN PRODUCBD SPUTUM 450 HEN DID NOT PRODUCE SPUTUH 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR O.R. P 
(CONTRAST) 
PACE YBARS 0.0545 .00735 3.70 . .0000 
(24:0) 
OUST GRADE 2 0.06297 .1877 1.06 
.0007 
OUST GRADE 3 0.58359 .2074 1. 79 
(1:0) 
CONSTANT -.1694 .1814 
The eoeffictent. wre .. tt_ted by the .thad of ..x1_ ltlcalthood. 
Dust ... _ ref .... to 1M t~c.nsity of dust to whtch the ... hi. tJe.n ..... ed tft his .....-.nnent 
underground ~ti... 'lit, ClMffidlftt of Dult ..... 2 1ndicllt .. the 8ddittClNll Odd. ( ....... ed •• the 
nat .... L lflll' for prcIdI&1ng IIJIICIa •• soct.ted with ....... to DUlT IRADI Z ...... red with that of betng 
exposed to CUlT ... 1.. DUST IUDI 3 t. the 8ddittClNll Odda for product", .... _ for ......... to .,ed. 3 . 
dust int_fty ~ailllilr" with that of DUST IIWII 1. 
O.R. (Oddl latio, fa th!I odd. that •• abject will produc. epuela. If the O.R. 11 1 that wriabl.. hal no 
tnflutnee' O.a.lI!1. iAdteat .. an excel. chance and O.R.<1 • deer ... ed chlnce of .puc.. IIf'Gduct1on induced by . 
inc:r .. st", WIt",," .f the Wlri~l •• 
. The CON1'IAIT ret".. to, the velues of that Wlriabl. being COIIPIf'eIi: Chua ....... of'24 pack years 11 being 
COIIPIred with .............. 1M O.R. of 3.7 indicat .. that the ...... hal • 3701 ar-t .. chanc. of 
producing IPUtIa thin' the nan-.mlter, given thlt the other Wlriabl .. • r. the •••• . 
Other variables entered did not reach significance 













ASSOCIATIQNS 11TH YARIABILITY or DYSPNOEA ANALYSED BY LQGISTIC 
BEGRBssi()N . 
245 MEN WI'rH VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 952 MEN WITHOUT VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR O.R. P 
(CONTRAST) 
DUST GRADE 2 0.1503 .2492 1.16 
.0063 
DUST GRADE 3 0~60163 .2587 1.83 
(1:0) 
XRAY (1 - 10) 0.1105 .02920 2.70 .0002 
(10:1) 
CONSTANT -2.1459 .2578 
The coefffCients._ .. ~1_tld by the _thod of .u1_ l fleel fhood. . 
Dust Gr .. mente. Che i"ten.fty of dust to whfch the .... hII' beM expo.1d fn hf ....... fnent 
under1t0tnl ~~·1M_ffc1lnt of Dult ..... 2 fndfCltft the edditiont.l ~ ( ...... Id a. the 
MturallGg., :tor . . ~" _. ~ •. le dyt. pnoee a.lOCfatld with eq:JOIwoe to DUST IIADa t .. CCIIPIl .... with thllt 
of beina ~io'.-riIUDI t. !lIST IRADIE 311 the ldd1tianel Odd. for varillble ....... tor .xpDlUre 
to gr_' IlIIiC· frit..iby ....... with thet of DUST IIWIE 1. 
XRAY (1 .' 10f ~ ... 'tii ~~ _Int of .1ltCOIf. wfth 1 IqUal to 11.0 010 end 10 to 11.0 3/3 [120]. . 
o.R.(Oddi ~.' •• ~ ... t a .lbject will hIIvw veriable dy • ...,... If the 0 ••• 11 1 thet variable 
hal no inll .: Ci.I.>1 ~tllHcat .. In exc ... chance and 0.R.<1 a deer_ted chance of verfllble dyt..-. 
fndueld by incr •• illl veL,," of the varfable. 
The CCNTRAST ref ... to the velues of that variable befng coeparlci: Chua a ... wfth a chest radiograph 
.lIowfng 3/3 nadule profusion i. befng coeparld with a an with 010 nodule protu.ton. The 0.1. of 2.7 
indfcae .. thet the .... with 3/3 .il fCOIf. hal a 270X grater chance of lwv1ng veriable dylPllIMa than the 
an wfth a 010 .... fGgl'lllh. given that the other variabl .. are the ._. • 
Other variables entered which failed to reach significance 
included YEARS worked UNDERGROUND, PACK YEARS smoked and airway 
reactivity a8 indicated by a difference of more than 10' in the 












ASSOCIATIONS lITH WHEEZE aNALYSEp BY LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
272 MEN COMPLAINED OF WHEEZING 925 MEN DID NOT WHEEZE 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR O.R. P 
. ( CON'l'RAST) 
PACK YEARS 0.029765 .007159 .2.04 .0000 
(2410) 
XRAY (1 - 10) 0.054193 .02773 1.63 .0509 
(10al) 
'CONSTANT -1.7659 .1034 
1M c:aeffictlntl ...... .ni.tld by the .thad of _xi_ likeLihood. 
XRAY (1 - 10) ref .. 1 till the _tint of In iCOlil with 1 ~l to liD % Ind 10 to lUI 3/3 [120]. 
O.R.(Oddi btio) il the odds that a lubject will t.w a wheeze. If the O.R. 11 1 that vari8ble hili no 
inll""'o.R.>1 indicat. In excaal chInce and O.R.<I a _NIIId ch8nce of wheeling induced by 
increaling values of the vari8ble. 
1M ~ refer, to the values of that variable being CDIIPII'1d: thul a ... with a chIIIt rlldiograph 
lhowing :SIS nodule profusion 11 being CCIIII*'1d with a .... with % nodule profulion. 1M 0.1. of 2.7 
indicat. that the ... with 3/3 lilicos1l hili a 1631 gr.ter chance of wheezing thin the ~ with a 0/0 
radiograph, givan thet the other variabl. are the _. . 
\.., 
Although the coefficient/standard error 'value (Z) for XRAY did 
not reach lignificance at the 5' level, this ~ariable was .hown 
to be of liq,nificance by the maximum likelihood Chi square 
analysis. 
Other variables entered which failed to reach significance 
included YEARS worked UNDERGROUND and airway reactivity as 
indicated by a difference of more than 10' in the pre-and 
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TABLE 26 
ASSOCIATIONS OF OTHER SYMPTOMS WITH WHEEZING BY LOGISTIC 
REGRESSION 
VARIABLE COBFFICIBN'r STD. ERROR O.R. P 
COUGH 0.9628 .302 2.62 .0017 
. SPUTUM 0.61477 .213 1.85 .0045 . 
VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 0.72349 .207 2.06 .0006 
DYSPNOEA 0.91634 .1979 2.50 .0000 
. CONSTANT -2.9744 .2516 
This analysis shows that there is an association between all 
of the 8ymptomlrenquired after and wheezing. 
O.R. (Odds Ratio) indicates the odds. that wheezing will be 
present. ·tor .. tt4ch of the variable.. The variable. 'are all 
dichotomoJls and the O.R. for cough of 2.62 indicates that 
compared.withaubjects with no cough, subjects with a cough 











7.6 PULllOIWl1' PDOII8II· BITS 
7.6.1 fOrged vital gapocitr (FYC) 
The mean PVC expressed as the percentage of the 
predicted value based on age and height [123] vas 93.6' (SO 
13.50'). The PVC vas highest for those in the dustiest 
occupations. When analysed by multiple linear regression, 
the strongest determinant of the PVC vas the presence and 
extent of silicosis on the chest radiograph (Tabie 27,· 
p99). Evidence of airway reactivity from a greater than 
10' change in PBV1 after salbutamol vas associated vith a 
small but significant reduction of the beat of the pre-
and post-bronchodilator PVC. 
7.6.2 Forg_d expiratoo volume in I I_gOod (FUI) 
The mean PEV1, also expressed as the percentage of the 
predicted value based on height and age [123], vas 89.1' 
(SO 15.60') (Table 28, p100). The FEV1 vas significantly 
reduced vith increasing radiological categories of 
silicosis, vith longer periods of vork underground and vith 
tobacco smoking. This last factor is noted to be 
significant although no significant difference vas found 
vhen the mean predictedPBVl in smokers vas compared vith 
that in non-smokers using a Student's T test. The best PEV1 
was significantly reduced in those vho displayed increased 











the PIV1 after salbutamol inhalation. There was an 
improvameht in the actual PEVl in relation to the predicted 
FEVl vith increasing age. 
7.6.3 FEVI/rye , • 
The mean PEV1/FVC' which is expressed as such and not 
as a percentage of the predicted value was 79.5' (SD 
8.30'). There was a reduction in the PEVl/FVC' with an 
increase in profusion of nodules on the chest radiograph, 
with increasing duration of occupational dust exposure, 
with tobacco smoke and with airway reactivity (>10' change 
in PEVl after salbutamol) (Table 29, p10l). 
7.6.4 MAlimAI-mid-exPirato~ flow rate (¥JEF) 
The mean HlEP expressed as the percentage of the 
predicted value for age and height [123] was 80.9' (SD 
33.51') (Table 30, p102). The HMEP was decreased in 
association with the radiological profusion of nodules, the 
duration of silica-containing dust exposure, number of pack . , 
years equivalent of tobacco smoking and with evidence of 
airway reactivity. There was a small and probably 
insignificant increase of the HMEP in relation to the 













MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
11 ' 't, '£ 
DETERMINANTS·OF THE FORCED yITAL CAPACITY IN DUST EXPOSED MEN WITH 
·AND WITHOUT SILICOSIS 
R sq 0.039 MEAN PVC 93.63' pred Root MSE 13.26 P of F .0001 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEPT 
XRAY (1 - 10) 

















The XRAY repr .. .,t. the lLD category of .n 1 COl 11 with XRAY 1 equ1v.l.,t to lLD CIItegory % Ind XRAY 10 
to ILD 3/3 [120] • 
. Dust grid. 3 1 •• m.., v.r1.bl. Vl1ch 1. equel to 1 if the level of du.t DPOIW" .... t the highnt 
level - grlde 3, Ind 11 otherwll. equel to zero. 
l .. ct1..,. .1rwy. iI ...... "...i ....... Vli.cIt 1. equel to 1 if the pre-end poIt-.. ~ ,m •••• ....,t. 
ver1ed by .... tNn 1m: end 11 otherw1 •• equel to z .. o. 
T 11 the tilt f ... ca. .""tftance of the cantr1but1on of thet .. rt1cul .. IItwt. to the r .... 1on 
lIOd.l. . 
It is noted . that exposure to the highest level. of dust is 
associated with a greater vital capacity (see discussion). 
Using tr~ regression model, a man with a chest radiograph showing 
a nodular opacification equivalent to ILO silicosis category 2/2 
[120] which ia repre •• nted by XRAY 7, will have a forced vi1:al 
capacity expressed as a percentage of the predicted which is 
(0.9219 x (7-1» • 5.5' less than that of an otherwise similar 













HULTIPLB LINEAR REGRESSION 
DBTERMIIANTS OF THE FORCBD BXPIRATORY VOLUMB IN 1 SBCOND IN MEN 
,WITH AND 'iTUqur SILICOSIS 
R sq 0.089 MEAN FEV1 89.12 'pred Root MSE 14.92 P of F .0001 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T P 
INTERCEPT 94.3366 3.1561 29.89 .0001 
XRAY (1 - 10) -1.5001 0.1764 -8.50 .0001 
YRS U/GRD -0.2134 '0.0829 -2.57 .0102 
AGE (years) 0.1897 0.0920 2.06 .0395 
PACK YEARS -0.1596 0.04712 -3.39 .0007 
REACTIVE AIRWAYS -4.7000 1.3467 -3.49 .0005 
The DAT ,.. .... u tlWnD c.t.,-y of .n icoais with XRAT 1 equival .. t to ILD ClltIgCIr'y OlD II'Id XRAT 10 
to ILD 3/3 [1ZJ). , 
TRS U/SIID r.....,t. the ...... of yurt .ine. the ..., first worked underground in a gold II1ne. 
, R_ctiv. airway. i. a ..., ".,.i.bl. IIttich i. equal to 1 if the pr.-.nd post-ul.butsml ,M ......... t. 
varied by .... thin 1011 .... i. otherwis. equal to zero. . 
T i. the ten--'" the .fantflc:anc. of the contribution of that particul..- .. ti..t. to the ....... 
.odel. 
It should be noted that age had a positive effect indicating that 
the estimate of the predicted FEV1 increases with increasing age 
(see discussion). 
Smoking, expressed as pack years - the equivalent of smoking 20 
cigarettes per day for a year has a significant negative 
influence on the FEV1 which was not apparent smoking was used as 
a dichotomous variable (see Table 15,p82). Using the model, the 
predicted PEV1 would be 4' less for a man who has smoked 20 pack 













KULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
DETERMINANTS OF THE FEyi/ryc , , IN DUST EXPOSED MEN WITH AND 
WITHOUT SILICOSIS 
R sq 0.096 HEAN FEV/rvC 79.48' Root KSE 7.90 P of F .0001 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR T P , 
INTERCEPT 86.9447 0.8368 103.90 .0001 
XRAY (1 - 10) -0.5534 0.0933 -5.93 .0001 
YRS U/GRD -0.1332 0.0306 -4.35 .0001 
PACK YEARS -0.1433 0.0247 -5.80 .0001 
REACTIVE AIRWAYS -2.9986 0.7130 -4.21 .0001 
The XRAY repr_cs the JUt atllgOl'Y of silicosis with XRAY 1 equivllent to 11.0 atllgOl'Y 0,10 end XRAY 10 
to 11.0 3/3 [120].' . 
YItS U/IRD is the ....... ef ,...,. •• 1~ the Mn first wo .. ked undll"gl"OWld in I aold .ine. 
Rllct1v. liNeYs is I dI-r verilbl. which is equll to 1 if the pre-end post-sllbutlllOl FEY1 "SUI".-nts 
ve .. 1ed by .... theft 101 end is otheNis. eQUIIl to ZII"O. 















HULTIPLE LlldAR REGRESSION 
DETBBMIIAHJI or TUB MAXIMAL MID-EXPIRATQRY FLOW BATE IN POST 
EXPOSED MER WITH AND WITHOUT SILICOSIS 
R sq 0.097 HEAH MMEF 80.93' pred Root HSE 31.91 P of F .0001 
V~IABLE COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR T P 
INTEltCEPT . 98.6738 6.7512 14.62 .0001 
XRAY (1 - 10) -2.9464 0.3774 -7.81 .0001 
YRS U/GRD -0.6063 0.1773 -3.42 .0006 
PACK YEARS -0.5143 0.1008 -5.10 .0001 
REACTIVE AIRWAYS -7.9275 2.8808 -2.75 .0060 
AGE (years) 0.3499 0.1969 1.78 .0758 
The XRAY ..... _t. the Iu) catlQOl'Y 01 .il1cos1l with XRAY 1 equ1vIl.,t to Iu) category % end XRAY 10 
to Iu) 3/3 t12D). '. . 
YRS U/IIID t. the I'IUIIIIber .f ,.... •• inee the 81ft f1"t worked II'Idergraund in I gold .1M. 
Ract1ve 11rwey. 1. I dI-., ver1eble which 11 equel to 1 11 the pre-and PMt-ulbutlml '1V1 _..--ts 
ver1ed by ... e thin 101 .. 11 otherw1le ~l to ZIrO. 
T 11 the tnt for tt..igniflance 01 the contribution 01 thet s-rt1culer .. t1_te ,to the r .... 1on 
lIOdel. . 
Although the coefficient for age was not significant removal 












7.6.5 Single breath qarbpn monoxide lung diffulion (PlCO) 
The mean OlCO expressed as the percentage of the 
pr~~cted,~.ed on the height and age of the subject [124] 
was 100.7' (8018.72). The OlCO was progressively reduced 
with increasing radiological nodule profUSion and with 
exposure to tobacco smoke (Table 31, p104). 
Of the 612 smokers, 215 stated that they had smoked 
during the morning prior to the test. There was no 
significant difference in the mean predicted OlCO in those 
that had smoked (98.2%) and the 397 smokers who stated that 
they had not smoked (98.8%) (T - 0.39, P - .69). 
7.6.6 R.lppnl. to bronqbodilAtor 
Following inhalation of salbutamol 200 meg, the PVC 
changed by ~re than 10% in 103 subjects, the FEV1 in 139 
subjects and the HMEF in 702 subjeCts. The change in FEV1 
was taken to represent a specific test of airway reactivity 
and subjects with and without this response were compared. 
The two groups differed in all the components of the forced 
expiratory flow volume curve but not in OlCO, age, duration 
of underground work nor category of silicosis (Table 32, 
p105). There were no differences in the two groups with 
regard to respiratory symptoms nor to a history of chest 











TABLE, 31 . 
MULTIPLB LlDAR REGRESSION 
DETEBMIKAKTS or TUB SINew' BREATH LUNG DIllUSION lOR CARBON 
MONQXIDBIN DUST BXPOSBn MBN WITH AND WITHOUT SILICOSIS 
R sq 0.082 HBAH DLCO 100.74 'pred Root KSE 17.96 P of P .0001 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEPT 
XRA~ (1 - 10) 
PACK YEARS 




















The XRAY ....... ent. the 11.0 category of .n iCOlil with XRAY 1 equivilent to 11.0 category 010 .J XRAY 10 
to 11.0 3/3 [130]. 
Duet .. _ 3 11 • ..., vwtllbl. Witch 11 eqLIIl to 1 if the lwel of •• t ...... w. et the htghnt 
lwei. - .... J ...... .-.wt .. ...-l t ...... 
R_cttve at.,.,. ........ wrt.-&.. Witch t. eqLIIl to 1 if the ......... polt-.. l~ fIV1 ____ .et. 
v .. t_ ." ....... _ ... -11 etMrvI •• equel to 1 .. 0. 
T 11 the teet fOf''' .... ft-.c. of the contl'tllUt1on of thlt .... ticul .... tt.t. to the ....,....ton 
lIOdel. 
Exposure to thehiqhest intensity of dust is noted to have a 












CON'l'INnnt1S 3l:&BI &BI.IS HI &1lIlI BIAC~I3l:1%I 
'/ . 
NORMAL REACTIVITY HYPERREACTIVE 
VARIABLE (1058) (139) '1' P 
HEAN S.D. HEAN S.D. 2 tail 
PVC • POD. 93.9 13.43 91.3 13.84 2.16 .0312 
FEV1 , POD. 89.7 15.24 84.9 17.60 3.39 .0007 
FEV1/FVC , 79.6 8.74 76.9 11.89 3.30 .0010 
DE!' , POD'. 81.8 33.02 73.9 36.34 2.63 .0087 
D1CO , POD 100.6 18.65 102.2 19.25 -0.99 .3242 
YRS U/GRD 25.1 7.67 25.0 7 85 0.22 .8290 
I 
AGE (years) 46.2 6.82 45.6 7.32 0.95 .3448 
XRAY (1-10) 4.4 2.50 4.4 2.62 -0.01 .9933 
PAC!( DARS 9.4 9.37 9.1 '8.78 0.28 .7725 
PVC (ferad vital apiC1ty), PM (fore" expiratory vol..- in 1 .-.I), .. , (MX1_l lI1d-Gpiratory 
flw rllte." ......... ( ..... l ...... th lung diffusion far carbon ....c1.) ... elL .......... _ die .,..ceftt ............ JlN!ltct .. on'the balit of .. Ind height [123,1241. 1M FIV1/fW: I 11 .cpr .. led 
........ 'MX YIMI ta e '-..y of the __ ing hiltory apr .. 1ed .. eM ........ )fee" of lIIIIk1ng 
approxi_tely 20 ct...,.ct • .,.. day. V. U/I" il the ,.,.,.. of yearl linca It .. t1ng wark undergro&ni in 
a gold 111M. lIIIAV 1 te 10 reflectl the _tent of I1LtCOlit with 1 Ind 2 equival.,t to the ILD [1201 












PICHOTOMOUS VARI~BLES BY AIRWAY REACTIVITY 
NORMAL HYPER-
VARIABLE REACTIVITY REACTIVE CHI SQ P 
1058 139 
. DYSPNOEA 265 40 0.90 .343 
COUGH 810 33 0.00 .937 
SPUTUM 651 96 2.97 .085 
WHEEZE 232 40 3.28 .070 
VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 215 35 1.79 .181 
DYSPNOEA AT RIGHT 59 10 0.21 .659 
.CHILD CHEST ILLNESS 336 45 0.02 .883 
PULMONARY TB 55 6 0.20 .657 
Dy.pnoea .... J .... to lie praent if pro .... t with !III.LIWIl upstairs 01' up hilll 01' with any le ••• trenuou. 
activity. . 
Child chest ill.,... ref ... to any recaLLed chest illnes. during childhood which the IIbJect reclilled 01' 
had ..... bM40f IIr ...... t. 











7.6.7 Lu'g fungtion br day Of week 
A total of 296 of the 1197 subjects had performed 
their lune) function teats on a Monday and had, ·thus not 
been expo .. d tOlline dust for at least 45 hours prior to 
the test compared with an average of 18 hours since 
exposure for those tested on the other weekdays. .There was 
no significant difference in the lung function tests 
between the .onday and other days groups. There was a 
tendency for the Konday group to have more reactive airways 
indicated by a change in FEVl between pre- and post-
bronchodilator measurements of more than 10' (chi sq dfl -
4.05, P - .044). 
7.7 EFFECT MODIFICATION 
In the general linear models for each of the 
measur ... nts of lung function, no interaction variable 
involving the main determinant and the other potential 
determinants reached significance. There was, thus, no 
evidence of effect modification on or by tobacco slloking, 













7. 8 RES"IR.lTO~Y IJIPAIlUIBN'l' 
U~ing the American Thoracic Society definition of 
, ' 
respiratory impairment [116], 43 men had moderate 
impairment on the basis of PVC, FEV1 or D1CO being less 
than 60' of predicted and 7 men had severe impairment on 
the basis of PVC being less than 51' or FEV1 or D1CO being 
less than 41'. Hoderate or severe impairment correlated 
with dyspnoea greater than grade 1 (chi sq df1 - 40.8, P 
<.001) and there was significantly greater smoking history 
(P -.01), duration of dust exposure (P - .003) and, 
particularly, grade of silicosis (P - .0001) in those with 
moderate or severe impairment. There were no significant 
• differenc.. ~tween the ages of those with and those 
without impairment. 
7.9 PREDICTED LUNG' FUNCTION 
The regression equations used for the predicted lung 
function tests in this study were compared with a set of 
regress.ion equations derived from the study population. 
The members of the study population used for this analysis 
were the 218 aubjects who had never smoked and who had no 
silicosi. or sil:icoai. : with a nodule profusion less than 
2/1 [120]. -I'M reaul-ta::::ara presented in Table 34 (p109) 
.1 '1'" ~ 
, , -'" ~.' ~-











SocietyCA'l'S) predicted values which are 'used throughout 
this thesis [123,124] and the values in this subset of the 
study p6pulation. 
TABLE 34 
REGRESSIQH EQUATIQNS FOR LUNG FUNCTION 
REGRESSION EQUATION PREDICTED , DIFFERENC. 
fie 
ATS 0.06H - O.0214A - 4.650 
EOH 0.05S& - 0.023SA - 4.179 
lUl. 
ATS 0.0414H - 0.0244A - 2.190 
EOHO.0401H - 0.026SA - 2.150 
lO1e 
ATS 0.0204H - 0.038A + 2.133 




0.21A - 26.31 









A • age in years H • height in ems 
- 7.5' 
- 7.6' 
- 7 .• 4' 
9.1' 
ATS - American -rhoraeie Society [123,124] 
EOH - Ern~st ~nheimer Bospital - present study regression 
equation.':derilired "frOli subjects who have never 8IIlOked and who 
have less than lLO category 2/1 nodule profusion [120] on 
th.ir ehe.u radiograpba. 
Theealeulated valDes '" are baaed on a man of the study aean 
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7.10 PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS 
A history of pulmonary tuberculosis in the past 
(lifetime prevalence) was obtained and confirmed for 61 of 
the subjects in the study. The lifetime prevalence of 
pulmonary tuberculosis was 2.lt in those without silicosis, 
4.6' inthos8 with category 1 silicotic nodule profusion, 
7.7t in category 2 and 10.2t in category 3 silicosis. The 
dif·ference between these prevalences is significant (chi sq 
df3 - 14.65, P," .002). After controlling for silicosis 
and for age there is evidence of a small but significant 
contribution by duration of silica-containing dust exposure 
to the probability of developing pulmonary tuberculosis. 
The .. nwho had had pulmonary tuberculosis prior to 
their study had significant reductions of PEV1, PEV1/PVCt, 
KMBP and D1CO. They were not significantly older but had 
worked for longer underground and had smoked more than 
those who had not had tuberculosis (Table 35, plll). The 
70 men who developed tuberculosis after entry to the cohort 
had no significant reduction of their lung function, tested 
before they developed tuberculosis, compared with those who 
did not have .and did not develop tuberculosis. The man who 
had had tuberculosis complained more of cough than those 
with no past history of tuberculosis but could not 


















PVC , PRBD. 93.8 13.29 
FEV1 , PRED. 89.4 15.32 
FEV1/FVC , 79.5 9.13 
MMEF , PRED. 81.5 33.14 
DLCOsb , PRED 101.2 18.5 
YRS U/GRD 25.0 7.69 
AGE (year.) '6.1 7.04 
HEIGH'!' (ems t 166.5 6.00 
XRAY (1-10) 4.31 2.50 
PACK YEARS 9.22 9.28 
111 




91.0 16.79 1.566 
83.8 19.48 2.725 
76.1 9.91 2.773 
69.43 38.32 2.759 
91.5 20.47 3.998 
~.1 7.40 -3.077 
47.6 6.90 -1.579 
166.1 5.94 0.491 
5.7 2.39 -4.188 
12.0 9.32 -2.316 
FVc: (forced vttel cepecity), FM (forced apiretory \/aLUM in 1 .~), ... , C-Xi_l .tct-expiretory 













percent. of the ___ predtcted on the ... 11 of • end height [123,124]. 1he FMjFVC I is ....... ed 
e. 1UCft. ,. YIMI i •• .-ry of the "'i", h1ltory ............ the ftIIIber of yMre of "'i", 
.pproxi_tely za cia-rett .. '*' dey. YII U,..,., 11 the ....... of yur •• ince .tertt", work ~ ,in 
• goLct .i ... XllAY 1 CO 10 HU_es the _cent .f stU •• t. with 1 end 2 equiwlent to the JUt t12O] 












DICHOToMops YABIABT,ES BY Pln,MONABY TIlBEBCln,OSIS 
VARIABLE NO PTB PAST PTB CHI SQ P 
1136 61 
DYSPNOEA 283 22 3.79 .052 
COUGH 861 55 6.66 .010 
SPUTUM 703 44 2.59 .107 
WHEEZE 253 19 2.60 .107 
VARIABLE DYSPNOEA 231 14 0.19 .667 
CHILD CHEST ILLNESS 359 22 0.53 .466 
VARIABLB FBV1 133 6 0.20 .657 
Dyspnoea Wli judged ttl be prennt if pr .. .,t with !aWIIl !iP'ui .. 1 01' up hULl 01' with lIlY l ... ItrlllUllUl 
.ctivity. 
ChHd chat ill .... ref .... to .ny recaLLed chat Hln ... during chHdhood which the .ubject recalled 01' 
hed been told of by ...... ent. 
V.ri.bl. FM r.f .... to • ching. of .... thin 10l in the FEV1 _lUred before and .ft .... dol. of 
•• lbut • .,l by prneuri.ed .... OIol, 
TABLE 37 
ASSOCIATIQlS WITH PIJI,MQNABY TtlBEBCm,oSIS AQIJSBp BY 
VARIABLB COEFFICIENT STD ERROR O.R. P 
(CONTRAST) 
YRS U/GRD 0.030467 .01317 1.58(25:15) .0198 
XRAY (1 - 10) 0.22348 .04099 7.47(1011) .0000 
CONSTANT -4.0756 .4087 
The c:oefficienu wwe .. tiMted by the _tIIod of ..xi_ l iul ihocd. Yn U/GID ref .... to the .... r of 
year •• ince the .... tint worked underground in • gold a1 ... XRAY (1 - 10) r.t .... to the extent of 











7.11 ~OXIAaY OF CROSS-SBCTIOHAL STUDY RESUL~S 
7.11.1 Si1iep.i. 
Multivariable analysis shows that silicosi. as defined 
by the presence of regular nodular opacification on the 
chest radiograph is associated with dyspnoea, a reduction 
of the PVC, lEVI, lEV1/PVCt, MMEl and D1CO. Silicosis is 
associatad with an increase in the lifetime prevalence of 
pulmonary tuberculosis which increases with an increase in 
the extent of silicosis (Table 37, pl12). 
The independent determinants of silicosis include the 
duration and intensity of silica-containing dust exposure. 
7.11.2 DyrAtlon of lillca-COntAining du.t exgo.ure 
DuratLoft of silica-containing dust exposure determines 
the ext.nto! silicosi. and is al.o associated with 
reductions of PBVI, lEVI/PVCt and MMEP. There is no 
association between respiratory symptoms and duration of 
dust expo.ure. After controlling for silico.is, a. 
defined, there is a direct relationship between the 
occurrence of pulmonary tuberculosi. and the duration of 
silica-containing dust exposure (Table 37, pI12). 
7.11.3 Inten.lty Of du.t axgo.ure 
The inteDsity of dust exposure is directly related to 











Silicoaia i~.~re .trQnglyaasociated with t~e intermediate 
intensity l.vel of du.t expoaare than with the highest 
level. The levels of rvc and DICOare higher in men who 
are expo.ed to the highest intensity of silica-containing 
dust. 
7 • 12 COHORT (LONGITUDINAL) STUDY 
The cohort of 1 197 men formed by inclusion in the 
cross-sectional study had contributed 2961.1 person years 
of experience on 31 July 1987. Five men had died, one with 
cirrbosi. of the liver, one in a motor accident, one in a 
mine mud ru.h,one from a .tab wound in the heart, and one 
man who had no respiratory impairment and had category 2 
silicosis died of an unknown cause, while at home. 
None of the sUbjects has yet been recalled for follow-up 
lung function studies. 
7.12.1 PulmoDA~ tuberculo.i. 
There had been a total of 70 incident cases of pulmonary 
tUberculosis aince the dates on which the sUbjects had 
entered the cohort. The overall incidence of pulmonary 
tuberculosis waa 2.36 per 100 person-years of follow-up. 
The incidence dan.ity ratio for tUberculosis in men with 











within the silicotic group the incidence density increases 
with increasing nodule profusion. The incidence of 
tuberculosia by category of silicosis is presented in Table 
38 (pl15). 
TABLE 38 
INCIDENCE Q! PULMQNARY TDBERCULOSIS IN RELATIQN TO SILICOSIS 
CATEGORY OP INCIDENT CASES/100 ESTIHA'rED 
SILICOSIS CASES PERSON YEARS 5 YEAR RISK 
(no. in category) OP PTB SINCE ENTRY OP PTa 
0 (340) 7 0.77 3.8t 
1 (432) 21 2.03 9.7t 
2 (376) 29 3.20 14.8t 
3 (49) 13 11.85 44.7t 












SUMMARy or RESIJLTS 
DE~EBHIHAH~S 
SILICOSIS YEARS DUST SMOKING 
CII~Cm:S U/GROUND INTENSITY 
DYSPNOEA x x x 
COUGH x 
SPUTUM x x 
WHEEZE x ··x 
TUBERCULOSIS x x 
FVC' x 
FEV1' x x x 
FEV1/FVC x x x 
MMEF x x x 
DLCO x x 
SILICOSIS x x 
---------_._.-----------------=----=------------------------=-
The outcomes with relation to the lung function measurements 
FVC, FEV1, FEV1/FVC, MMEF and DlCO indicate that ·those 
measurements are reduced by the determinant. All of the 













8 • 1 GBIIBRAL 
This study of black, migrant South African gold miners 
has ex_ined the prevalence and relevance of silicosis in 
this population. No previous study has examined the health 
of a working population of these men in relation to their 
occupational exposure. 
The prevalence ot silicosis was found to be 136 cases 
per 10 000 of the black working population rising to a peak 
of 1 518 cases per 10 000 gold miners in the 51 to 55 year 
age group. 
After controlling for the effects of aine dust 
exposure, .moking and age, a clear association was found 
between silicosis and dyspnoea, silicosis and.reductions of 
the D~CO, PVC, rlVl, rIVl/rvc, and HlEr, and between 
silicosis and pulmonary tuberculosis. 
Although the study was not designed to examine the 
effects of.ine dust exposure other than silicosi., the 
data pre.ented .how a redaction of rEV1, rEVI/PVC' andJOlBr 
with an iDQ~ea.e in the duration of dust expo.ure after 
controlling for the eftect. of silicoSis, age and s.eking. 











the duratloa of du.t exposure, but the intensity of du.t 
expo.~e.a •. cl1rectly a • .aciated with the frequency of 
.putu.prodDction and dy.pnoea. 
8.2 parvtr.'CI or SILICOSIS 
8.2.1 GaUUl 
~he e.timation of the prevalence of silicoais in a 
working population of black, migrant gold minera, waa made 
while eatabli.hing a ... pling frame for the cro •• -aectional 
study which fora. the major part of this the.is. No 
previous evaluation of the 100 mm chest radiograph has been 
made to dete~ine the appropriatenesa of this routine 
method·for tbe detection of ailicoais (and tuberculo.i.) in 
South Af~Lcan gold miners. In thia study the prevalence of 
ailico.is'ba. been estimated and the aensitivity and 
apecificity of the 100 mm cheat radiograph haa been 
examinedu.J.ag the full-aize, 125 kV poatero-anterior cheat 
radioqmaph a. the criterion of validity. 
8.2.1 LiMitationa ot the atud¥ 
~he aajor limitation of the study to determine the 
prevalence ofsilicosia waa the lack of knowledge of the 
number of non-.ilicotic men who contributed to the 
workforc.·du:in9 the period of the atudy. This .ubject has 











8stiaa~.;tba.""Z':of'_1l who contributed to the workforce 
during tlae';."pling pertod is known to have overestimated 
the denominator and resulted in an underestimate of the 
prevalence of"ailieosis in the population. The extent of 
this underestimate is not known but if one were to assume a 
stable workforce with no exchange of individuals, the 
denominator would be the number of men in the working 
population at the mid-point of the study period and the 
prevalence of silicosis would be 193 cases per 10 000 .en. 
In fact,.800 to 1000 men leave the mines each .eek and 
their places are taken by others and.the mid-point 
workforce !is, clearly an underestimate of the number of 
subjects in· the denominator and thus overestimates the 
prevalence'of ·silicosis. It would thus be reasonable to 
assume that the true prevalence of silicosis lies between 
the 136 and 193 cases per 10 000 men. 
8.2.3 Copcln.iop 
The prevalence of silicosis in this working population 
has been e.timated to be 136 per 10 000 men and is not 
likely to exc .. d 193 per 10 000 men. In the 51 to 55 year 
old age group the prevalence of silicosis is approximately 
1500 per 10 000 (table 1, p52). 
~h. us. of the 100 ·mm chest radiograph appears to have 
been validated for the,icletection of silicosis. The 










progJ: •••. l".;CU.oJ:claJ: wbar. repeated evaluations aJ:a 
routinely .. ~ and early diagnosis is not essential. 
CROSS-SICZIO"!, sTUDY 
8.3 LIKITATIOMS OF THE STUDY 
8'. 3. 1 General 
120 
The cro.s.aectional study was a prevalence study in 
that it .... tned'the prevailing determinant and outcome 
status of thos. who were currently working. Such a study 
is not '.eaal~iY. to different patterns of disease and will 
underestimate the acute forms of a disorder if they lead to 
early J:8tLremant or death and overestimate the .are benign 
and chronic disorder which does not lead to disability 
(133). Thexe'is, however, no evidence to suggest the 
existence of aD acute form of silicosis in this population 
[34J.and a prevalence study ll8y be appropriate in this 
instance. ' 
The cJ:oss-sectional design by which the determinant 
and the outcome are ezamined simultaneously has also 
introduced lLmitatio.s which are characteristic of such a 
desip. Incross-sectional studies the changes 
attributable to expoaura or other determinants are 
estimated by studying diff.rent individuals with different 











lD8asur~t.Qt the __ tnQividuals over time. The cohort 
effect- U .·~lal problell of croa.-.ectional atudie. 
[13' ,135) aDd ia cau.ed by the dif ferences between cohorts 
born at different calendar tilDe. Thu. a man born in 1937 
wlll not nec ... arily be the .... at 60 yeara of age a. a 
man of 60'wbo wa. born in 1927. Glina.eyer et al [13'] have 
shown a cohort effect which amounts to 44al or more 
increa .. in the PBV1 per decade, thus a 50 year old man in 
1987 ahould Ilave an PBV1 which i. 44 al aore than that 
which a 50 year old man had in 1977. Neverthele.s, the 
croaa-aectional design has been wid ly employed 
[81,103,113,131] and may have some advantage over 
longitudinal atudies especially when these involve 
measurement. auch as lung function te.t. which may be very 
difficult, to control for intra-subject variability and lack 
of preci.ion of mea.urement [1',135]. 
The general quality of the data was adveraely 
influenced b7 a complete lack of specific funding for the 
study. 110 additional .taff were made available and those 
involved in the atudy did their part while continuing with 
their normal, full-time occupations. 
A f~ber, general defect which will be addre.aed more 
specifioally elaewhere waa the lack of par.onal, health and 
occupatio .. l data for this working population which had 
generally been con.idered to be too transient to warrant 












8.3.2 . Tbeb".,..rt.IM gMgp 
ClIle'CCII!IIPut.aoa group w.s foraed. following the entry to 
the croaa-aec~lonal study on the basi8 of the 
reading of the full-size che8t radiograph but the group was 
designed .t the time of the prevalence study when each ca8e 
of 8illcoaia waa •• tched by age with a man without 
silicosi8. ~his design created a group with an age 
distribution which w.s atailer to that of the men with 
811icosia. The aelection of thia compari80n group 
optimiaed tbe eatimate of the effect of silicosi8 by 
providing a good contrast of that deter.ainant and 
comparability for age and the associated deterainants of 
lung dyafunction, duration of occupational expoaure, and 
smoking. It should be noted that there was no further 
attempt to match the men with 8ilic08i8 to the men without 
8ilic08iei.. t~ aample created for the cross-sectional 
8tudy and that direct matching for dU8t expo8ure was not 
aade at any. stage of the 8tudy. 
It would have been more interesting to have had a 
second comparison group to create a contrast in the 
exposure to aine dU8t. This contrast would have permitted 
the develo,.antof • eare stable regression analysia of the 
effect of aina dust on lung function. This W.8 not 
posaible for two re_ona. Pir8tly, if a group of the 
younger aDd thus 1.sstUlp9sed miners had. been used the 











feat.na\-.'O~h.""tball 'bhe ·,difference in dust exposure. This 
lack of ec.parabL11t:yrl-iaparticularly evident in developing 
countri •• 1117]. In thta working population change with 
calendar tiM; ba •. been shown in a study which d8llOnatrated 
the ~eater height of the younger miners [130]. Secondly, 
the use of a compari.on group from another industry would 
al.o not have produced comparable .ubjects. the .alarie. in 
the gold.ining indu.try are higher than tho.e paid to 
laboare~a i8 other industries. A. a re.ult, the .tronger, 
healthier·man s •• k and retain work a. miner. and tho.e 
physically 1ess'.ell endowed tend to move to other 
industrie ••. Thus, a. is often the ca.e in .tudies of 
occupationalexpo.ure, lack of exposure i. seldom found in 
an otherwi.e coaparable gr up [138 pp31-32]. 
8.3.3 oua1it¥of data 
8.3.3.1 Age 
Age i. one of the more fundamental attributes in any 
.tudy of this nature. In the population of the present 
study, knowledge of age i. not a general attribute. The 
age data u.ed in the prevalence study wa. ba.ed on the 
e.timateofeach man's age which is made by one of the 
several;clerk. _ployed by the MC Reception Centre. In 
the cro ...... ectional at1ldy, the age data wa.obtained by 











int.nt .... tOUAClthat "hile the majority of Dl8n had no 
idea of tll.ir:a .. aanyd1d know their year of birth. In 
.aM8 ift.tanoe. thi. anoaaly had c~u.ed confu.ion in that a 
.cme of the .. n did not under.tand that their age changed 
each year. In ca.es where neither the age nor the year of 
birth w.re known, the interviewer e.timated the man's age 
using his appearance, information about the age or status 
of his. children or his recollection of major events. 
Occa.ionally,the aen's age was apparent fro. hi., name when 
n ..... uch ' •• Xai.er or Adolph were known to have been 
popular ata certain ttma. 
Although the age data lacks the accuracy which would 
be expected 1ft a similar study in a developed country, 
there i.'no r.a.on to balieve that the e.timation of age 
was bia.ed.by 'knowledge of the Ilan's statu. in the study; 
the .tudy d •• ign .nsured that the man's .tatu. with regard 
to silicos1s r .. ained unknown until the study data had been 
collected. 
8.3.3.2 SlIOking hi.tory 
TObacco • .eking habits often vary in this .tudy 
populatioft according to the man's working statu •• 
Cigarett..-okJ.ng 1s co-.on during period. of employment 
but cigarette' cOuUIlption .. y fall to very low lavel. or be 
replaca<l:wltlll'pl,. .aoking wh.n the man i. away froa the 











an eat1aa~ of awaza,. canau.ption from each subject but it 
ie poaaible 1mat the. ,an.ver obtained waa biased by the 
aubject 'a _at recent conauaption pattern. A8 with the 
inforaation concerning age, there ia no reaaon to believe 
that the information concerning tobacco conaumption was 
biased by the aan's ailicosia status. 
8.3.3.3 Respiratory aymptoms 
The queatlonnaire concerning respiratory aymptoms.was 
conducted by one interviewer for all of the aubjects. The 
queationnaire'waa designed with the assistance of the 
interviewer~ an experienced pulmonary technician and a 
registered nurae. ~he questionnaire did not conform with 
any of .the atandard reapiratory questionnairea. Ita daaign 
waa dictated by knowledge of the study population, the 
vocabulary 0.£ their several home languagea and their 
beliefa and underatanding of symptoms. The queationnaire 
waa printed in Engliah.but was conducted in the aubject's 
language by the interviewer. The unatructured nature of 
the queationa aaked and the uae of several different 
dialect. and languagea might have r.aultedin so .. 
inconsiatency. However, as noted before, the interviewer 
had no _an. of lmanri.Dg .whether the aubjectwould be 
allocateclto tbe cc.puiaon group or to the silicotic group 
and it ia ualikelt tbatH'the· GutcOlle of the inteni.., could 











'I'be ..... tManaLre .. inclade<l a question about 
'phthisi.. t , "a word which wa. believed to be associated with 
occupational lung di..... by the black gold miner. In 
a.kiag this ~ation it bee... apparent that no .ubject was 
awerecf.ilieoai. a. a disorder and that there wa. no word 
or phra .. 'for afty c;ccupational lung disease (other than 
pullaonaq tuberculoaia) in any of the language. u.ed by the 
subject •. no; in the lingua franca of the ainas, 'Fanagalo'. 
Therefore,,,it a_. rea.onable to a.sume that the an.wers 
to the queationnaire were not biased by the subject's 
awarene •• ,of hi •• ilicosi •• tatus. 
8 • 3 • 3 • 4 Ocaupational data 
There are no accurate data of duration and intenaity 
of e.poaur. for the migrant black gold ainer. .en work on 
the _iDe. for' the duration of their contract and then 
return' .hoIIe. ,tor varied periods before returning to "ork a 
new contract. The occupational que.tionnaire. w.re 
cOnductecl;by anyone of the .everal clerks aployed in the 
outpatient department of the Erne.t Oppenhe.iller Ho.pital. 
It w.a felt to be inappropriate to have the occupational 
que.tionnaire conducted by the sUle interviewer who 
conduct~ all the re.piratory questionnaire. as this might 
have iatroduced s~ bias in the respiratory intervi.w. 
Becaus.no specific cle:rll,QOuld be made available by the 











queationna.b:e waa constructed for aiJnplicity and for lack 
of ubJ,gllity. 
Bach ,.an was aaked to indicate the year in which he 
had firat beeneaployed underground on a oold mine and the 
occupation in which he had been predominantly employed. If 
he no longer w.orked underoround, the date when he laat 
worked underground waa alao recorded. The interviewa were 
conducted by,clerka who not only did not know the aubject'a 
ailicoai8 atatua but alao, in general, had no knowledge of 
the purpoae of the interview. 
Tba duration of expoaure uaed in thia atudy reflecta 
the total tiae elapaed batween the man'a firat and hia laat 
undaroround gold mine work contract. Thia fioure thua 
i~cludaaparioda apent at home between contracta and ia not 
a preciae meaaure of the actual total peridd of mine duat 
exposure. The poaaibility that a ayatematic difference in 
time apent away from the mine between work contract., exiata 
between the men with and the men without ailicoaia haa been 
inveatioatad. Regreaaion analyaia of the duration of duat 
expoaure abovs a correlation between that dete~inant and 
aeveral inclicaaof lunO function and between the duration 
of expoaure and the category of ailicoaia. Thua it a_a 
that thia index of duration of expoaure, althouoh 
impreciaa, iavalid. 
The aUrocJate for intaaeity of expoaure waa the nature 











axamiDed ~ appear. ~ be validated by ita correlation 
with ctyapaa •• , variable dyapnoea andaputum production, and 
to .aa. eabaa~ with .ilico8ia. Thia aapect will be 
di.cua.ed.la 1101'8 detail in .ection 8.5.5.1, p149. 
8 • 3 • ~ . Val.iditr of data 
8.3.4.1 Internal Validity 
Internal validity exiats when the inferencea of a 
study.reilect t1le .tatu. of the atudy aubject. without· 
bi.a •. '.'10 have internal validity a atudy auat be without 
selection biaa, information bias and confounding [139 pp82-
89). The..thad of aelection of aubjects from the study 
populatio •• 4a baaed on the pre-exi.ting, routine 
radiologicalacreening facility with'no element of .elf-
refe.rraJ.,·n~ .elf-aelection. The as.e .... nt of the 
aubject ~ 10ut.oo" .tatue, hi. pulmonary function and hia 
reapiratory .~toma waa made without knowledge of his 
determinant atatus thua preventing any diagnostic bias 
[140). Ta. ...... mant of the determinant a of intereat, 
silicosia and duration and inten.ity of du.t expo.ure, were 
mada without knowledge of the aubject t a outcome statue thua 
avoidingia£ormation bias. The lack of awarene.a by the 
subjects for their determinant atatua with regard to 
silicosis (7.4.6, p83) ensured that there wa. no recall 
bias in the .ain i •• ue. ;There i. a auggestioD that recall 











ooncera1n9;c.hildbood eheat illneaa whioh had an aaaooiation 
with dyapaoea, 'oough aad Yariable dyspnoea (Table 19, p87). 
ConfouclLDg.1a Hid to ocour where there ia laok of 
oomparabill_r between the two groups with regard to a 
detezainaDt of the outoome [138 p321]. In thia atudy, all 
of the recogniaed determinants of the outoOlll8, pul.JDonary 
dysfu.x:tioft4Jld reapiratory diaability, have been inoluded 
in theatudy data and oontrolled for in the analyaia. 
Thua the atudy does appear to oonform with 
oonventional atandards for internal validity. 
8.3.4.2 Bxternal validity 
External validity requirea that the aubjecta studied 
are an unbiaaed a .. ple of the atudy population. The 
fo~tion of the atudy frame, by aelecting all aubjects 
with ailicoeia in theprooeas of the routine radiologioal 
surveillance and matohing thoae subjecta with age and date-
of-radiograph nan-ailiootio oontrola, oreated a aample of 
the working population vith the aame age diatribution aa 
the oenaua (complete aample) of the men with ailiooaia. 
That ... pling frame vaa then sampled in order of date of 
miniature radiograph but with a deaigned ratio of probable 
siliootL~a to probable non-ailiootioa. The aample which 
entered the croaa-aeotional atudy ia likely to be 
repreaentativeof the o~r .98 working population in all 











non-ailicotic.object8. External validity or the 
general ieabil ity ,of the .tudy finding8 to the .tudy 
populatlonaay be .ati8fied when there i. no ... pling bia8 
andwhent.here i. internal validity [141 pp12-13). 
Ultimately, when the.e criteria for external validity are 
8ati8fied, ganerali.ability become8 a matter of judgement 
[139 ppIS-" ) and there appear8 to be no rea.on why the 
f'inding8 of thi8 .tudy 8hould not apply to the general 
working population of black~ migrant gold miner •• 
8.3.5 'eliAbilitr of dAtA 
~be 8ever.l weakne88e8 of the 8tudy vere mainly due to 
the nature of the 8tudy popul.tion and the lack of formal 
demographic~occupational expo8ure data. While the 
8tudy'da.iq.n appear. to have minimi8ed any ay8tamatic error 
and the findiAg8 appear to be valid there mu.t be 80.& 
doubt about the preci.ion of the mea8urement8 of the 
deterJllinanta and the outcome. The ..... urement of the main 
deterainant, .ilieo.i8, appear8 to have been reliable 
although no formal 8tudy va8 made to te8t the intra-reader 
agreement, the te.t8 of inter-reader agreeaent including 
Cohen'akappa and Kendall'8 tau-b indicated that the 
mea.urement of 8ilico.i8 va8 reliable (7.4.3, p67). The 
tendency, Doted in the pre .. nt .tudy, for the reader8 to 
empha8i.e the aid-categories of nodule profu.ion t. • 











the CJUic:leli_ of til.- ILO . for the reading of their ataadard 
radiogr ...... 1120]. The two readers differed in the extent 
to whlcllt~ favoured tM llid-categories. The summary 
readingdiatribution of 60' in the mid-categories is 
similar to tbat reported for other studies [142]. Obesity 
and poor film quality have been identified as major .ources 
of inconeistaftt radiograph reading [143]. In the present 
.tudy, V8l:J' f_ of the aubjects were obese [130] and the 
radiograpba ~ taken in a modern hospital facility by 
professional radiographers and were of good quality. There 
was a good linear association between the summary 
radiograph readings and the degree of pulmonary dysfunction 
which would appear to validate the readings [144] • 
. file _..-..-nts of lung function were conducted 
throughout with clo e attention to the ATS guidelines 
[121,122]. All of the tests were perfor.med on the same 
apparatu.and by the ._ technician. The apparatus used 
has not be •• validated in a formal study and there can be 
no abaolute certainty concerning the accuracy of the 
equipl8~t or 'of:the associated computer software, however, 
any iDaOCU%aCY ahould be equally distributed across the 
detera.lnant c.ntrut and would not be expected to be a 
source of biu. 
'.rIle'precision, of the _uurement of respiratory 
Symptom.iG4JU&Ot ber ..... '., •• a non-standard .qu_tionaaire 











constraintl, ... tapply to the resulta of the occupational 
questiopaai.e. 
ThU. the .. jor weakne.s of the atudy relates to the 
lack of pmaci.ion of aOll8 of the data. Thia appeara to be 
comparable in the index and comparison groups. It can thus 
be conclud.acl'that the atudy inferences are not biaaed but 
that the strength of any association may have been 
underesttaated as a result of the imprecision of the data 
[132 pp285-a'7). 
8.4 COMPARABILITY OF THE SUBJECTS 
The pre.umption in a cross-aectional atudy which 
compare. Up" expo.ed with the non-expo.ed or populations 
with'.pecific and defined differences is that the groups 
compared areislllilar in all reapects other than the a.pect 
of intere.t •. <It has been noted. that this pr.sumption has 
prevented the use of comparison group. from other 
industries or even from different age cohorts in the s ... 
industry. ~ .• ubject of comparability extends beyond the 
obvioua and factors such as the healthy worker effect [101] 
and the sick worker effect [106] can create differences in 
groups ~ithin an induatJ:y. Similar constraints apply when 
comparing • .otera with non~s.akers~ ia it reasonable to 
aasume tbat,they .... c8IIJ}8J:able in all respects other than 











even u:the tigbt age cohort of this study are similar in 
all reapec.. other than age to the younger men in the study 
or do they"ha". the characteristics of survivor a or those 
of sick .an sbeltering in a familiar occupation? 
8 .... 1 1IM1tlq: worker affect 
The he&lthyworker effect vas first described and 
l1uaed'by IIcl(J.chaal [101] who noted that thellOrtality rate 
of men>¥ho"are actively eaployed vas less than that of the 
general population. Rothman [139 pit] states that the 
effect "derives from a screening process, perhaps largely 
self-selection,' that allows relatively healthy people to 
become or reaain vorkers, vhereas those who remain 
unaaployed,retired, disabled, or otherwise out of the 
actiY8 worker population are as a group less healthy". 
Whilst the healthy worker effect appears now to be quite 
obvious, it was not accounted for in the design and 
analysis of. studies of occupational exposure prior to 1974. 
In another way,tbe healthy worker effect vas used when in 
1916 the "Be. Rand Kiner" vas introduced on the 
Witwatersraad 99ld mines. The introduction of 
exceptionally fit young men was based on an observation -
possibly the first of the healthy worker effect - that the 
more· physically fit man appeared to suffer less fro. the 
ef fects of aiae du8t*xpos1U:8· ('] • The as.waption made vas 











in truth it i. prebable.that they had more reserve and 
could betser tolerate prG9ressive respiratory impairment. 
In the :pxe.ent context the healthy worker effect will 
]:)a extended to e.amine lung function rather than mortality. 
The·.feect re.ult. in a systematic undere.tillation of the 
consequence. 0,£ occupational exposure as .easured by cross-
8ectionalstud1es. Thus.an entering and staying in an 
indu8trywith high physical demanda viII have better than 
average lung function and even after years of exposure to a 
substance nar..ful to the lung, might have had their lung 
func::tionradllced only to the averag  normal range. 
S1aultaneoua,·_asurement of exposure and lung function will 
then result in the conclusion that the exposure has not 
affected lung f~ction when the predicted values used are 
general· population-based. On the other hand, longitudinal 
studie. where the .ubject provides hi. own baseline, would 
show a more rapid than average loss of function [107]. 
Workers in different industries are often compared to 
determine the effects of an exposure which is confined. to 
one of the industries. It cannot, however, be presumed 
that worker. in different industries are comparable in all 
aspecta apart from the exposure of interest. The fallacy 
can be ahown by examining the study of Ivi and Becklue in 
which the· lung function of gold .iners without s11icosi. 
was ca.pared with that ofirailway workers [97]. In that 











functicm of'..dle two CJJ:Oapa and the a"thors concluded that, 
in the .... .,. of a ilicos is , the occupation of gold mining 
could not ~ ,bown to have an adverse effect on lung 
function.· JIOwever review of the data they pr .. ented, with 
knowledqe .0:1· the healthy worker effect, shows that the gold 
miners had higher baaeline lung function and a more rapid 
decline than the railway ~orkers. Similarly, Sluis-Cramer 
[145] concluded that black gold miners had no signif.icant 
decline in their lung function as a result of 10 or more 
years of occupational exposure. In his study, the 
comparison group of black employees of a medical 
inatitutioa were probably mainly measengers and cleaners 
andthwl aot cc:aparable with the men engaged in heavy 
physical activity in the gold mines. 
Modern epidaaiologic studies are deaigned to take 
account of the healthy worker effect but the proc.a of 
self-aelection can also operate within an induatry. In the 
present study there is evidence that the healthier men work 
in the dustiest occupations, the men exposed to the highest 
intensity of dust, the drillers and their assistants 
[6,26,146) had levels of PVC and OlCO which were 
significantly higher than those of men in less dusty 
occupa~iona. This diatribution has also been referred to 
by' ElIIea: who atates that the fittest men do the heaviest 
and the, dustiest work (:2.]. 
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bean praYiouaLy appreciated. It may not be a constant 
factor and baa'" in some instances, been shown to apply only 
in the firat years after man start an occupation [100]. 
The extent of the effect may vary according to outside 
influenc: .. ,including the general economic climate. Thus, 
with generally poor employment opportunities, the healthier 
workers leave" industrias because their employability is 
good. At the same time, workers with respiratory symptoms 
who might ~lly leave a dusty industry, stay in their 
jobs for :t.ar of becoming unemployed. This trend can 
result in • Sick worker effect [106]. There is reason to 
believe that the current South African situation, with a 
high unamplo,ment rate amongst the black population and the 
relatively good salaries paid by the gold mining industry, 
has caused a sharp reduction in the employment of naw 
recruit. tbreugh retention of older and possibly disabled 
man within the industry. Thus both the 'sick worker and the 
healthy worker affects may be operating together. 
8.4.2 Aga 
The age distribution of the study sample is narrow and 
any lack of cc.parability on the basis of age shaula be 
miniJaal ~ JleY8rthel •• s, as Mntioned above, the older .en 
may be 8specially' healthy, and have thus retained their 
posi tiona in the induatry or they may be disabled and 











elsevher.~.:, 'tot.D oCMr VQrd., they may not be strictly 
comparabH ; with the ]rGU8ger .an in the study ._ple. There 
is evidea<:eof •• uxvJ.¥or population or healthy worker 
effect in tMolder age group, who have greater PEY1 and 
KMBP .... ur ... nt. in relation to the predicted value, when 
one would have expected lower mea.ureaent. given the direct 
relation.hip between .ge and the extent of du.t exposure. 
When the.. indices of lung function are examined by 
multiple regre •• ion with age controlled for the duration of 
du.t e~.ure and for silicosis and sllOking, the greater 
PBVl and HlBP per.i.t. However, th .e result. mu.t be 
interpreted with caution as the naly.is i. not .trictly 
valid giv.n the lack of the required independence between 
age, duration of dust expo.ure and amoking. On the other 
hand, evidence for increa.ed disability in the older age 
group is ,apparent in an increase frequency of dy.pnoea in 
that group. However, this increase in dy.pnoea i. not 
unifoDl acro.. the cateqorie. of .ilico.i.. When analysed 
by loqistic regre.sion, there is a .ignificant increase in 
dyspnoea with age when controlled for silico.i., dust 
exposure and ..aking, but the lack of independence between 
the.e determinants might al.o invalidate this analy.i.. On 
balance, it would appear that there are elements of both a 
.urvi~oreffect and of • aick worker effect in the older 
age group of the study' HIlPle but that the influence of 
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8.4.3 .... ·0."*1,.. . 
aac-- ~.~lea ha¥eahown that there may be a t healthy 
..,ker effwlc~'-(147,1"). '!his effect appeara to be a 
self ... lact1lonof tho.e witb lesser lung function to be 
non-saoke~. Aa with the healthy worker effect, this aelf-
select.1.on .~ have resulted in a aystematic underestimate 
of the ;·.aff~ts of s.oking where non-smokers are used to 
~rovide .aadieted values for the indices of lung function 
(147] ~ 'lhe. prellerat study suggests that the heal thy sllOker 
effect operat .. in this population. When caapared with 
11Oft-.mOlten, s_kera and ex-smokera had higher lavels of 
PVC which ... ' 8ignificant for sllOkers. The noa-8I1OJterS had 
been expoaec:l to mine dust for longer and they were older 
than tbe ~. but neither of these deter.inants waa 
noted to ilifl11aCe the PVC (the forced vital capacity 
expre .. ed:a. t.he percentaC)e of the predicted value for the 
age ucl _ic)llt of the subject (123]). The oba....ct 
diffezeuca.between the aJlOkera and non-lIIIIOlters are 
.icpdficaat, if aaall, and they might indicate that the 
amoltere l pr~or to their tobacco amoke expoaure,' had 
generally higher indicea of lung function. 
CompaJ:iaoaa between the men who were sllDJcing at the 
time of the atudyand those who no longer AIODad but Ud 
. 
smoted ~n the past, ~ differences which would be 
expeated fr_ the g1;8~r tobecco S.,ke expoaure, of the 












another reSpeetl they had a greater frequ.ncy of incr .... d 
airvay,r.ao1alvityas .. asurad by a chang. of .or. than 10' 
between the, PH- &ad poat-bronchodilator PBV1. It cannot 
be d.tera1ned fro. this study whether the incr.ase in 
airvaY"re.ctivity. deteraioed that the subject stopped 
smokiag,oZ'vbether it vas caused by his baving stopped 
smoking. ~.tendency for ..akers to have incr.ased airway 
reactivity hasbe.n demonstrated [1.9] and it is probable 
that those vith the great.st reactivity are th. ones most 
lik.ly to besyaptoaatic and to stop smoking. This feature 
do.s, hovev.r; sugg.st that the ex-smok.r might diff.r at 
least in degree from the current smoker. The ex-smokers 
w.re older ethan th. s.okers, had been .xposed to aioe.dust 
for longer and had more silicosis but had smoked, on 
averagai'!Ot fever pack yaars. 
It is unlikely that the lack of comparability of these 
groups'ha. had a Significant effect on the _in association 
of th.pre ••• t study but it is possibl. that· it has caused 
an und.res~1aat. of the .ffect of smoking on lung function 
in the study s-.p1a. 
8.4.4 Chi1dbgod,cbest i11nall and oiryar raocttyitr 
In the context of comparability of populations, there 
is no evidence to suggest that the subjects in the present 
study vith a history of,.clleat i11n.ss in childhood 











reactivity baa & cc:.plu'relation.hip with childhood cheat 
i1lnaa. (1lIO), 4JId with ,ra.ponse. to tobacco amolting [149] 
and to occupatiODAl expo.ure [110]. In the pre.ent .tudy, 
no as.ociation could be demonstrated between airway 
reactivity and a history of childhood chest illness. 
Increased airway reactivity may be a •• ociated with 
occupatio .. l expcMIure to du.t or gase. [110], but it is not 
certain whetber it is cauaed by .uch exposure, or whether 
it i. an intrtuic characteri.tic of the .ubject. Subjects 
• with increuad.airway reactivity were evenly distributed 
aero •• tbe .. ~1nant. of intere.t, dust expo.ure and 
silic08i.'I, .• tchare thus unlikely to lead to bias in 
determ1l1!D9'tIIe .. in a •• ociation. in the pre.ent .tudy. 
8.5 PO'l'BN'lIAL DBTBRKIlQNTS OF RESPIRATORY DISORDIR 
The preaent study addresses the subject of re.piratory 
di.order by ex •• ining lung function and re.piratory. 
symptOM includiD,g dyspnoea and the .ymptoms of chronic 
bronchitis. The factors which influence re.piratory status 
include age, tobacco smoking, airway reactivity, and 
occupatioaal'OXPOeure. and diseases. Apart from the 
deteratnanta of interest in this study, .ilicosi. aDd .tne 
du.t exposure, the· other dete.inants were iDCluded .becau.e 
of their pot_tial to lIOdify or confound the .. in 











additioDal~det.e_iDAllt. bv. not previously been ezaained 
"in this :populatlon, their 1ndividual contributiona to 
respir.toq.· atata. have been .tudied. 
8.5.1 Aga 
In tbe' ... group included in the pre.ent .tudy" lung 
function .... ura.ent. progre.sively change with ageing. 
The influeac. of age on lung function has been controlled 
by u.ing & predicted value for each mea.urement which is 
specific for the .ubject'. age [123,124). Thu., a normal 
man of 35 year. will have an PVC which is approximately 
100' of predicted a. will a normal man of 50 year.. There 
i. no n~aoe,' ,of an additional age dependent deterioration 
of 11Ulgiuaction in this population once adjustment has 
been .. de fo~ ,.the .age-related factors .uch. a. pack year. of 
cigarette • .akLng and duration of du.t .xpo.ure. With 
regard toreapiratory .yaptom., there .as no incr •••• in 
bronchitIc .,.,toas which could be attributed to age and, 
after contzolling for silico.i., a .mall increa.e in 
dyspnoea. 
8.5.2 Aina¥ rMstiyiq 
It haa beensugveated that .irway reactivity may be a 
factor which det~ine. the extent to which a .ubject 
reaponds to, GroDCIl1al i»ritanta including tob.cco ~allOke 











the pzeatmtt.audy there is evidence that airway reactivity, 
measured D.r,achange i. rEV1 in excess of 10' bet.een the 
best pre-aad'poat-bronchodilator measurements, is 
associated with a reduction of the subject's best FEV1, 
FBV1/PVC"JDtBJr and I'VC after controlling for all of the 
other poteDtial daterainants. The increased bronchial 
reactivity. baa. DO .. sociation with respiratory syaptams, 
and "re.pirac~ symptoms including wheezing have been shown 
to be ~ ~ictors of airway reactivity [153]. 
"It ill 1IIIIt't possible with the duign of the presant 
study to detemi_ whether the increased reactivity of 
airway .... ,cauaed by exposure [110] or preceded it. 
Other napona have J.n<lic:ated that 1D.creaainq reactivity of 
the aiDrays' IliCJht be one of the signs of occupatioDal 
disease (lM,"155]. Poor reproducibility of the forced 
expiratcny • .,.uvre may be caused by reactive airways and 
is a.aoaiat" with a reduction in the indicas of flow and 
volU118 (154,155). The A'l'S requirements for perforain9 
lung fUDCtion·teats (122) would usuallyezclude such 
subjects fro. further study. In the present study, 
subjects who uowecl a progressive fall intbeir flow and 
volume measurements were not excluded, their best 
exp1ratoJ:Y flow-voluaa. effort was accepted. SUch poor 
reproduc 1J:)il it I' has . been related to 1Dc:reued raacttyJ.ty 
and to inar.aaed response to bronchodilators [l56]. 
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for hype~~~1v1~y Qf the bronchi in the preaent atudy -
has baens~Co be coaperable with the standard, 
I18thaollqlJaw xeePOD88 test of airway reactivity [1561. 
8.5.3 cbi1dbpgd Che.t illpe •• 
It Gas been sugg.sted that there is an aaaociation 
betweeD cAildhood cbeat illneaa and adult obstructive lung 
diseau . '.( 157). In other atuc:lies, increaaed bronchial 
reactiv.!·ty MIl ,been po8tulated as the link between 
chil<Btood ch .. t. illnesa and the susceptibility of the adult 
to broncldal tiaea.e [15' ,158,159] • If .uch an • 
a.soc1at1oD, either a direct one or one via broncbJ.al 
hyper-~~t1Yity, does exi.t it might be expected to 
influence the reaction of bronchi to mine duat. In the 
pr •• eat .t.lIdJ ,,32' . of the aubjects gave ahi.tory of a 
childhooQ cbeet illnes.. Theae men did not have an 
increased f~cy ofairYay reactivity nor any .~e.. in 
the pu~~ f~tion change. _s.cci.ted vith exposure to 
mine duat. 'l'bey did coaplain IlOre often of dyspnoea, cough 
and vbe ••• , .. aad the.. sYilptoma could have resulted in a 
biaaed ~ .. poAt., subjecta vith aymptoma being .ore. likely 
to recall a olUldhood illn •• s. An incr.a.e in r •• piratory 
syJlptoll., wi.tlt. occupational expoaure to ailica, of .ubject. 
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In tile preaent atudy, 52' of the aubjecta were current 
slaCken, 1-" .... ex-allCker8 and 29' had never 811OJtecl. 
Cigarettes .. re, or bad been, smoked by 82' of the naoars 
and eX-..,_d.. The sacker a and ex-smokers had significant 
reductions of ''''F, 'lEV1/rYC' and OlCO compared with thoae 
who hadnaver sllOked. The 8mokers and, to a non-
aignificant . eztent, tba as-amokers bad higher I'VC than 
thoae who had aevar sacked. The eX-8JIOJcera had a s .. ll 
exceaa of airway hyper-reactivity when ca.parad with either 
the current· aIIOk._ or tho8e who had never 8moked. The 
current RIOtera did not, but the ex-smokers did, have a 
significant '. reduction of PIV1 when the .. ana were cOJDpared 
with tho •• "., bad never 8moked. In thia lut respect, the 
pre8enot atGdycliffer8 from many others [81,161,162] in 
having failed to a..onatrate a significant .. an reduction 
in PBVi in'tboee who have aJllOked when COllPttt'ed with tho8e 
who have .. nr 8IlOked. Fletcher and Peto (163] have 
pointed out that prevalence studies often undereatt.ate the 
effect of amoking based on the FEVi, becauae of the 
generally ... 11 effect on the non-su8ceptible 811Ckers who 
constitute ~ great majority~ A 8tudy from Tucson (16'] 
preaenta 'fincl1ag8 aJ.ailar to those of the preaent atudy 
with the rEVi of saokera ahowing a non-aignificant 
reduction whaD coaaparecl with that of non-amokers. It is 











given thf'('~,:..,"X'. 1n that study also had a 
signifJ.cU,lJ'."ghax PVC th«a those vho had never· sacked. 
In the, P ..... t .• ~~y, it is possible .that the smoking 
hi.'qrl.a bave __ ,n exaggeratech smoking, especially of 
bougbt oigaxett.a (as opposed to the homemade variety), is 
a syabol Qf status in this population and this attitude may 
have caus~ an exaggeration of the smoking history; 
althougA tbe.,slIOkillCj data is siailar to that of other 
studies iD SQllth African black men [165,166). 'l'hese men do 
not 8l1Oke:at work as the Orange Pree State gold mines are 
declared-f,lery mines"; they also smoke far less vhen at 
home betvNn ~oatracts and it is possible that their an8ver 
to . the qu .. tJ.ODRA1re represented their peak rather than . 
their aur •• cOD8U11ption. It ha!, been said (167) that a 
fall of ~. I'IV1 is cl.early evident only after the 
cOIl8UJt)tion of 20 pack years and the average consumption by 
smokers and ex.-'lIIOkers in the present .. tudy sample vas just 
above that Mug 22 pack years. 'l'he actual loss of PEV1 in 
relation to. SMOking has been calculated in several studies. 
In one, the changes in PEV1 were said to be apparent at 
every age in .~rs compared with non-8IlOkers and the data 
pre .. nted~. a 7.3' mean reduction in PEV1 in 8IlOkers of 
approaillA~ly.20 pack year. (161]. In another study (162] 
it vaa calculatecl that 10.8 .1 of FEV1 were loat per pack 
year of s-*ing_ In t;b4a pre.ent study the mean' loss of . 











ml per.-ck"Y~ ,,19 ,an everage of 22 p.ck years amoked 
and ia t"lJu~n atady 116') the aver.ge loss of PBV1 was 
4.0 ml and th.<."erag. SlICked was 45 pack years. Elmes 
[24] and"Jlortaa (168] have emphasised the role of .acking 
over occupational du.t .xpo.ure a. a cau.e of morbidity in 
workers in rdll.ty occupations. Horgan placea the influence 
of du.t'a~ approxtaately ona quarter to one third of that 
of8JDOking.and. not •• , too, that susceptible smok.r. die 
leaviag 81survlv.l population, who are le.a susceptible to 
smoke, ~.at work on the mine a • 
A,atudy of alate workers in Wale. [113] .hows a 
compl •• ,relation.hip between pneumoconio.iaand smoking, 
men with pneumoconio.i. .uffer a 10.. of FEVl whicbi. not 
comparable ACJ:Oaa the categories of .moking, being .-greateat 
in noa • ..ater.. In the present croa.-sectional .tudy it is 
posaible-that a similar eff.ct has confounded the 
relation' hip between FEY1 10.. and expo.ure to tobacco 
smoke. A·mo»e complex relationship betwee~ occupation lung 
disease and .moking ia supported in the present .tudy by 
the lignLficaata.aociation between a falling FEY1 and 
smoking, vben •••••• ed by multiple regrea.ion while 
controlliag for .illco.1s, duration of du.t expo.ure, .ge 
and .irw.y bJpar-r.activity. U.ing the regre •• ion 
equation, for a man of the .tudy average, 46 y.ar. of a,e 
and 166 cu height, the PIV1 10.. can be· calculatedt.o be 5 











the Tuca.oa,.tudy.· (lHJ, but aubatanti.lly differeatfraa 
the 2_1 . leMa •.. per pack year calculated frOID the crude mean 
PBV1 for t:Ile;:tlifferent aaokinq categories. 
'I'1aJ.i.a _Uileclaaaea~t of the· 10.. ot PBV1 in 
relation toamoking ia preaented to highlight same of the 
featurea of the croaa-sectional study, the !JIportance of 
the concept of non-comparability of populations in 
c'ontraating ezpoaure categories, and the indiapenaable role 
of multiple ~saion analysea in unravelling the 
coDtributio_ of aeveral potential determinants of a 
disorder. 
"'ki~, vbather current or in the paat, vas 
asaoci.ted~J.th an increased frequency of cough, aputUII 
product1oa aDd whee •• , vhile the ex-smokera were dyapnoeic 
sigaificaatly .ore than those who had never amoked. 
, 110 rela1tioncould be shown between 8Jl()king and the 
extent of ailicoais,but ex-smokers h.ci IIOre ailicoais than 
current -.omara and non-smokera. 
8.5.5 DRat8lP01 ure 
Throughout thia thesia referencea are made to _ine 
dust. OUatabould. be taken to refer to all of the 
substencea"hichare contained in the mine atllOaphere.; 'I'he 
earlier ·concern vith the aining environaent haa led 'to. an· 
emphasia of ailica-contaiDing duat aa the occapatiODAl 
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aine'MY lie of •• much releYance a. clu.t, as Irvine and 
¥att, net.ed 'in their 1912 paper [i]. Mitrou. fUll8. froa 
explosive. lace ·.kDovn to c.u.e lung di.ea.e which i. 1I8ually 
acate but which may be chronic [23 pp474-480,169,170]. 
Heat has al.o baen implicated in occupational lung disease 
[171);and:t1\eellbient t..perature in the Orange Free State 
gold ainea. i. 98nerallr high with rock temperatures s·.tiM. ill exe... of 50 degree. c. Dust lavel. in the 
Orange rre. at.t. aina. have been .table sinc. the start of 
JliniJlq ia ta. area 35 year. before the pre.ent .tudy, and 
dust ~l. _ the Witw.ter.rand mines are •• id to have 
changed little.iDee 1936 [10,21]. A recant publication 
gives aver .... fi~. for r •• pirable du.t in SOUth African 
gold aJ. .... uDgiag fraa 0.24 to 1.26 mg per cubic metre 
[14']~ ~.·free .ilica content of the re.pirable du.t 
probably vari.. and i. quoted a. baing 30' by Slui.-Cramer 
[21] aDd1S' bf,Wiles and Faure [22]. There .ppear., al.o, 
to be aa.eUDC.rtainty aboQt the validity and relevance of 
dust .... ar_t. aada in the South African gold mille •• 
Against the opiai0D8 that dust levels have been w.ll-
controlled and coutant for many years [10.21], there has 
been the .ugge.tioD that lev.ls had incr •••• d between 1950 
and 1969 (172) and tberei. also doubt a. towhetber the 
koniaeter:·J.a us. in the Seuth African Ilines (146) provides 
the IIOstr.levant e.tt.ate •. of the dust with the potenti.l 











levels, qualitY9f dust, aspect8 of dust control and the 
patb09* ... t •. of silicosis and other occupational disorders 
are not1aapecta which have been addre8sed by the present 
study. 
8.5.5.1 Intensity of dust expo8ure 
It is generally accepted from the work of Beadle 
[26.174] that the intenaity as well a8 the duration of mine 
dust expo8U%8 correlate well with the degree of 8ilicosis. 
In the pre.ent study, the highest intenSity of dust 
expoaure, that of the machine men who operate the dril18 at 
the- J:ook fac., was not found to be associated with the 
greaaest prev.lence of silic08i8. The aS8eS8ment of the 
inte~sity of dust exposure was fairly crude, compared with 
thataade fOJ:·'white South African gold miners, [26,103,175] 
in tlat no detailed work records exist for the black, 
migrant .' aine . worker. It is thought possible that men may 
have tended., to exaggerate their employment as .. chine men, 
as that is a prestigious occupation on account of its high 
physical daaands and .ore unpleasant and more dangerous 
working environment. On the other hand, men do tend to 
r ... 1n:in siailar occupations and the question asked about 
their predOlliRant occupation se_ad' to be confiraed by the 
limited amoaat of validated data obtained fro. . the recently 
started mine computer records. One possible reason forth. 











level o~ duateaposure in their workplace, could be the 
wide dif6apaaces in energy expenditure, minute ventilation, 
dust lnba~aeioD and dust retention of the individuals 
wi thin each workplace . [79,176,177] • Thus, a locomotive 
driveraitting in his loca.otive will have a 'lover ainute 
ventilation than that of the 'lasher' shovelling rock into 
the hoppers attacbed to his locomotive. As a result, the 
amount of dust which the l,oc~tive driver inhales will be 
less than that inhaled by the 'lasher'. Slailar contraata 
exist in the workplaces reflecting all of the different 
levels of daat .zpoaure. A report concerning granite 
worker. (1'781 also &aphaaises the great difficulty in 
characteriaiD9 incjividual dust exposures. On the other 
hand, the .lUte gold miners who were the subjects of most 
of the published studies from South Africa 
[21,22,26,81,'7,",98,174,175, 179] are involved almost 
axclusivelyia superviaory positions and have sillilar 
levels of minute ventilation, and thus have a dust load 
which should taOre closely reflect their workplace. 
"v.rthel .. s, Wiid (110) reporting on white gold .iners had 
difficulty in relating the man, his physique, hia 
workplace ,the n11llber of shifts worked and the presence and 
extent of silicosis. Chatgidakia [181], also reporting on 
white gold miaers, found a poor correlation between the 
duraticm Qf their service' -.ad the extent of sJ.licoaia found 
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quantity ~ quality of dust in the lungs of men with 
similar expo.ure. 
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A clo.er examination of the lung function data in 
relation to the inten.ity of dust exposure .hows that the 
only .... ur ... nts which reached significance, although only 
.~ I .", ') ! . 
at the 5' level, were the PVC and DICO and that in each 
" {,;: t, J : ; t 
case, the h+gher .. an was found in the Dlen who worked in 
.1- ;, i 1 . 
the highe.t of the three grades of dust intensity. Thia 
finding .ugge.t., as was previously noted (p135), that the 
"_~I< .,~: "',~ .. ;, i' r;,~.:"'~· 
healthiest and .tronge.t men select themselves for the 
~. ,~~.~: ~~t''' ,', .: I r:" ~ 
dustiest and .o.t physically demanding work [24]. It would 
s ... to be intuitively correct to assume that these Dlen 
., .. ,' .. ':' ' 
expo.ed to the highest levels of dust [10,26) and expending 
the greatest ~hy.ical effort with high working minute 
~ , " ; :~ ....,' , 
-ventilations, would be more likely to have .ilicosis and 
i 
the higher categories of silicosi.. In fact, multiple . . 
~'" '. ~ 
re9~ession ;,a~lysi. with the inten.ity of exposure 
controlled for the duration of exposure, confirmed that 
tho.e with expo.ure to both the intermediate and to the 
,'., . \'~ : : { ; I • 
highe.t level. of dust had a aignificantly greater category 
" . 
of .ilicosi. than those exposed to the lowest level. 
:: 'r'-~' : ( 
However, the intermediate intensity expo.ure exceeded the 
I r t P J' 
highe.t intensity expo.ure in terms of the potential to 
d' . , 
predict silicosis. There i. probably no rea.on to believe . , 
the "Hew Rand Jliners" concept that fitter aen are Ie •• 












view has bean supported by a report showing that men with 
the highest FBV1 have the greatest penetration of small 
~ .. "; l)i f .. < j () () f '''''o;~,~r '; '-, -., 
dust particles into their alveoli [182], and an 
.~, ' . . 
experimental study with hamsters has shown a 6-fold 
, a 'Jr"i:,"" ,., " 
increase in dust retention in the alveoli when the animals 
1<' ~. t ~~"0' 'nf.). ~ ~ .. :, ,: rl~' ~". I 
are exposed to "(lust during exercise compared with exposure 
~~ ,,"'! ."."s.:...~: t. '"" . ';"'; 
at rest [183]. 
')(.~ t t": 1'1"',' , 
The failure of the present study to show the most 
~ : .. <;., / •. ;,' ...• '. ~L~~' 
advanced silicosis and disturbance of lung function in men 
•• '" ~ • ' A l';. \ J "I • 
exposed to the highest intensity of dust might simply 
, t! 1 ~ .... t, ',.,) " \ l" '.4 • , . 
indicate differences in the quality of the dust with regard 
I (t ':..,.-. t) ~ ... ~ l. t. \/ ,~'" , , 
to the effective particle size and density, and the area of 
~ t, t .: ~ '.:·'·f ')'~" .~ 
impaction in the respiratory tract [106]. The process of 
': ", .. ' '~.{" ~ t~ n (" ) ,:.' ., ~ "/ ' .. ' A , 
dust collection and measurement may well alter the 
. ,. ; '.j '/.J.:.';:'~~'. :" .. 
characteristics of the dust [173] and, in particular, 
.;' t {j.; \"r1l.:.... ,,', " .. 
overestimate the quantity of the small particles which are 
C :;_ '~4 ;~," J' 1;: . 
known to cause silicosis [184]. Larger particles will 
, \ ;;:~ "',/ ~ 'le;. r :. ~ '; { 
lodge in airways and may lead to bronchitic symptoms from 
'.., ", !";'. ',,1 , ~ :': .. ', ' .. j ~ .' I. ". 
main bronchial impaction and to small airway disease from 
," i , . 
impaction in the bronchi of less than 2 mm diameter [185]. 
t " :. ..• ,'1.:.~.: .. ' ~ :: .. ~. 1, .. ~ " 'j '" '. , 
It has been suggested that the dust particles at the work 
faceva~e,t:~n account of 'the water u~ed;thro~gh the drills, 
• '~~ ii. i ... :i __ ', i ;1\ ~t t'~:·. ,' .. 
larger particles consisting of small particles adherent to 
·>:~r.;) 1,11\/''1 tt. t,~ 
each other [184]. If this is so, these larger particles 
. ("''' J' !~ii:':' "'. 
would be expected to cause bronchitic disease or small 
',(, ,: .' , .. 
airway disease rather than lung parenchymal disease. The 











analysia ofre.piratory ay.ptoas in the men expoaed to the 
high.a~ inteaaity of duat aupports theae concepta. the men 
had a greatez· frequency of aputum production and wbaezing, 
thaa:ttia·_ expoaed to the interae<iiate duat intenaity. 
Analyaia by .19giatic regreaaion, while controlling for the 
other potential determinants, confirmed the aaaociation 
betweanexpoallre to the higheat duat intenaity and aputum 
production, and alao ahoved a relationahip with dyapnoea 
and a hLatory of variable dyapnoea. )len with intermediate 
duat intenaity expoaure could be distinguiabed from thoae 
with the lOW duet intenaity expoaure by their greater 
frequency of dyapnoea. Tbeae respiratory aymptom data 
appear to validate the duat intensity inforaation. The 
failure to demonatrate an effect of high intenaity expoaure 
on lung function .may be due to the croaa-aectional deaign, 
which .. y under.atimate tbe effect of high intenaity 
expoaure becauae of the healthy worker effect, but the lack 
of a.aociation between bronchi tic a}'lllptolla and chronic 
airflow liaitation is well known [1&3]. Alternatively, .. n 
may move to the lower duat intensity environment a a. their 
lung function deterioratea, but evidence for thia waa 
lacking aDd the duration of underground expoaure did not 
differ for men in the three levela of dust intanaity 
expoaure. A lo.ngitudinal atudy (which ia to be .. de) might 
be able to deaonatrate, .a ,othera have done (107.112]·, that 










fact, have a .are rapid lo.a of lung function. 
8.5.5.2 ouration of du.t expoaure 
15t 
~be duration of du.t expoaure waa a •• ociated with 
quite diff.rent pattern. of outcome from tho.. a •• ociated 
with inten.ity of .xpo.ure. Bo formula aucha. that uaed 
by Slui. er-r et al [175 J could be deaigned by combining 
the duratioa with the intenaity data to permit a more 
predictive regre •• ion equation for the aeveral dependent 
daterainant.. ~hia might auggeat that the quality of duat 
a •• ociated with the changea in lung function relating to 
duration of expo.ure, wa. preaent in aimilar uaount. in 
me.tof the work place •• 
In the crude analyaia, there were no differencea in 
the frequency of any of the reapiratory aymptaa. in thoae 
with lea. than 25 yeara of expoaure compared with thoae who 
had firat worked in a gold aine 25 or .ore years befora the 
.tudy. The _n with the greater duration of expo.ure were 
older, had 8JIOked mere, had more ailico.ia and had lover 
mean valu •• · for I'VC, PEV1, PBV1/I'VC' and DBI' but not for 
D1CO. When analy.ed by aultipl. regrea.ion controlling for 
amoking, ailico.1a and airway reactivity, duration of duat 
expo.ur. w .. found to be related to IDIEF, PBV1/I'VC' and, to 
a l •••• r extent, FEY1. Theae re.ulta are .imilar to tho.e 
de.cribedin .. n with hi.tological evidence of a .. 1l 
airway. dis.aa. cauaedby mineral duat in which the "'1' 











study theactlM1FEV1/FVC' vas estillated to decrease by 
1.3' per 10 year. of ai .. dust expoaure vhich vaa 
ca.p&rabl •. vlth the 1.4' decrease aasociated vith smoking 
10 pack years. The percentage predicted, JUlEF vas 
.atiaated'to decreaae by 6' per 10 years of aine dust 
exposure and by 5' per 10 pack years of smoking and the 
FEV1 by 2.1': and 1.6' reapectively. In the present study, 
unlike that described for men exposed to coal mine dust 
[10SJ, vithout pneumoconiosis, there vas no aasociated. 
change in the PVC after controlling for other factora. In 
a atudy of'hard rock ainers in C~da, aining expoaure vaa 
found to exceed the effect of sllOking on lung function 
[81J. 
The v~iation in reported findinga of aymptaaa and 
lung function changes in men exposed to aine duat ia 
similar to tbat described for men vho amoke. Morgan [186 J 
has pointad·outthat smoking can produce different 
ayndro .. sand that current 8IlOking habit. correlate vell 
vith symptoms of 
expoaure data of pack yeara correlates beat vith evidence 
of .cbJ:onicairflow liaitation. It se8Jlla probable that the 
occupatiQaalenvironment to vhich gold miners are expoaed 
is also' capOl. of producing a range of syndro .. s including 
chroDio bronchitia [1.,82,10'J, chronic airflow limitation 
[22,10.,:10IJ, eilicoais [61,131,181,187J, and coabinatione 











Silie ... i.-·,.. a daterainant of lun9 dy.function and 
re8pira~arr ay.ptoma will be diacu88ed in aection 8.6.5 
8.6 '!ltB USP~RATORY DISORDERS ASSOCIATBD WITH GOLD JllNING 
8.6.1 o;ClJPI.tional Bronchitis 
In the preaent 8tudy, it waa not poa8ible to conduct 
the atandard ~ationnaire concerning the aymptoa complex 
of chronic ;RoDChi ti8 becau8e the8e 8ubjecta give tiaa& and 
dat •• a'low··priority and they found the queation confuaing. 
Ilev8rthel •• a, 62' of the 8ubject8 atated that they produced 
aput_ and.t2' of the aubjects 8tated that they regularly 
produced apat.. on mo8t daya and thu8 appear to qualify for 
a diagno8ia of chronic bronchiti8. The non-amokera were 
not aparact,·tst ;of thea produced sputUID and 26' produced 
aput .. OR .aat daY8. The8e finding8 are in contraat with 
th08e of Sluta.Cramer who found no non-amokera and only 
3.5' of the h.avie8t •• okera with a cough and 8putUID [94]. 
Paul reporting on black copper miners in Zambia found only 
0.1' with chronic bronchiti8 [188J. The reaaon that the8e 
two atudiea abowed 8uch a low prevalence of chronic 
bronchltis 1& Rot clear but the findinga of the pre .. nt 
8tudy are conaonant with many other report8 
[22,81,84,87,104J. In a po8t-mortem 8tudy (po8t-mort .. a are 











vae founcj.tM, .. 66t (616/935) of exaainations revealed 
histological·."ldence of chronic bronchitis, on the basis 
of .tb .... id Index, in black gold miners [10]. Although the 
author. Qf that ·.tudy doubted the significance of their 
findLnge;tbey are compatible with the response to the 
J:esplratoJ:yqu.etionnaire in the present study. It aight 
be .u.pected _hat minere will exaggerate their .ymptoaa in 
theiatere.t of gaining compensation. In the pre.ent 
.tudy •. 'the.atter of compen.ation was never raised by the 
inve •• igatora nor by the subjects. In general, the .mall 
award offere4 to black miners does not remotely compen.ate 
thea £orfl~'lof earnings and it is far more likely that 
symptoa. would have been under-reported. Wile. and raure 
[22] did,·U.fact, find significant under-reporting of 
syaptOlla.;of ·aceJ;aChiti. in white miners when they cOllpared 
their>u.we.,e,·vith .putua produced during the period of the 
exaainatiora .... 
In ;the J~ .. nt study there was no association between 
the pre.ace .lof .ilico.is and the symptOils of chronic 
broncbiti.(chi sq df1 = 0.67, P = .417), a finding 
supportttel.byGil.on [7'] and by Horgan [106]. SputWll 
production, .• xpecte4ly, was associate4 with smoking and 
al.o with:thelnten.ity of dust exposure and was especially 












8.6.2 CbPlpfsghltrustiye brQnshgpn1mono~ diloolo 
In the present atudy, evidence of airflow limitation 
vas found to be aasociated vith the duration of dust 
ezpo.ure, .• ilicosis and .moking. There has been SODe 
diapute a. to the role of aine dust and other mine 
atmosphere pollutants in the development of chronic airflow 
limitation (CAL). Elme. [24J and Horgan [106J believe that 
dust may not be an iIIlport&nt cause of CAL in relation to 
the role of s.aking but others have reported findings 
silliler to tho.e of the present study, that dust doe. cause 
CAL to an extent which is similar to that associated vith 
UlOking [2a,H~95.110,171J. 
The pre.enc. of emphysema vas not addresaed in the 
pres.nt .• t~dy. Chatgidaki. [181J in an 800 autopsy series 
ioundthat'eaphya ... and silicosis vere closely linked. 
In a more recent case control study, Becklake et al [109J 
found an ••• ociation betveen emphysema and du.tezposure, 
independent frQII .ilicosis. In their study, emphysema vas 
found to relate to aine dust exposure and to smoking aDd 
not to .ilicosis nor to a history of bronchitis. It seems 
probable that emphy .... is thus part of the airvaydiaease 
aasociated vith aine dust exposure contrary to the vi.vs of 
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8.6.3 Acute chAnge. in lung funqtion 
Lung function changes in relation to the most recent 
,'~ J 
" .~ 
work shift and the time of that shift have been noted in at 
least one study of miners [189]. Wiles failed to show any 
acute airway r.sponae to the inhalation of a large amount 
of mine dust [111]. In the present study, all of the lung 
function measurements were made at the same time of the 
- t·'· 
day. The men had all worked underground approximately 18 
hours before the measurements with the exception of those 
tested on a Honday when the interval since their last shift 
varied from 42 to 66 hours. No differences could be found 
between the men tested on a Honday and those tested on the 
other days of the week. If there was any acute change in 
relationahip to mine dust exposure, it was no longer 
, , , 
apparent 18 hours after the shift. 
There is no doubt that the subjects in this study have 
shown adverse effects from exposure to the mining 
environment. In theory, these changes, no~~ly the airflow 
limitation, are far more relevant than silicosis as a 
potential cause of disability. Silicosis affects less than 
2' of this working population [131] but bronchial disease 
may be .ore widespread as reflected by the changes observed 
in the present study after controlling for silicosis. 
" ! 
Nevertheless, silicosis affecting those who have been .ost 











additional pulmonary dysfunction in men who may already 
have CAL and chronic bronchitis . 
. \ t""';. 
8.6.4 Silicosis 
Although silicosis, in the present study, has been 
examined as a determinant of the main outcomes, pulmonary 
,'\' .l ~. ,',:,' LV 
dysfunction and respiratory symptoms, it seems appropriate 
,. . (! :" ~:; .~ ,r' '.: 
to examine it as the third of the dust-induced syndromes . 
. ' 'I .": " 
The presence and extent of silicosis was predicted by the 
duration of dust exposure. The intensity of dust exposure 
; 1... ; 
was a significant factor and although the high intensity 
r, L:. j en () f ~ .. , .:. I~ • ", t 
was slightly less predictive of silicosis than the 
~ .. ' . 
intermediate intensity they were each more likely to be 
associated with silicosis than was the low intensity of 
• .' _ J , "~' , 
. ',' .~ •• t," > • . .. ' 
exposure. No association could be demonstrated between age 
,t , .. :""" :. .. ~! '11.1. ""'ti':l . ~ 
or smoking after controlling for duration of dust exposure. 
J·:U?~::) }.;!'f.: t '·' .t'~.~:~ 
In the present study as well as in others [177,180], the 
presence or extent of silicosis was not influenced by the , 
, " ,"'l.:, ~ . "~, ,t,L.< '} '»:. t • 1_ "\ .t ~ .. 
age at which the man had started work as a gold miner. It .. 
) .;,', ..... , 
has been suggested that bronchitic symptoms are protective 
't ·.,1~~. Fl (;:~i~ '~'l" 
against the development of silicosis [88,89] but in the 
~ l : 'J ~'J:, ,": f ( , '~ ") , 
present study as in other studies [22,91] no such effect 
was detected. 
~'-: '().Fl :, ,\. ",;,'l"J " .... ' \\ :; ") 
The distribution of the categories of silicosis in the 
I.';' "': , , ,;" .:': ';:'''' 
study sample are likely to reflect the distribution in the 
, . t, .. ~" .. !cy Cf~: \/\!::'.~j;.,)"~. ,. "t" ~- ',(, ~{ ~::" ':,' 
working Population of black gold miners on the Orange Free 












State 9OW~". "Mre are few _n .ith the Cat8CJory 3 
.ilicoeiAI [120] and few .ith large opacitie.. Whether this 
reflecu .... leetive. tendency for lien .ith the.e more 
severe 9%" ...... of silicosis to leave the industry or whether 
they are reAllyuncc.aon will have to be deterained by the 
10DQi'tu.cU.ael .tltdy. Advanced di ... se is, uncOlllDOn in the 
.hitegolcl .i .. r [34] and may also be an infrequent flDdiD9 
in theblack;a1.aer. However, the present .tudy has shown 
an Lncrea.iDg .~tak of tuberculosis with incr.asing 
profuaiolt of .• ilicotic nodule.. Until recantly, men .ith 
sLliOO8is.wJ¥):cMv.lopedtuberculosi •• er. no1; p8raitted to 
coatiaue.vJ.tla :th.J.r underground work and JIUy of th_ left 
the. Ln~'''Y I, It i. thus probaOle that th~ had been a 
dif.ierea'1al :10" ,of .. n with more advanced silico.i •. in 
the rears ~1n9 ·tAe study. 
8.6.5 PPlMMQ! 4¥afunction an4Q1D1)tgml in ·relat;i,On 
In the ,PftMllt. 8tudy relationships between. silLeoai. 
andl\Ul9 . c:1p!taaCtionand r .. piratory .yapto .... r. 
apparent.,·, 
Crwle40-..meon of the frequency of symptou ahowed 
tut :J811icuiai", ,a.sociated only .ith an iJ1creaaed '. 
frequ.eqcy ot dy.paoe_. ,''flli. va. also true of the ,·,s~:tect • 
• itll .1Iaple~ll1eoaLa'.·zepon.d by lto.kinen [l'7]ill',~ly.ta 










silico.i. aIlCldy.pnoea, after controlling for other 
variule •• 
162 
The.ub~tawith silicosis differed .ignificantly 
fro. the<tho.e without silicosis in respect of their .. an 
level. of all the indices of lung function measured. 
Analy.is b¥ .ultiple regres.ion showed that .ilico.is was 
associatad with decre.se. in FVC, PBV1, PEv11pvct, IOdP and 
DlOO, after controlling for duration and inten.ity of dust 
exposure,s.oking, airway hyper-reactivity and age. 
S1IIilu fiaclint. wera reported by Louw et al [lMJ in shale 
workers with pneumoconio.is and by Koskinen [187J in .. n 
with .1IIp1e Glico.is. Irwig and Rocks [104J examining 
whit. South African gold ainer. wera not able to attribute 
a decrea •• in lung function to .ilico.is. The discrepancy 
in the" finding. between black and white South African gold 
miners rai ... que.tions about the comparability of the 
di ..... in tbe,two groups. It would seem that black gold 
min.r. are expo.ed to greater intensities of mine dust than 
are white miners [5J. It has been said that their greater 
exposure is not important because they are migrant 
labourers, not career miners, and thus, have short total 
durations of expo.ure [5J. The present study i. the fir.t 
which has examined, albeit crudely, the duration of the 
working life of the black gold miner and it would appear 
that there are those who remain in service for lonq periods 
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which baa been .... ined in the black South African miner 
differ., f..- tthat in the white minar by being of 1101'8 rapid 
onaat.Altbou,h a mean duration of ezpoaura of 25 year8 
place.tbe '.di.e •• e, by definition, into tha category of 
chronic a.11iaoai. [19J, there lIlay be difference. withiD 
that cat.goryon the ba.i. of duration of exposure. To 
detexmiDa,wbetber a 8pectrum of 8ilic08i. exi.ted in the 
pre8ent .1fucly .aple, 49 _n with 8ilico.i. who had 
apparently 1forkacl for 15year8 or la.8 were ezamined to 
datu:mine wbatber they differed from the other man with 
.il1cosi.. Bo difference. could be found in the indic •• of 
lUl19 fUDCt10ll IMlr in the frequency of pulmonary 
tuberculo.i. iJl the men with the .horter dust expo.ure. 
The reason 1Gr,taa di.crepancy between the .tudie. 'of white 
South Afric_'gald miners and the preaent .tudy of black 
gold aiDen 18 thus not clear but the r.aul t. of the 
pr ... nt .~udy confora with tho.e of two other .adem 
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8.7 PULMONARY DISABILITY 
164 
Becau.e this was a working population, it waa not 
expected that more than a few subjects would have 
significant pulmonary impairment [116]. Hare than .i1d 
impairaent was apparent in 50 subjects of whom 7 had severe 
impairment. This impairment correlated well with the major 
determinant a of lung function in this study, namely, 
s'i1icoaia, duration of dust exposure and smoking but not 
with age. It is difficult to comment about the extent to 
which thia occupational exposure causes diaabi1ity until 
completion of a longitudinal study which examinea men who 
leave the induatry as well as those that remain employed. 
However, the general impression gained is that older men 
are very reluctant to leave the industry. Few alternative 
, , 
employment opportunities exist for the older labourer and 
none offer aa1aries which are comparable with thoae paid to 
minera. The policy in the 5 years prior,to the preaent 
study, was to inform men with silicosis that they were 
eligible for compensation should they decide to retire from 
mining. In fact, only 9 men were compensated for silicosis 
alone (as opposed to silicosis with tuberculosiS) during 
the 2 year. before the atudy. Thia auggeata that few man 
with 8i1ic08i8 voluntarily leave the indu8try for any 
reaaon and that the prevalence of di8abi1ity demonatrated 












8.7 POLIIOI1ARY TUBERCULOSIS 
The cr~ •• -.ectional 8tudy 8howed that pulmonary 
,:, .~ tlO.n. ,.l ~~.,t'( .. -:l', ~.~", 
tuberculo.i. wa. more common among8t men with 8ilic08i8 
" ~ \0. <': 1:.4 ~l""~.~.f i'. ~. 
than in the non-8ilicotic compari80n group. There wa8 a180 
;",' i~:<;r.;nJ{f,~ ,A';, ",,. ," 
,an increa8ing prevalence of pulmonary tubercul08i8 in the 
i' ';...... :,.' ~ ~ = ~.; ~~ ' .. "", '". :~ ... ~~ t 
past with increa8ing categorie8 of 8ilicosi8. It remained 
:' , ••• < ".(,~,6 l~'~~' .;f ~ 1" \-",. 
uncertain a8 to whether 8ilic08i8 increa8ingly predi8po8ed 
~ ~ 1 ,.~:"}" ~".('~' ,-; ,~ ", ..., 
to tubercul08i8 or whether tubercul08i8 had contributed to 
" t. (' .. ~ 1 
the presenc~ and 8everity of 8ilic08i8 [14,19]. Several 
. ~.' ': : ~. L .' "', -
report8 sugge8t that tubercul08i8 i8 a caU8e or at lea8t an 
. P 1 : 1; ',< i'~ ~ , . -') 
aggravating factor in the development of 8ilic08i8. GOthe 
, . 
[74] ha8 reported that Bacillu8 Calme-Guerrin doe8, at 
~. ! 
lea8t experimentally, interfere with dU8t tran8port from 
the lung parenchyma to the hilar node8 and a180 caU8e8 an 
, .'. 'I i (, j .. \ ,,-, ' , ' ';. '" , ,,'I 
increa8e in total dU8t retention by the lungs. Watkins-
-:~, ~. > .!, I ~ • '1 .,' I, ,. ;"!' ::: 'L t .:) t . f. :.' . ¥ 
Pitchford [7] believed that by interfering with the ability 
, }: ~ .:;- ... r ",! 
of the lung to incarcerate silica in fibrou8 tissue, 
~ '. 'I 1. , ) ;,,~ ~ S '. J ~ ~ \' .• r < " ::":,:; '. -. ~"'. ~ f 
tubercul08i8 actually caused the development of silicosis. 
~'c 't, '-i' b~,!'~, ~'i" ~:~/! ~' , ) 
However, it i8 generally agreed that silic08is predisposes 
.. ',I : ."'):.. ••. td~. r ' .... ., }. '" 
to the development of tuberculosis. In the present study, 
~ ,I : ~ : t~ J ~ 'r~ !' t! . ~ ~ .~'. ,.J (~ " ' 
this view was supported by the follow-up of the cohort, 
, - :I ,j 6 ... ' j , ' "." '.. i 
defined by entry into the cross-sectional study. Incident 
... :!' ) ,; > ,," 
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in the cohort confirmed 
" 1 .~'~/ :~' (-"'ft<" P "i ; ," \. c,', ~. :., : .. 
that silic08is which had been determined and categorised 
;.: f,,' r·.- ", /! I l~ t:, .. f ;: ! " J..~., , ,~~'~ ".:,.'" 
prior to the onset of tuberculosis predisposed to the 
1':, 'it' .. ~ '~'! t:, .~. ~ • ." t.. ,~. !". '.'~ • !~~.~).,. "r 
development of tuberculosis and that the degree of 
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prediapoelUiiNl 1ncnasecl "ith increasing categori .. of 
silJ.c .. i •• ,.'~'Ih.u f1nd1ng confor.as with that of other 
atudiea il12,'.,61,62,1Il). The actual I18ChanJ.S. of thi8 
p.reci.Uposl~iaa ie controversial. The conventional vie" 
tbat ;~11Qa i~rf.rea "ith the ability of the lURg 
ma~rophaq. to counter Mycobacterium tuberculosis [65,66] is 
ba.-d on experimental work which might match the aitU4tion 
in acute ailico8is but not necessarily that of staple or 
chronic .a1lico.is (19) which is the subject of the present 
study. Davi. has &1so challenged the conventional vie" 
with .tu~ •• owing that lung macrophage. from ailica-dust 
expoaec:l ael1.have normal viability and function (185). 
It VQ~ have been expected, given the high number of 
incident. us •• of tuberculosis in the cohort of the preaent 
study" ,tb,ot''''e would have been a greater prevalence of 
tubeJ:Quloei.:il) the past in the cross-aec::tional study. The 
diacrepaacy,betyeen these data is likely to have bean the 
resu.lt of·tbe regulations "hich existed at the time of the 
study (119)." ,'1' .... regulations prevented a aan "ho had 
both eilicQei. and tuberculosis from continuing to work in 
an, occupation 10 which he was exposed to silica<onttJ.ning 
du.t. ve~ fev.' non-d\l8ty' occupations are available on 
the lIiIlear.andas.,st of these are menial, poorly paid 
po8ition.j "th., atatus.c;:,onscious, former undergrollDd 
employee 9tMrelly prefers to leave the industry tllaa ·:bo 













data for'~uloaia waa also diminiahed by the acceptance 
only ofOOAflrMd caa.a of tuberculosis. As a reaul t, lien 
who cla1Mclte have dev.loped tuberculosia while _ployed 
on ot)l.r~.l ... ,or while at home were not included aa there 
was tnsu.fic1_tevidence to support the .diagnoais by the 
criteri:a ... in thls study [118). Nevertheless, the 
diatribGtioft of prevalent case a was similar to that of the 
incidttat ' ca .... 
A nU1lber- of the subjects in the present study had ·been 
included in ;aeoncurrent study of short-coarae chemotherapy 
for pIlllM>aa2Y",'ftl'Iarculosis. Fifty-five of the subjects 
with ailicosi. ~ad been treated with short-course 
cluulotherapy 'aM :two of thea had relapsed. Life table 
analysts of '_he.. subjects ahowed that their OUtCOll8 did 
not differ aigaificantly with the outcome of·treatment in a 
general groop fro. the tuberculosis study [54). Thi. 
fillcling CC)ftf ... ·with that of another study froll the s ... 
workift9.popolation [78) and with that of Jane. [77) which 
show that 'p1l1~ry tuberculosis is as responaive to 
tr_a"tMnt wi't-hJlOdern rifaapicin-containinq reg1inena as is 
PUl80ftarttaberculosis without silicosis. ~he findinv 'from 
the._ th»ae studies and from another predating the use of 
rifampicin [7&) is in conflict with earlier studies and 
reports [It,190,191] but is supported, although without 
specific confirmatory references, by Seaton [192, p6tS] and 
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Di •• i~ity i. an •• pact of .. tuberculo.i. and silicosis 
which has not been addressed since the earlier days when 
tuberculoaia waa recogniaed aa being the factor which 
convertec:l '. aillpl., benign silicosis toa disabling and 
letl141' . <lia.as. [7,12,29]. In the present study, pulmonary 
tuberculosia, although fully treated, waa found to be 
associated with a significant reduction of all the indices 
of lunG function apart from the PVC. This reduction in 
lung lunction,wae not apparent when coaparing those vho did 
not.haYe,pulitonary tuberculosis vith the subjects vho 
sube~tl:r dev.loped tuberculosis and ie therefore 
unlikely to be entirely due to the tendency for thoee with 
more levere,ailicosil, and thus worle lung function, to get 
tuberculosts.When the tuberculosis effect on lung 
function "va. ,exaained vhile controlling for the d.gree of 
silic08'a an. duration of exposure to lIine dust" a trend 
toward.'~~eased lung function remained although it only 
reached statistical significance for OlCO. Nevertheless, 
it seeml probable that even with modern and apparently 
effective an~i-tuberculo~istreatment, pulmonary 
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8.8 ,0WBBa DISBASBS ASSOCIATED WITH XIn DUST BDOSORB 
The pre.ent .tudy ha. not addressed the subject of 
lung carci.baa [15,62,111,193), rheuaatoid arthritis 
[11,179,181) and .• cleroderaa [19,175,194,195). Lung 
carci.oa. has not been .hown to be a.sociatad with the 
occupatioa of gold aiaing in South Africa [111,193). 
Chatgidakisl181) found no association between .ilico.i. 
and rbeuaatoid arthriti. but Slui.-Cramer et al (196) have 
.hova tba~ the two di.ea.es are associated, with .ilico.is 
beiag,.,re ;preY.lent and more severe in _n with rheWll8toid 
arthrLtis. ',Scleroderma ha. bean Jcnown to be a.sociatad 
with gold ataa du.t expo.ure in South Africa since the 
report of Iraau. in 1957 (194). A recent report has 
confir..ed thata.sociation for black gold miners from the 
....popul.tion which ha. baen the .ubject of the pre.ent 
















The original purpo.e of this .tudy wa. to 
dat.ra1ne ·.het~er si1ico.i. in black gold miner. was 
a •• ociatedwitb pulmonary dy.function and di.ability. 
, 
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Bvideoc. fro. South African and other modern gold aining 
industries ba •.• uggestad that chronic .ilico.i. i. not a 
.iq.qificant di •••• e (34,36,1'2). However, the working 
conditions for black South African ainer. differ in that 
they are tbelabourer. in a labour-inten.ive indu.try and 
are thus .ubjected to higber per.onal expo.ures of du.t. 
Ifhe.pre.ent study has clearly .hown that 
silico.i. ·i. , ••• ociated with changes in all tbe aeasurad 
indice.·of·lug function and that men with .ilico.i. have 
an incz.a.ed prevalence of dy.pnoea. 
'.The w.ll-recognised as.ociation between .ilicosi. 
and pu~narr tuberculo.is has a .pecial .ignificance in 
this working population-with it. origin. in area. where 
tuberculo.i. ,. endemic (197). An important finding of the 
pre.ent.tudy,wa. the development of further re.piratory 
imp.i~nt in men who had been successfully treated for 
pUl80Dary tuberculo.is. This additional t.pairment occur. 
notwithstanding tbe excellent surveillance and tzeat.ent 
faciliti.. for tuberculo.i. available to this working 
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ur~~,~~~equired and it is hoped that the findings of the 
pre.ent .tudy will provide some impetus for their 
intr~.,. 
lJithe present study, the examination of 
dete~aaats of :lung dia .. ae other than,silicosis vas 
neces.m:y ,for thll.are preci •• definition of the, role of 
silic08ia~AlthOl1CJh tba study waa not designed 'to· examine 
the 1nt,~ ,of.ine dwtt on lunC) function and ,on the. 
frequaacy:qf QIIP.toBI1I, a ralatio~hip was detectecl. The 
questioft 'c:d' tU degree to which mine dust can affect lunC) 
funct~,eanaot.be fully answered by the present study. 
The 10Jlgit\1di .. l study which is to follow aay be able to 
evaluate't_,extent to which individual 8Usceptibility, 
smokinf __.pat;idular levels of exposure iDfluence the 
developlllBlt :01 l\mg dysfunction and disability. The 
constraintso! ; 'the design of the cross-sectional study have 
diacCINAtect·t.a'true extent [131 ppM-I] of the influence of 
mine duat~;" lleV'ertheles., the changes in lung fUDCtion 
which can bel 'directly attributed to occupational exposure 
in a gold .1n.are aiailarto or even in excess of the lung 
dysfwv:t1CDl\c!OaUMd by tobacco .lIOking. The relevance of 
this effect ofduat exposure is that, while silicosis 
affects l •• slthan 2' of this working population, the 
chronic ai~flow ltaitatlon and chronic bronchitis 
associated with exposure to the underground mine 
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C Tuberculin test 
D Histology 
E Therapeutic trial 
Subcate~:a 
1. Lesions in upper or lower 
lobe apex 
a) Infiltration or scarring 
Score c 
with cavitation 5 
b) Non confluent infiltration 
or scarring,without cavity 3 
2. Lesions elsewhere - not apical 
a) with cavitation 2 
b) without cavitation 1 
3. Diffuse lung lesion 
a) miliary 3 
b) non miliary 2 
4. Lesion in upper or lower lobe 
apical segment which is new 
or enlarging and shows no 
resolution on a 2 month fOI,ow up 5 
1. Smear positive for AFB. (ZN ) 
a) once 3 
b) twice 7 
c) 3 times 10 
2. Culture positive for Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis 
a) once 7 
b) twice 10 
1. Heaf Test 
a) grade 3 2 
b) grade 4 4 
2. Mantoux test (5tu) 
a)10-19mm 2 
b) >19mm 4 
1. Lung liver or lymph node 
a) epithelioid/giant cell granuloma 5 
b) granuloma with necrosis 7 
c) granuloma with AFB. 10 
2. Pleura 
Epithelioid /giant cell granuloma 10 
Radiological improvement at 2 months 
of treatment as compared with chest 
radiograph at one month 3 
Bate: A total score of In was required for the diagnosis of 
active pulmonary tuberculosis. Only one score was used from 
each category • 












SILICOSIS ST •• ' co. No. 
"'lltl£~ -".,:._., PP No. 
• C! i (j; " . , . 
ii , ., NAME 
EMPLOYEE'S'HISTOR~ . ~his own recollection) 
YEAR OF FIRST EMPLOYMENT ON A GOLD MINE 
or 
NUMBER OF YEARS EMPLOYED BY GOLD MINES 
MINES AT ... ·ICII .. HE HAS' WORKED: 
(include coal .. asbestol ate.·, 
HIS USUAL JOB (the one he has done IIOst often) 
(for exa.ph lIachine, lasher, winch) ------------
. , tYJf'~· t .,. . 
HAS HE Evt~ ~~ikE6 ~ITH ASB~STOS? YES / NO 
IF YES GI'VE THE ACTUAL YEARS WORKED (e.g~ 1964 to-1966) 
OR 
.~ TJf~dt¥Ir~R OF YEARS WORKED AND APPROXIMATELY KOIII ·.LONG AGO 
.' t/; 
PLEASE SUBMIT THIS SHEET TO THE RECORDS DEPARTMENT FOR ~ONFIRMATION 
OF EMUOYM£.HT ON ANGLO, AMERICAN MINES 















: .. , 
... , _________ ~ ____ .;._' CO. 'HO.: _______ _ 
,f. 0" "' 'VIA SMOKE 7 YESINO' IF !2 GO 10 2. 
""S, When dJd he start\ _' _________ .... ';:.~ ___ _ 
Does he smoke now 7 YESINO 
IF !!I' When dJ.d he stop 7 _____________ _ 
GIG _,.I ,QQ,'~ HE SHOKE: Hon th.n l' cJ.gs/d.y • 
'. . .. ' .c'. '. , • "cJ.gs/d.y. . 
" . less thin ~ cJ.gs/dlY· 
I pipe 




i~:.} IS,. IVIR SHORT .DF BREATH 7 YES I NO IF NO GO 10 ,. -. {r 'J C I .. i!I!L Does it .,Iry 'rOIl dlY to dly 7 
'\~~ "" ,.~,,: .: i.. Is 1 t wors.· at werk., . 
\ i. Is it present It nJ.ght 7 . 
DOES IT OCCUR ·.t rest • 
YES I, NO 
YES I NO 
YES I NO 
• on dressJ.ng or wishing • 
• w.lkJ.ng on le.,el ground • 
.'.w.lldng up stl1rs or up hills· 
- ~J.th hea.,y work or with running· . .~. . . . 
J .... S HI C~4H 7 YES I NO IF NO GO 10 .t. -"!Il: ao.. he cough • occlsionally· 
• most d.,.· 
• • morning. only· 
'. through t~e dlY· 
- at nJ.ght YES I NO 
•• oars HE P~OUCE SPUTUM 7 YES I.NO IF NO GO 10 ,. -IF!Il: Is sputum produced - occ.sJ.onllly· 
- Host days· 
- mornlngs only· 
- through the dlY· 
J. ~S HE EVER WHEEZED ? YES I NO 
c. '.SHE EVER COUGHEO UP BLOOD 7 YES I NO 
I. • ~S HE EVER HAD PHTHISIS 7 YES I NO 
I. "'5 HI EVER HAD TUBERCULOSIS7 YES I NO 
,. 010 HE HAVE ANY CHEST ILLNESS AS A CHILO 7 YES I Nt 
,.. 010 HI SNOKE THIS HORNING 7 YES I NO 












The Prevalence of Silicosis in Orange Free 
,State Gold Miners 
R. L. Cowie, MI, ebB, and M. G. van Schalkwyk, MB, ebB 
na. ,..1&1 ... til ....... • .". afpu' laboNr bJ Ute 
SouUt .&IHeu, Qroup INe ""'1foIttI ..... bu 110' IINn-
tIUIT ..... ...,...., trw ............ UlClIo..,..,. Ute 
,...".,.... til .......... We pepaIa .... TIle two lMIuIlqu. 
.,.......,. file" _ ...... Ute two ..,..,.,Dl_ 
__ Ute dJIIInI4r til , '1 1m .. """ bJ W. VI» 01 
wwJ:I¥ " ... ". .II iii ...., .., • b/,t'bM ...,..,. 01 
J .... ".,. J~ ..... iii M'fIIIaCJ' ,.. .,..". .". erae 
",.......", ......... De _ til,.......,.,.,.. (JOO-
-J ..... ,.", ... "..", ............. tII.moo-. ... NIl-
_ted .,.,...,. ........ .,. ..,.., ... (JIMJ.CV N4Jo-
....,. aacf ~ __ til .... ........ 07 til ....... 01 
_Ii JIIIaIIIIItre"' __ .... __ ___ 
rnJle b1aok pId ......... Mrloa Ia a Illip'&Dt 
.L worbr • .,... ............... ooutItute approzl-
maWJ 80" fill.. _IT, .. Ia tIIIa labor-~ve bad..., . .,.., ................. l*'IodaotllptolJe&n 
aDd ......... -.-........ oou ..... 1Il the 
put, wor ..................... bome tor e moatha 
&Del .................. period&. At pnMDt, the 
eaoaomle .......... a ...... lD OOIIdlt1ou of..moe 
have prod'" a __ ... work force .. th worken 
ohoeiq to apea4 ebontr perlocl8 ... home betw .. 0011-
tncta. There Ia, JIowever, DO puer&l rule that C&D be 
applied to eatlm&te &Il aveNp ratio of time apent 
work1Dc to time apent ... bome. AI a renlt, the total 
number of lDdlvicl1l&la OODtributlq to the work force Ia 
1IDDleuured &Del probUlJ 1IIUDeU1U'&ble &lid. thu, the 
deomlD&tor tor &Il7 ........... mad7 Ia 1IIlOeC'taiD. 
The objeoUve 01 thIa ..., .... to IMU1IN the pm-
&leDOe of aIUGoeIa Ia ........ bIaolI: p1d IDiDerL Give 
the D&tUN ot tile· ............ &Del a ~ ot other 
rr-Cbe ...... O" b' ..... .0 ... ., ....... 1410 
Senath Mriaa ( ...... _II, « II" Dr. CowIe). 
QOII.1"""/IIO, • ___ 
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nuou, the data PNYicnWJ aY&ll&ble 00D0eI'IliDc the 
prev&lenoe of amco.Ia lD blaok IOld mJDe worbn lD 
South Atrio& baa been IDOomplete. III thIa paper we 
dNoribe the cWIlou.ltl_ lD ~ thIa JIleU1INIIlent 
aDd pnMDt two methodI wb10h ..... ued to eetlm&te 
the prnaleuoe of amco.Ia. 
!'or thIa mad7 we have cWIud.moo.la u a rMSo1otrlc 
aImorm&11V 00DaIatbac of npl&r DOCl1l1&r opeoIfIa*Icm 
of the l~ Ia a nbJ- with a hWoa7 01 a:ponre to 
1Iillca-OOD~ ..... ' TIle 41 ............... OIl a 
~ ot tile I'01ItIu m'n'ature ....... ndJopo&pba re-
q\11red .,,1&. tor &11 pld mlM ....,.... TbeM lWUo-
Il'&Pba ..... ned OIl a cIaII7 ..... ." aM 01. (ll,G.vS.).' 
III o&lou1&tIq prnalaoe, twa ......... uecL III 
the ant methoclw ............ tile Jl'oporiIoa ot lWUo-
Il'&Pba .. th _~ ot.woo.la lD a ...... tIt _pl4t ot 
radiop'&pha. We 11M the ·'"'ature (IOG-nun) chen 
rad1op'&pha wblob are tabu ... tile nan ot eaoh n .. 
work coatraot (initial mm.) ucl at lDterv&la ote moathe 
throuchollt the coatraot (perlod1o&1 fllma). The _pie 
ooulated of the total initial ucl perlod1o&1 oheR lWUo-
rrapba tor the lint e montU ot IBM &Del 8hou1d have 
Included I'&CI1opo&pha of &1l of the ourrent work force. 
When a racltocr&Ph Ibowed olI&nc- tb&t ..... oouicl-
end to be oompatlble .. th amco.Ia. the iclentiV of the 
IUbject .... DOted aDd hIa radlopoaph puket .... l&beled 
to prevent rae&IIIplIq. 
The __ ..u...te of the prnaIeaoe ot.wco.u .... 
__ OIl the total n1iDlbel' ot nbJeoW .. tit aIUGoeIa 
iclentl1lecl d1ll'iq 18M. ThIa II-IDCIDtb _pie bac11ided 
the aU1oot1c nbJeota lD tile 8-lDOIltlt _pie ued lD the 
ant methocl &Del ~ .w.ow lD a.a.D&r W&J tor the 
MOOnd e mODtha ot I .... TIle ...... '__ tor thIa 
e&lcul&tIon .... &Il eRbn&te 01 tile total n1lllllber of 
Indlvid1l&lacoatribu_ to the work ,.. tor tbM,.... 
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'l'hu. w. bad .xpectecl that th. Dumber ol uDl&belecl 
aillcoUca would drop .harpl, at the nd 01 tb. 8-montb 
_pUDe period. W. reallud *bat tbia IYltem bad not 
worUel lA practlc. wb.n w. 10UDd no lalloa lD the 
proportioD 01 aillcotlca wbeD w. contiDuecl to look lor 
.ubJ"*' after th •• nd 01 *he Om 8-..soath period. 
Th. HCIOad m.thod Involved aD aatlmate ol the total 
number 01 1Dcllvtduall CIOIl*ributiDe to *he work torc •• 
ThlI ... Dowa to be aD ~te .... lA the calcu-
laUoa. U ...... umecl*bat all Dew CODtracta w.re luuecl 
. to ladivtduall wbo bad IlOt coD*ribu*ecl to *he work loree 
at tb •• tan 01 the year. wb ..... U Ia !mown that maay 
01 th ... new coa~t8 w.re lIIuecl to m.a wbo w.re 
returDlq after abort periocla at bom •• Th. d.nomlDator 
lor tbla prevalence calculation. tb. population uUmate, 
wu lurtber lDftatecl at til •• :.:penae 01 tbe Dumerator, 
tbe .ilicotlca. beoauae a aillcoUc oac. l&belecl would Dot 
b. couated. aca1D, w ...... nonailicoUca remalDecl UD1a-
beled aDd could be _pled more thaD GaOl. Neverthe-I.... the ....... of tile prevalence ol Iillcom by the 
MCoDd IMtbod ."....... a meaD rate 01138 .... per 
10,000 woran, ... U above the upper 9159'0 COa11deD.ce 
llmlt of 89 per 10.000 determlAecl by the _pl. propor-
tiOD ca1oulatloD. It Ia olear floom tbia nudy that the 
routiD. oAen radlocrapha ptb.recl over a 8-moath 
period do DOt repreeeDt a radom _pl. 01 the work 
loree. III laot, the-·OODOerD 01 the worker that be micht 
be. dl8quaWlecl floom ooDt1DU1ac to eara hIa UviDC by 
belAc clecland a aillootio a~ to have renlted, 
uadentaDdably, lA hIa belAc partly IUcoeatW lD avold-
lAl' the ro)ltiDe oAen radlocrapba. Th. aature ol the 
.,.atem Ia auch thU tbia avoldaDce GaIUlOt be atir.ly 
IUccuaful but Ia oJ.rl7 IDOIIt expertly appUecl by the 
old.r, more aperieaoed worker- wbo Ia alIo more Ubly 
to .ua.r floom 811100II. 
III the C01II'M oftIWIltu4J WI have alIo demoutra*ecl 
*bat the IIi!Dlat1II"e (1OC).mm) chllt radlo&"raPb hal aD 
adequa ..... tlwll1 ad aD aceUent apeol1lolty lD the 
d.*~ of u.. _alar opaolfloatioD 01 aillcoa:la. Thla 
.valuatiOD ...... uiDI' DOutllcotiC IlUbjecta wbo did 
I 
Dot reRect *he ",D.rat worklAc popUJat1oD but a l'rGup 
wbicb repreHDta. like *he Illlcotlo POOUPt til. old .. t of 
our .mploy .... They are certalDly DOt a rudom ample 
ol the populatloD &ad th. andlAe thU 1.1" 01 th.m 
were Judpd OD th. repeat m1DIat"" radlocrapb to bave 
IiUcoaiIla Dot tboucht to reflect th. proporttoa 01 milled 
.ilicoala lD th. popuiatloD. Th. aillcoUCI aDd their 
matcbecl coDtroll were, lA tact. aD almOat complete 
ampl. 01 th. old.r mID. work.n. It II likely, therelore, 
that all tb. aillcoUca milled lD th. lAltial iampl. w.re 
lDcludecllD th. coatrol croup, u tbia pooup repreeenteci 
the balaDc. 01 th. ....e-croup lA wblcb Ii1iCOlIa Ia de-
tec:*ecl. A .imilar atuciy UIDI' tb. I'.D.rat worldDc pop-
ulatioD U coDtroll would probably have producecl hlI'ber 
Hnatttvtty ror th. detec:t1oD ol.UlCOIII aDd bll'her re-
producibility rat. tor the readiDC 01 nepUv. radio-
I'r&phl. 
III coDcluloD, .. hav.lbowa *bat preval.Dc. Rudi .. 
are .xtr.mely cWncult to CODduct lD the micraat labor 
lituattoa. W. have provtdecl evtcl.Dce *bat th. preva-
leace ollillcoaillD th. black mJAer work1Dc lA the I'Old 
mID .. 01 the Ora ... Pree Sta. lD South Africa Is not 
I ... thaD 184 per 10,000. 
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Bemoaninl' the ltate or the Enl'llah language hal become a pepular palUme 
••• Enl'llah Ia the clo ... t thiD&' the world hal to aD lnteraatioaai ianl'U&P. It Ia 
currently apoken by lOme 403 milllon persona. aec:oDd only to Mandari~ ChiD .... · 
WUl Ita pow.r diminilh • •• ? ••• Chanl'e in the laDI'1Iac. II a .Ipiflcaat concerD. 
aDd th.r. are increuiD&'ly powerlul rorc .. Uke computers and mau commUDicaUona 
that will .hape ita d.velopment (and ltabilize it and apread it aroUDd the elobe~ 
-Kevin Finneran in n. Futuri6t 1988:20(4):9. 
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